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Resumo1 

O potencial dos métodos geoestatísticos para aplicações em epidemiologia espacial e o 

potencial dos líquenes como indicadores ecológicos em estudos de saúde, motivou a 

investigação e o desenvolvimento de novos métodos e aplicações apresentados nesta tese. Para 

responder a uma questão epidemiológica relacionada com a associação entre a qualidade do ar 

e o peso ao nascer, esta tese explora o desenvolvimento de novas abordagens para 1) explorar 

o potencial dos líquenes como indicadores da qualidade do ar em estudos de saúde ambiental, 

2) explorar o uso de simulação geoestatística para avaliar a incerteza espacial da exposição e 3) 

desenvolver as capacidades de análise exploratória da geoestatística multivariada de processos 

espaciais subjacentes nas associações ecológicas nas áreas do ambiente e da epidemiologia. 

A primeira parte da tese fornece novas orientações para a investigação em saúde, nos casos em 

que a simulação geoestatística é combinada com os líquenes para medir qualidade do ar e as 

associações com o peso ao nascer. Os resultados obtidos indicam que, combinados com a alta-

resolução espacial fornecida pelos líquenes, os métodos geoestatísticos permitem produzir 

mapas de qualidade do ar com elevada resolução espacial, para posterior análise estatística, e 

que se apresentam como alternativas económicas e adequadas para medir associações com o 

peso à nascença. 

A segunda parte da tese apresenta novas aplicações dos métodos geoestatísticos multivariados 

para modelar processos espaciais subjacentes às associações ecológicas nas áreas do ambiente 

e da epidemiologia. Os resultados mostram que a geoestatística multivariada pode 

desempenhar um papel relevante para modelar a intensidade e a direção de processos 

espacialmente não-estacionários subjacentes às associações ecológicas, especialmente em 

grandes regiões, onde as variações em intensidade e direção são mais prováveis de ocorrer. 

 

Palavras-chave: epidemiologia espacial; exposição ambiental; incerteza espacial; qualidade do 

ar; escalas espaciais 

  

                                                           
1 Texto escrito de acordo com a antiga ortografia. 
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Abstract 

The high potential of geostatistical methods to be applied in spatial epidemiology and the great 

potential for utilizing lichen ecological indicators in health studies, motivated the research and 

development of novel methods and applications shown in this thesis. To address an 

epidemiological question related with the association between air quality and birth weight, this 

explores the development of novel approaches by 1) exploring the potential of lichen as air 

quality indicators in environmental health studies, 2) exploring the use of geostatistical 

simulation to assess spatial uncertainty of exposure, and 3) enhancing the exploratory analysis 

capabilities of multivariate geostatistics for analysis of spatial processes underlying ecological 

associations in both environmental and epidemiological fields. 

The first part of the thesis provides a novel guideline for health research when geostatistical 

stochastic simulation is combined with lichens ecological indicator to measure air quality and 

associations with birth weight outcome. The results showed that, combined with high-spatial-

resolution lichen data, geostatistical methods allowed to produce high spatial resolution air 

quality maps for posterior statistical analysis and presented themselves as cost-effective 

alternatives and appropriate to measure associations with the health outcome birth weight. 

The second part of the thesis introduces novel applications of multivariate geostatistical 

methods to model spatial processes underlying ecological associations in environmental and 

epidemiological fields. The results showed that the multivariate geostatistics may play a role to 

model the intensity and direction of spatially non-stationary processes underlying ecological 

associations especially in large regions, where variations in their intensity and direction are likely 

to occur. 

 

Keywords: spatial epidemiology; environmental exposure; spatial uncertainty; air quality; spatial 

scales. 
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1.1 Introduction 

Spatial epidemiology is a key element in health research, since it incorporates the description 

and analysis of the impact of space (place) in health to better understand the etiology of 

diseases.  

Geostatistics is the application of probabilistic methods to regionalized variables, a type of 

variables both random and structured in space. The difference to conventional statistics is that 

geostatistics takes account that nearby locations have more often similar attributes than 

locations separated by longer distances. This discipline have been developed in the 1960s to 

estimate mineral resources and ore reserves, but since then, its use have been extended to many 

environmental fields like agriculture, hydrology, geology or meteorology, while first steps are 

being taken in spatial epidemiology. 

Lichens are the most studied bioindicators and biomonitors of air pollution, because they can 

be found on a wide range of places, including ground, rocks, tree-barks or human-made 

structures and they are very sensible to variations in atmospheric pollution. They have only 

recently been used in health research for air quality assessment, and their wider use in health 

studies requires further research. 

1.2 Objectives of the thesis 

In this thesis are discussed some of the challenges related to the potential of geostatistical 

methods to be applied in spatial epidemiology and of utilizing lichen ecological indicators in 

health studies. The main objectives of this thesis are to explore the use of: 

i. lichen biodiversity as air quality indicator in health studies; 

ii. geostatistical simulation to assess spatial uncertainty of exposures; 

iii. multivariate geostatistics to measure ecological associations in environment and 

epidemiology. 

To achieve these aims, a protocol is developed with guidelines for health research when 

geostatistical stochastic simulation is combined with lichens ecological indicator to measure air 

quality and associations with birth weight outcome; and the linear model of coregionalization is 

used to retain anisotropies and scales of non-stationary processes underlying ecological 

associations in environment and epidemiology fields. 
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1.3 Air quality 

The definition of air pollution adopted by the World Health Organization (WHO) states that air 

pollution is the contamination of environment by any chemical, physical or biological agent that 

modifies the natural characteristics of the atmosphere. Poor air quality as a result of air pollution 

is an important issue for public health since it contributes to the incidence of adverse health 

outcomes like respiratory diseases, cardiovascular diseases or lung cancer. Evidences are also 

growing for a range of other adverse health outcomes caused by exposures in different instants 

of life, ranging from prenatal period to adult life (European Environment Agency, 2013). These 

major public health concerns are commonly related to anthropogenic sources of air pollution 

like household combustion devices, motor vehicles, industrial facilities or natural sources like 

forest fires that are responsible for emissions of air pollutants like particulate matter, 

benzo(a)pyrene, carbon monoxide, ozone, nitrogen dioxide and sulfur dioxide.  

 

Figure 1.3.1 Proportion of European Union urban population exposed to harmfull levels of 
air pollution in 2010-2012, according to European Union (at left) and World Health 
Organization (at right) reference concentrations (EEA Report 5/2014: Air quality in Europe 
– 2014). More stringent guidelines set by World Health Organization indicate that more than 
85% of european urban population are exposed to harmfull levels of PM2.5, O3 or 
Benzo(a)pyrene (BaP). Source: European Environment Agency, 2013 

European air quality policies implemented over the last decades, had succeeded to significantly 

reduced emissions and exposure to several air pollutants such as sulphur dioxide (SO2), carbon 

monoxide (CO), benzene or lead (Pb) (European Environment Agency, 2013). To achieve these 

reductions, the European Air Quality Directives 2008/50/EC and 2004/107/EC set legal limits for 

outdoor atmospheric concentrations for specific pollutants, limit values and alert thresholds for 

the protection of human health, and reduction obligation on the mean air pollution 

concentrations up to 2020. Despite these efforts, currently three quarters of the European 

population lives in cities and according to more stringent guidelines set by the WHO, 90% of 

them are exposed to levels of air pollutants believed to damage health (Figure 1.3.1). In Portugal, 
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according to recent data published (European Environment Agency, 2014a), air pollution levels 

have been declining over the period 2005-2012. This trend does not hold, however, in urban 

areas with higher population densities and/or with industrial areas nearby. For example, 

Monteiro et al. (Monteiro et al., 2007) found exceedances for human health protection for 

Nitrogen dioxide in the two main urban areas of the country (Lisbon and Oporto), and for 

Sulphur dioxide in smaller areas located near industrial areas. 

Outdoor air quality data is frequently collected by air quality monitoring stations geographically 

dispersed over locations previously selected for regulatory purposes. These provide information 

to make air quality assessment, but without detailed spatial resolution. In this way, it is difficult 

to obtain air quality data with high spatial sampling density. To overcome these constraints, this 

thesis explores the use of lichens biodiversity as a surrogate of air quality.  Lichens are the most 

studied bioindicators and biomonitors of air pollution, because some are very sensible to 

variations in atmospheric pollution (Branquinho, 2001). They are symbiotic organisms consisting 

of fungi and algae or cyanobacteria, and can be found on a wide range of places on the planet, 

including ground, water, rocks or human-made structures, and tree bark.  Because lichens are 

long-lived organisms, they accumulate pollutants over time, reflecting a long-term exposure 

(from months up to several years). In polluted areas, their diversity tend to decline as a 

consequence of the harmful effects of the persistence of pollutants on the lichen physiology.  

Lichens have been used to monitor air pollution by several pollutants, particularly Sulphur, 

nitrogen, fluoride, metals, radionuclides, dioxins, PAHs, and also particulate matter (Augusto et 

al., 2013, 2004b; Martin and Coughtrey, 1982). However, there are very few studies on the 

association between lichen diversity and human health. One of the few that has looked at 

associations between lichen diversity and health outcomes, is the work of Cislaghi and Nimis 

(Cislaghi and Nimis, 1997), which measured the correlation between lichen diversity and lung 

cancer mortality in North-East Italy and found that the lung cancer mortality age-standardized 

rate was higher in the areas where the lichen diversity was lower.  

There is a great potential for using lichen ecological indicators in health research (Nowak et al., 

2015), and the right steps forward may allow their wider use in health studies in the future, 

providing the adoption of cost-effective sampling strategies with relatively high spatial density 

of sampling locations, to obtain accurate maps for outdoor pollution (Augusto et al., 2007). Still, 

to have air quality measurements at health data locations to assign health exposures, there is 

the need to use some interpolation technique to predict air quality in non-sampled locations. 

Because of this, the development of air pollution spatial models to assign exposure 

measurements in health studies is a priority (Jerrett et al., 2005), especially in urban areas where 
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most of the world population is expected to live in next decades. The comprehensive review of 

Jerrett et al. (Jerrett et al., 2005) on spatial models to derive air pollution exposure assignments 

identifies six major classes of air pollution exposure assessment models used in health studies: 

proximity-based models, spatial interpolation models, dispersion models, land use regression 

models, emission-meteorological models and the combination of one of these models, with 

personal monitoring methods or regional monitors (also known as hybrid models). 

Proximity models use distance buffers to measure the associations between health outcomes 

and sources of air pollution emission, based on the assumption that exposure at locations nearer 

to emission sources, like industrial facilities or roads, is higher than exposure at locations 

separated by longer distances from emission sources. These simple methods have been used by 

Suarez et al. (Suarez et al., 2007) to measure the link between maternal proximity to hazardous 

waste sites and industrial facilities and neural tube defect risk. However, despite the simplicity 

of these models, this approach is limited by the assumption that individuals within a given buffer 

distance of an emission source are equally exposed (Ryan et al., 2006).  

Dispersion models generally rely on Gaussian plume equations (also known as Gaussian 

Dispersion Models) and require data on emissions (stationary or fugitive), meteorology and 

topography. These models use mathematical equations to describe the mechanisms of air flow 

that transports the pollutants, their dispersion at the atmosphere, and the chemical and physical 

processes occurring within the plume to predict pollutant concentrations at various locations, 

e.g., ground-level concentrations. Despite the relatively expensive data input to feed these 

models (Jerrett et al., 2005), Gaussian dispersion  models have been used in environmental 

epidemiology studies to model air pollution exposure (de Hoogh et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2011). 

Spatial interpolation methods use data measurements collected at a set of locations (usually air 

quality monitoring stations) within the region of study to predict air pollution concentrations at 

unobserved locations within the same region. Generically, they can be divided into deterministic 

or probabilistic categories. Deterministic methods have a mathematical development based on 

some assumptions about the form of the interpolating function, while probabilistic methods 

assume an underlying statistical model for the interpolator. Probabilistic methods, also known 

as geostatistical methods (Jerrett et al., 2013, 2005; Li and Heap, 2014) incorporate statistical 

probability theory in the development of predictions by providing both estimations 

(deterministic part) and associated errors (random part) while deterministic methods provide 

estimations but no estimation errors (Li and Heap, 2014), which is a limitation of these methods. 

With geostatistical methods it is possible to obtain a relatively cost-effective and practical 

approach for prediction of personal exposure, and to provide a measure of exposure 
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uncertainty, which is critical for successful use of spatial statistical methods in spatial 

epidemiology research (Auchincloss et al., 2012). A disadvantage of geostatistical interpolation 

pointed by Jerrett et al. (Jerrett et al., 2005) is the fact that geostatistical modelling requires a 

reasonably dense network of sampling sites. Because geostatistical methods form the focus of 

this thesis, this approach will be introduced in greater detail in Section 1.6. 

Land-use regression employs least square regressions to combine geographic data collected on 

air pollution and on predictor variables (e.g., land use, length of roads, or traffic intensity) 

spatially distributed in the study area to construct an air pollution map. This represents a 

relatively cheap and practical approach for predicting air pollution exposure in urban settings. 

Thus, these maps have been increasingly used in the past few years for environmental 

epidemiology studies at the urban scale (Aguilera and Sunyer, 2008; de Hoogh et al., 2014). 

However, land-use regression models are based on standard regression equations that do not 

address the effects of spatial dependency of data. This is a limitation of land-use regression, 

since it means that the standard errors obtained for these models do not take into account that 

the extent of uncertainty varies throughout the unsampled spatial domain.  

Emission-meteorological models combine chemical modules with meteorological data to 

simulate the dynamics of atmospheric pollutants in a multistep process. These models have 

some similarities with dispersion models, in terms of data requirements and implementation 

costs. They are, however, more demanding in terms of computing power and specialized 

personnel. For these reasons, these models are rarely used in studies measuring links between 

air quality and health (Jerrett et al., 2005).  

Hybrid models combine exposure measurements from personal or regional monitors with 

measurements collected from one (or more) of the previously referred air pollution exposure 

models. Like the models presented above, the hybrid models can be used to model air pollution 

exposure. However, they have the advantage of being able to validate exposure measurements 

since exposure measurements are collected simultaneously with two or more methods. With 

personal monitoring as one of the methods, the approach is costly and imposes a relevant 

burden on the enrolled individuals that hinders the enrollment of a representative sample. With 

regional monitoring methods, the approach can be applied with relatively ease (Jerrett et al., 

2005), e.g., combining regional monitors measurements (a proxy of background exposure) with 

proxies of local exposure like residential distance to major traffic roads. However, a 

disadvantage is the fact that requires availability of regional monitors. 
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1.4 Birth outcomes 

Despite numerous health outcomes are associated with air quality, like respiratory diseases, 

cardiovascular diseases or lung cancer, in this thesis the main focus is on analysis of the adverse 

birth outcomes low  birth weight (weight at birth < 2500 grams) and light for gestational age 

(weight at birth is low for gestational age).  

The impacts of maternal exposure to air pollution on birth weight have been analyzed in several 

research studies. Birth weight outcomes have been associated to air pollutants such as ozone, 

particulate matter, carbon monoxide or sulfur dioxide (Jedrychowski et al., 2004; Perera, 2008; 

Radim J Šrám et al., 2005). The focus on the impacts of air quality turns to the left tail of the 

birth weight distribution, since higher air pollution levels tend to be associated to lighter babies.  

For example, low birth weight outcome is one of the most common birth weight outcomes 

studied as a proxy for infant mortality or morbidity (Kramer, 2003) and has been 

comprehensively used as an outcome to measure association with air quality. 

Birth weight is determined by gestational length and rate of intrauterine growth, which are 

influenced by a vast number of factors (Radim J. Šrám et al., 2005). Such risk factors may include 

adverse birth outcomes occurred during previous pregnancies, complications during pregnancy 

(like eclampsia, preeclampsia, gestational diabetes), occupational physical activity and other 

occupational exposures, maternal and paternal anthropometric measurements (like height and 

weight), maternal birth weight, maternal smoking habits, maternal caloric intake during 

pregnancy or social-economic status (Kramer, 2003, 1987; Pedersen et al., 2013).  

In Europe and in United States the impacts of air pollution in birth weight tend to be weak  since 

exposure levels are generally below standards set by national environmental agencies to 

prevent adverse health effects in the population (Dockery, 1993). Despite this, some health 

studies analyzing long-term exposure of pregnant to air pollutants have been associated with 

impacts on birth outcomes. For example, in a recent article, Pedersen et al.(Pedersen et al., 

2013) presented results from a comprehensive European health study (the ESCAPE study) which 

shows a significant association between exposure to air pollutants and traffic during pregnancy 

and restricted fetal growth.  

In the few last decades, the prevalence of low birth weight infants seems to be increasing in 

most European countries, and Portugal is one of the countries where the trend is particularly 

marked (OECD, 2014). Portugal went from having one of the lowest rates in the 1980s to one of 

the highest (OECD, 2014). The rate of low birth weight infants (Figure 1.4.1) in Portugal showed 
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a linear increase from 7.1% in 2000 to 8.9% in 2014 and may anticipate a potentially disastrous 

impact on public health. 

 

Figure 1.4.1 Percentage of Low Birth Weight infants among live births in the period 
2000-2015, in Portugal. Source: Instituto Nacional de Estatística. 

A report of the World Health Organization Regional Office for Europe (World Health 

Organization Regional Office for Europe, 2010) that evaluated the Portuguese health systems 

performance referred that the rising trend depicted in Figure 1.4.1 is likely due to a combination 

of factors like premature birth, maternal age, maternal smoking, maternal nutrition or multiple 

births, and hypothesize the contribution of an additional impact caused by the increasing 

proportion of babies born to migrant mothers (as a percentage of all births), which are known 

to have increased proportions of low-birth-weight infants (when compared to residents, non-

migrants).This scenario contrasts with the achievements of the national public healthcare 

system over the last decades, that made a significant contribution to the positive evolution of 

maternal and child health in Portugal, measured for example, through a consistent reduction in 

infant (age < 5 years) and maternal mortalities (Direcção Geral de Saúde, 2012) since the 1980s. 

1.5 Spatial epidemiology 

According to the definition in Porta(Porta, 2008),  epidemiology is the study of occurrence and 

distribution of disease in time, place and specific groups of population including the 

determinants that influence such state and the use of this knowledge to control disease. Spatial 

Epidemiology, sometimes referred as medical geography (Goovaerts, 2009; Porta, 2008) or 

geographical epidemiology (Rezaeian et al., 2007) is a key element in epidemiological research, 

since it incorporates the description and analysis of the impact of place in health to better 

understand the etiology of diseases. In any spatial epidemiological study, the main focus is on 

the description and analysis of geographic variations in disease occurrence with respect to 
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demographic, environmental, behavioral, socioeconomic, genetic or infectious risk factors 

(Elliott and Wartenberg, 2004). 

The use of spatial epidemiology methods for analysis of data is based on the assumption that 

data collected at any location are often more similar to data collected from nearby than those 

at a distance. The work of John Snow in 1855 on cholera transmission was the seminal study 

that marked the beginning of the spatial epidemiology. He mapped the geographical distribution 

of cholera cases in the Soho district (London) and found that most of deaths were clustered 

around a specific pump that helped him to discover that contaminated waters were the major 

risk factor for the disease occurrence (up to then, cholera was believed to be spread by air). 

However the systematic interest in the field only came some time later, in the early 1950’s 

(Glass, 2000), and, more recently, with the advances in computing systems, the development of 

geographic information systems and development of methods in spatial statistics, a 

considerable boost in spatial epidemiology methods occurred. Currently, these methods provide 

a considerable set of tools to achieve the major aims of a) creating disease maps, generally used 

to describe geographical distribution of disease, b) performing geographic correlation studies to 

measure associations between exposure variables and disease or, c) identifying clustering or 

disease clusters, well suited to highlight nonrandom spatial patterns variations in disease. 

Spatial methods have increased in percent of the total articles published in the major 

epidemiological journals, between the first and second half of the decade 2000-2010 

(Auchincloss et al., 2012). These methods incorporate the spatial covariance of data for 

prediction or estimation, which may help explaining some spatial pattern found in health 

outcomes caused by the spatial nature of exposure.  

In this thesis the focus is on methods that allow describing the estimates of birth weight 

outcomes risk drawn from multivariate models, also referred by Gotway and Young (Waller and 

Gotway, 2004) and Auchincloss et al. (Auchincloss et al., 2012) as spatial regression models. 

There are two main statistical approaches used in spatial epidemiology to model in such fashion. 

The classical or frequentist approach relies in the fact that inference of parameters is based on 

likelihood models. In the Bayesian approach some prior distribution is assumed for the 

parameters and a posterior distribution of the parameters is achieved after taking into account 

the likelihood of the data.  

In the classical approach estimation of model parameters is based in maximum likelihood 

methods, which maximize the joint likelihood of obtaining the data given by some parametric 

distribution. In a typical non-spatial model, health outcomes are assumed to be independent, 

which may not be suitable if data are spatially correlated, since the variance of parameters is 
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underestimated (Cressie, 1993). A well-known framework that uses such assumptions is the 

Generalized Linear Model (GLM), widely used in epidemiology, since it is flexible and generally 

suited for analyzing correlations with health outcomes poorly represented by Gaussian 

distributions (i.e., e.g. Poisson, Binomial distributions). For example, the study from Bell et al. 

(Bell et al., 2007) analyzed maternal exposure (n=358 504) to several well-known air pollutants 

and birth weight in Massachusetts and Connecticut states (U.S.A) and used GLMs with 

adjustment for well-known potential confounders. However, no appropriate adjustment for 

spatial variation of air pollution was incorporated in the models. To cope with situations where 

the covariates (independent variables, like air pollution in this case) are spatially correlated, a 

variance-covariance matrix of the residuals may be specified as a parametric function of 

distance, and incorporated in the likelihood function estimator of the fixed effect (non-random) 

parameters. An extension of the GLMs are the Generalized Linear Mixed Models (GLMMs), 

which adds to the fixed covariate effects, a structure of random effects to model derived from 

the assumption that  the distribution of observed health outcomes is conditioned by an 

unobserved latent spatial process (Beale et al., 2008; Waller and Gotway, 2004). 

Still within the frequentist approach, an alternative model developed in the recent years, takes 

into account the spatial variations in the correlations between outcomes and covariates, and 

addresses the issue of spatial non-stationary directly in the model parameters. This class of 

models, generically known as Geographically Weighted Regression (GWR), allows the 

parameters to vary smoothly as a function of spatial neighborhoods and the correlations to have 

spatially-varied random effects (Brunsdon et al., 1998). Applications of GWR in the spatial 

epidemiology field include, for example, analysis of association between the exposure to alcohol 

and violence outcomes (Waller et al., 2007) or ozone concentrations and myocardial infarctions 

(Young et al., 2008). In areal data, where observations refer to some kind of aggregated 

summary (e.g. counts of disease by region), simultaneously autoregressive models (SAR) and 

spatial conditional autoregressive (CAR) models do indirectly incorporate a measure of distances 

between observations, defined by their neighborhood structure or adjacency matrix. These 

models provide a modeling mechanism to account for spatial trends in health outcomes not 

captured by spatial patterns shown by covariates, and are primarily suited to assess the effect 

of exposure rather than spatial prediction (Molitor et al., 2007; Waller and Gotway, 2004).  

Under the Bayesian approach, the unknown parameters of the model are regarded as random 

variables governed by a probability distribution. The prior beliefs about the parameters 

distributions are updated after observing sample data, resulting in a merged posterior belief 

about parameters distributions. These have become flexible in modeling spatial data via the 
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implementation of Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling methods (e.g. Gibbs sampler). Here, the 

analysis of spatial dependence is commonly considered in a hierarchical setting, with three types 

of model parameters that correspond to the vector of model fixed parameters (the parameters 

of the covariates), a vector with the random effects and a vector of parameters defining the 

spatial correlations of the random effects (Waller and Gotway, 2004). For example, Clayton and 

Kaldor (Clayton and Kaldor, 1987) have modeled areal data via implementation of MCMC with 

CAR models as priors for random effects and Poisson likelihood. A modeling Bayesian framework 

for assessing exposure model performance and the role of spatial autocorrelation, has been 

proposed by Molitor et al. (Molitor et al., 2007) to measure the effects of air pollution in force 

vital capacity. 

1.6 Geostatistical methods 

1.6.1 Geostatistical data 

Measurements of geostatistical data,  sZ , are assumed to be known and fixed, and can be seen 

as a result of a stochastic process in space domain D , a random subset of 2  (in this thesis space 

domain only refers to coordinates in two-dimensional plane) [1].  

  DZ ss :  [1] 

The formalism to model geostatistical data for estimation and prediction is provided by the 

assumption that the increments of the random process are weakly stationary,  which means that 

the mean and the variance of the increments between locations exist and are independent of 

space location (this is also known as the “intrinsic hypothesis”). This assumption signifies that 

the mean of the random process  sZ , also known as regionalized variable (Matheron, 1971), 

does not depend on the location (first-order stationarity) and that the variance between 

measurements only depends on distance between their locations (this distance is also known as 

spatial lag, generally represented byh ). The measure of spatial dependence is defined with the 

function known as variogram [2]. 

Var [    
ji ZZ ss  ]  

ji ss  2 Dji ss ,    ,  [2] 

The function    is half the variogram and is called semivariogram. Assuming it exists,    can 

be treated as a parameter of the random process  Z  which is restricted to be conditionally 

negative-definite. This function also satisfies the following properties (Cressie, 1993; Waller and 

Gotway, 2004): 

-     hh    [   is an even function] 

-   00   
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-   0
2
hh  as h  

-    h h  if spatial process is isotropic, with hh  

If the random process  Z  is second-order stationarity, there is a clear relationship between 

semivariogram and covariance function  C . The relation [3] shows that if   0hC as 

h  then    0h C . The covariance function when 0h ,  0C , is called the sill of 

the semivariogram and is also the variance of  sZ . In some cases,     00  ch  when

0h , meaning that there is some microscale variation causing discontinuity close to the 

origin. This discontinuity, 0c ,  generically referred to as nugget-effect, is assumed to be made 

by measurement errors and/or mechanisms working at a spatial scale smaller than sampling 

resolution, resulting in fluctuations around the true value (with zero mean, stationary variance 

and zero covariance). Therefore, the nugget-effect represents the part of variance with no 

spatial dependency. In cases where there is some nugget-effect, a partial sill must be defined as 

  0cC 0 and represents the part of variance with spatial dependence. The term relative 

nugget-effect refers the ratio of the nugget effect to partial sill,   00 cCc 0 , but some 

authors (Goovaerts, 1997; Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989; Waller and Gotway, 2004) prefer the 

term relative nugget-effect to refer to the percentage of the sill comprised in nugget effect,  

 0Cc0 . 

     h0h CC   [3] 

In geostatistical modelling, the semivariogram is usually the preferred tool to measure spatial 

dependency of geostatistical data. As a matter of fact, the semivariogram is preferred to the 

covariance function because it is more reliable in terms of estimation, since it does not require 

estimation of the mean, unlike the covariance function (Cressie, 1993; Waller and Gotway, 

2004). Semivariogram can be estimated using the method-of-moments estimator [4], where 

   ji ZZ ss  , are pairs of observations separated by distance hss  ji  and N(h) represents 

the set of distinct pairs separated by vector h (also known as spatial lag). 

Plotting average semivariogram values obtained from [4] against some standard spatial lag 

distances h provides an experimental semivariogram of variable Z . Semivariogram may be 

estimated in isotropic or anisotropic processes (in the latter semivariograms are estimated for 

different directions). In the case of two random variables, the semivariogram of both variables 

can also be estimated using the same method (called cross-semivariogram). 
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Estimated semivariograms are computed for a finite set of discrete lags. To smooth fluctuations 

in the spatial dependence, semivariograms for any lag can be estimated using some 

mathematical models that are required to satisfy the positive definite condition [5].  

  0
1 1


 

jij

m

i

m

j

i ss
 

[5] 

In [5], ji   , are real numbers satisfying the condition 0
1




m

i

i . There are several parametric 

semivariogram models that satisfy this property, and some of them, are presented below. For 

an more extended review on semivariogram models see (Goovaerts, 1997; Pyrcz and Deutsch, 

2014; Wackernagel, 2003).  

For a given distance h , the Spherical semivariograms [6] are modeled with parameters 

 ee acc ,,0θ  that represent the nugget effect ( 0c ), partial sill ( ec ), sill ( 0c + ec ), and range (

ea ). These models have a linear behavior near the origin. 

The Exponential model [7] reaches the sill asymptotically and slower than the Spherical model. 

In this model [7],  represents the distance where sill is asymptotically reached, also known as 

the practical range.  

The Gaussian model [8] provides a very smooth (parabolic) behavior near the origin and reaches 

the sill asymptotically, so, just like in the Exponential model case, represents the practical 

range.  

The Matérn model [9], also known as the K-Bessel model in geostatistics (Waller and Gotway, 

2004) is another model that also reaches the sill asymptotically. This model has great flexibility 

for model spatial covariance and is defined with a modified Bessel function of the second kind 

of order  ,     , the gamma function,   ,  and parameters  ,,,0 ee accθ  where  

refers to the nugget effect, represents the partial sill, + represents the sill,  represents 

the range and controls the rate of decay of spatial dependence as distance increases, and the 

behavior near the origin is determined by  . The Matérn model includes the exponential model 

when 5.0 and the Gaussian model as a limiting case where  . 

The Wave model [10], also known as Hole-Effect model, is used when spatial patterns of data 

exhibit some periodicity. Generally, observed phenomena that exhibit spatial periodicity are 

dampened, which can be accommodated in the model by the damper parameter d . This 

parameter represents the distance at which 95% of the hole effect oscillation is dampened 

(Pyrcz and Deutsch, 2005). Remaining parameters for the Wave model, ee acc ,,0  , refers to the 

nugget effect,  partial sill and range, respectively. 

ea
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ec 0c ec ea
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1.6.2 Spatial Interpolation 

As referred before, spatial interpolators used in this thesis rely on a probabilistic approach, 

generally known as geostatistical methods. Kriging is the geostatistical technique designed for 

spatial prediction. Since the beginnings in the decade of 1950, Kriging techniques have 

developed and extended and today many types of Kriging can be chosen to achieve specific 

results. The main idea underlying Kriging is the assumption that an attribute of a variable can be 

predicted in a non-sampled location based on a weighted average of sampled (observed) data, 

where weights are a function of distance between non-sampled location and observed values 

of their neighborhood, and are estimated in such a way that Kriging estimator is a Best Linear 

Unbiased Estimator (BLUE).  

Under the geostatistical formalism,  Z  is a random process with unknown constant mean and 

known semivariogram. To predict the value of  in a non-sampled location,  0sZ , the 
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prediction is obtained with a weighted average of samples located in the neighborhood  iZ s  

[11]. In [11],  ,...,nii 1   is an optimal weight assigned to neighbor  iZ s  in the sense it is 

calculated to minimize mean-squared prediction error over the class of unbiased linear 

predictors that satisfy the condition 1
1




n

i

i . Estimates of i  are obtained under the 

mentioned optimization constrains, using the method of Lagrange multipliers.  

   



n

i

ii ZZ
1

0 ss 
 

[11] 

In the simplest type of Kriging estimator, named Simple Kriging, it is assumed that  is a 

random process with known constant mean and known semivariogram. This linear estimator is 

already unbiased since the error of the mean is zero (because it is known). So, in the simple 

kriging case, the system of equations needed to find  n ,,1   can be obtained with [12], and 

the minimized squared prediction error, or kriging variance, is obtained with [13]. 
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In most of real situations, the true mean is unknown, so Simple Kriging is unsuitable. One of the 

most used type of Kriging estimator is the Ordinary Kriging, where it is assumed that  is a 

random process with unknown constant mean and known semivariogram. Ordinary Kriging 

equations includes an additional condition to the system of equations of Simple Kriging that 

incorporates the unbiasedness constraint [14]. The minimized squared prediction error for 

Ordinary kriging, is obtained with [15]. 
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Other types of Kriging can be applied to deal with different assumptions and objectives. For 

example, several alternative Kriging methods like Kriging with External Drift or Regression 

Kriging (also known as Residual Kriging) are better suited to deal with cases of non-stationarity 

random processes. Regression Kriging [16] is more flexible than Simple or Ordinary Kriging 

models, because they can combine a linear trend component (regression model), with a 

stochastic component of spatial variation (kriging of the regression residuals). The prediction of 

 in a non-sampled location,  0sZ , is obtained by summing the regression part,  0sm , with 

 Z

ni ,,1

 Z

 Z
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the weighted average of (regression) residuals located in the neighborhood  ie s . Kriging with 

External Drift is essentially like the Regression Kriging model, where the linear trend part is 

modeled as function of auxiliary  variables (Hengl et al., 2007). 
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[16] 

Many other types of Kriging can be applied to deal with different assumptions and objectives 

(Block Kriging, Indicator Kriging, Bayesian Kriging, CoKriging). A comprehensive presentation of 

types of Kriging is, however, beyond the scope of this thesis. 

1.6.3 Assessing uncertainty 

When developing an exposure model, it is relevant to consider the role of spatial uncertainty in 

the prediction of exposures and in the association with health outcomes. Kriging interpolation 

methods provide a smooth representation of reality and do not provide a measure of spatial 

uncertainty (Goovaerts, 1997). But generating equally probable simulations to provide several 

maps that emulate the statistical properties of observed data (conditional data), is a way to 

tackle the smoothing problem of kriging interpolation and to draw a measure of spatial 

uncertainty.  

Several stochastic simulation methods have been developed to achieve such goal. The Lower-

Upper (LU) decomposition method is based on a decomposition of the covariance matrix 

between observed data and all grid nodes available in the spatial domain (Alabert, 1987). 

Simulated annealing simulation method refers to a set of algorithms that are used to optimize 

some target function, commonly the semivariogram. The sequential approach is the most 

straightforward approach to measure of spatial uncertainty, which consists in reproducing the 

statistical measures of central tendency dispersion and spatial covariance model, with the 

sequential use of conditional distributions. For the rest of this section, the sequential simulation 

approach is introduced in greater detail as this forms the focus for the measurement of spatial 

uncertainty in this thesis.  

The sequential algorithm provides L  joint realizations of the spatial domain,

    Llzz n

ll ,...,1,,..., )(

1

)( ss , reproducing histogram and spatial covariance of observed data, 

 sz , with k,...,1 . In Eq. [17],  1|;  nkzF nns  is the conditional cumulative distribution 

function of  nZ s  given k observed data and n-1 previously simulated values     11 ,..., nzz ss . 
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To reproduce histogram and spatial covariance of observed exposure data, the sequential 

simulation operates following the steps: 

i. For simulation l , define a random path visiting all the nodes is (i=1,…, n) contained in 

the spatial domain; 

ii. For each node is , estimate the local mean and variance of  iz s , with simple kriging 

estimator and kriging variance, conditioned to observed exposure data  sz  and all 

the previously simulated values 
   1,...,1,  ijz j

l
s ; 

iii. Draw a value  i

lz s  from the local conditional  distribution function  1|;  ikzF iis ; 

iv. Return to step ii. U ntil all nodes have been visited by the random path.  

These procedures are common to various sequential simulation algorithms developed, that only 

differ in the underlying random function model (Arpat, 2005). When the sequential simulation 

method reproduces the data values at observed locations, the procedure is said to be a 

conditional simulation. If it does not return the data values at observed locations, it is 

unconditional simulation. In both cases, the sequential simulation algorithms reproduce the 

spatial continuity of the underlying random function. However, to honor values measured at 

sampled locations, conditional simulation is needed. 

Two different sequential simulation methodologies are applied in this thesis, the Sequential 

Gaussian Simulation (SGS) and the Direct Sequential Simulation (DSS) methods, both suited to 

quantify the spatial uncertainty of continuous variables. In the Sequential Gaussian Simulation, 

the random function is defined by the multivariate Gaussian distribution, and each value is 

simulated according to the marginal and conditional cumulative probability distributions. So, to 

implement SGS, it is needed to ensure that observed data are approximately Gaussian and if 

not, data must be transformed to a standard normal distribution (also known as normal score 

transformation or Gaussian anamorphosis). The Direct Sequential Simulation (Soares, 2001) 

allows simulations to be performed without any transformation of the original data. In this 

algorithm, the local conditional distribution can be of any type, and the local parameters, 

calculated with the simple kriging mean and simple kriging variance, are used to define an 

interval from the marginal distribution, within which a simulated value is drawn. This step forces 

a normal score transformation that might bias simulation results, since there is no guarantee 

that the back-transformed simulated value is equal to the local simple kriging mean previously 

estimated. Therefore, in each simulated value, a correction for local bias and local mean is added 

as suggested by Soares (Soares, 2001). 
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1.6.4 Multivariate analysis 

Most of spatial epidemiology studies conducted over large regions should account for multiple 

socio-economic and environmental factors acting over distinct spatial scales in which 

relationships occur. In such complex environments, where extent and intensity of associations 

varies at different spatial scales, the multivariate geostatistical methods can model the spatial 

dependency of the regionalized variables and the spatial dependency of the relations (or 

associations) between regionalized variables. The geostatistical model in such settings assumes 

that all regionalized variables included in the model are generated by a same set of physical 

processes acting additively at different spatial scales (Goulard and Voltz, 1992a). The estimation 

of spatial dependency of a regionalized variable presented in [4] is now extended to estimate 

the spatial dependency of pairs of regionalized variables, known as cross-semivariogram [18]. 

Because these estimates are calculated for a finite set of discrete lags, some mathematical 

function that satisfies the positive definite condition must be considered to estimate spatial 

dependency at any distance. 
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The mathematical functions that best fit the set of semivariogram and cross-semivariogram 

estimates are used to fit a nested multivariate linear model, also known as Linear Model of 

Coregionalization (LMC) [19]. The LMC is defined by 
s

C  positive definite square matrices of 

semivariogram model coefficients, acting as weights, also known as coregionalization matrices, 

and sg positive definite models estimated at S   Ss ,,1 spatial scales, whose diagonal 

elements are semivariogram models and the off-diagonal terms are the cross-semivariogram. 
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[19] 

For a coregionalization matrix at scale s  Ss ,,1 , to be positive definite for any spatial lag 

, it is needed to assure that the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is satisfied [20] and all principal 

minor determinants are non-negative (Goovaerts, 1997). To solve this crucial and frequent 

problem in multivariate geostatistics, there are several solutions available. One possible solution 

is to modify empirically the coefficients s

ijc  until the positive-definite condition is met, however 

this approach can be very tedious and unpractical (Goovaerts, 1997). An alternative solution 

proposed by Wackernagel (Wackernagel, 2003) finds the closest positive definite 

coregionalization matrix (in the least square sense) by setting any negative Eigenvalues to zero. 

In [20] s

ijc  represents the LMC coefficient at spatial scale for cross-semivariogram of variables

h

s
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ji ZZ  ,  , 
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and s

jjc  are the LMC coefficients at spatial scale  for semivariograms of variables 
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The analysis of  hΓ  provides information about how correlations between variables vary at 

different distances (and directions, in the presence of anisotropy). Modeling these correlations 

at different spatial scales helps to identify and provide clues about distinct spatial processes of 

relationships at different scales. Based on coregionalization matrices, spatial variability can be 

decomposed and the relative contribution (percentage) of each spatial scale , 
sQ , to overall variance can be estimated by calculating the trace of the product [21]  between 

a coregionalization matrix at spatial scale , s
C , and square variance-covariance 

matrix, V .  
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The relative contribution of spatial scale  to the covariance between variables , 
s

zij
Q , 

can be obtained by calculating the product of the term of covariance in the coregionalization 

matrix at scale  and the overall covariance 
ijz , which is the sum of cross-semivariograms 

partial sills. The relative contribution of spatial scale to the variance of variable iZ , can be 

obtained by calculating the product of the term of variable in the coregionalization matrix at 

scale , and the variable’s overall variance, which is the sum of iZ partial sills. 
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Calculating [21] to estimate the relative contribution of each spatial scale to overall variance 

provides a measure that is indicative of how important the contribution of each spatial scale is 

to overall variability. Calculating [22] to estimate the relative contribution of each spatial scale 

to the covariance between variables provides a measure that is indicative of how important 

geographical variations are in the relationship between variables at different spatial scales. 

Results drawn from [21] and [22] may uncover important details in respect of the spatial 

variations of associations that are important for the specification process.  

Furthermore, we can apply a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) using each of the 

coregionalization matrices to assess how well variables relate at different spatial scales, by 

decomposing the matrices into Eigenvalues (variance explained by each principal 

component) and Eigenvectors as follows [23], where s
E  is the matrix of Eigenvectors and s

Λ  

is the diagonal matrix of Eigenvalues (Wackernagel, 2003), for spatial scale s . 
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The transformation coefficients of the LMC specified by matrices s
A can be obtained by 

diagonalization of the matrices and used to plot the position of the variables on a correlation 

unit circle for each spatial scale .  

1.6.5 Contributions to spatial epidemiology 

Geostatistics have been developed in the 1960s to estimate mineral resources and ore reserves, 

but since then, its use have been extended to many environmental fields like agriculture, 

hydrology, geology or meteorology (Armstrong, 1998), while first steps are being taken in spatial 

epidemiology. In fact, methods using Bayesian approaches have been preferred for analysis of 

spatial health data (Lawson, 2000; Young and Gotway, 2010), but methodological developments 

in geostatistics over the last two decades, have demonstrated that they may play a role in the 

future of spatial epidemiology.  

One of the main contributions of geostatistics for analysis of public health data, addresses the 

improvement of methods to map the risk of disease. Such maps are often available as rates of 

aggregated data by region or area. Geostatistical methods have found ways to accommodate 

count data (or rates) attached to areal spatial supports using kriging variants like Area-to-Area 

kriging (Goovaerts, 2008) or Poisson Kriging (Goovaerts, 2005; Hampton et al., 2011). For 

example, Goovaerts (Goovaerts, 2005) mapped spatial distribution of cancer deaths by county, 

and used Poisson Kriging method for prediction. This Kriging variant filters the noise caused by 

the spatial varying level of reliability of the data (a function of the population size) and weights 

the estimation of the semivariogram of the risk, using the population sizes. The same author 

expanded the use of Poisson Kriging method in other paper (Goovaerts, 2006) by adding 

available point data into the model, known as Area-to-Point Poisson Kriging (Kyriakidis, 2004), 

to infer the point support semivariogram of the risk from aggregated rates (with a procedure 

known as deconvolution) and to produce continuous mapping of disease risk. This extension 

contributed to reduce the biased visual perception produced by the traditional choropleth maps 

(where spatial patterns of disease risk may be apparent if large rural regions, with sparse 

populations are included) and facilitated the analysis of relationships between risks measured 

over different spatial supports. 

An alternative method to Poisson Kriging, based on the same population-weighted 

semivariogram estimators just referred, was proposed by Goovaerts et al. (Goovaerts et al., 

2005) to allow the decomposition of spatial variability of disease risk into local and regional 

components and to map shorter and larger-scale trends identified during the decomposition 

process. The backbone of the methodology used, known as Factorial Kriging, is the multivariate 

s
C

s
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geostatistics technique presented in this thesis (Sub-section 1.6.4), and contributes to uncover 

disease clusters only exhibited at specific spatial scales, providing a wider range of 

representation of geographic variations in disease risk. 

Mapping exposure to link with maps of health data has been other major contribution of 

geostatistics for analysis of public health data, as it allows to account for spatial patterns of 

exposure that may help explaining spatial patterns found in the health outcomes. The impact of 

such relation can be estimated with geographic correlation studies (referred in Section 1.5). For 

example, Jeannée et al. (Jeannée et al., 2003) applied Cokriging to model particle concentrations 

over France, using air quality monitoring stations measurements of particles (from 185 stations) 

and of nitrogen dioxide (from 296 stations) to infer population exposure over the entire French 

territory.  

Besides mapping exposure, geostatistics provides suitable methods to assess their spatial 

uncertainty, based on simulation algorithms, as described in Sub-section 1.6.3. This is an 

important issue because measures of exposure can be misleading if they do not take into 

account the uncertainty of estimates, since the extent of uncertainty varies throughout the 

spatial domain. Waller and Gotway (Waller and Gotway, 2004) assessed spatial exposure 

uncertainty of PM10 to measure associations with very low birth weights using the LU 

decomposition, and drawn geostatistical uncertainty from generalized linear model (GLM) 

analysis, controlling the effects of several covariates known to be associated with very low birth 

weight outcomes. These authors also measured associations between ambient ozone 

concentrations and myocardial infarctions in Florida region (Young et al., 2009, 2008) and 

tackled several problems related with change-of-support, derived from a diversity of data 

sources and data supports gathered for analysis and inference. Myocardial infarctions cases 

were aggregated in areal units and related with areal ozone levels predicted with Block Kriging 

method (ozone measurements were derived from air quality monitors locations, so an upscaling 

from data with point support was performed). The measure of uncertainty of predicted 

concentrations was addressed with the LU decomposition method, and simulated results 

reflected the uncertainty in the association between ozone and myocardial infarctions. 
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2.1 A study protocol to evaluate the relationship between outdoor air pollution and pregnancy 

outcomes. 

 

This paper has been published in BMC Public Health (2010) 10:613 

 

Abstract 

Background: The present study protocol is designed to assess the relationship between outdoor 

air pollution and low birth weight and preterm births outcomes performing a semi-ecological 

analysis. Semi-ecological design studies are widely used to assess effects of air pollution in 

humans. In this type of analysis, health outcomes and covariates are measured in individuals 

and exposure assignments are usually based on air quality monitor stations. Therefore, 

estimating individual exposures are one of the major challenges when investigating these 

relationships with a semi-ecologic design. Methods/Design: Semi-ecologic study consisting of a 

retrospective cohort study with ecologic assignment of exposure is applied. Health outcomes 

and covariates are collected at Primary Health Care Center. Data from pregnant registry, clinical 

record and specific questionnaire administered orally to the mothers of children born in period 

2007-2010 in Portuguese Alentejo Litoral region, are collected by the research team. Outdoor 

air pollution data are collected with a lichen diversity biomonitoring program, and individual 

pregnancy exposures are assessed with spatial geostatistical simulation, which provides the 

basis for uncertainty analysis of individual exposures. Awareness of outdoor air pollution 

uncertainty will improve validity of individual exposures assignments for further statistical 

analysis with multivariate regression models. Discussion: Exposure misclassification is an issue 

of concern in semi-ecological design. In this study, personal exposures are assigned to each 

pregnant using geocoded addresses data.  A stochastic simulation method is applied to lichen 

diversity values index measured at biomonitoring survey locations, in order to assess spatial 

uncertainty of lichen diversity value index at each geocoded address. These methods assume a 

model for spatial autocorrelation of exposure and provide a distribution of exposures in each 

study location. We believe that variability of simulated exposure values at geocoded addresses 

will improve knowledge on variability of exposures, improving therefore validity of individual 

exposures to input in posterior statistical analysis.  
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2.1.1 Background 

During last decades, a growing number of studies concerning the relationship between outdoor 

air quality and its impact on pregnancy outcomes have been published (World Health 

Organization European Centre for Environment and Health, 2005), where an increasing 

incidence of preterm births and low birth weight among this group of population has been 

reported (Bobak, 2000; Rogers and Dunlop, 2006; Wang et al., 1997). These outcomes have been 

associated to air pollutants such as ozone, particulate matter, carbon monoxide or sulfur dioxide 

(Bobak and Leon, 1999; Bobak et al., 2004; Jedrychowski, 2002; Jedrychowski et al., 2004; 

McKone et al., 2009; Perera, 2008; Ribas-Fitó et al., 2006; Ritz et al., 2007, 2000; Radim J. Šrám 

et al., 2005). Studies concerning air quality assessment in the Alentejo Litoral highlighted 

evidences of an association between the degradation of air quality and the industrial air 

pollutants emitted (Ferreira et al., 2002; Freitas, 1994; Pinho et al., 2004; Soares and Pereira, 

2007). It is now important to assess if there is an association between outdoor air pollution 

mixtures and pregnancy outcomes, because this association is not yet investigated in the region.  

Semi-ecological design studies are widely used to assess effects of air pollution in humans (Kunzli 

and Tage, 1997). In this type of analysis, health outcomes and covariates are measured in 

individuals and exposure assignments are usually based on air quality monitoring stations data. 

Therefore, estimating individual exposures are one of the major challenges when investigating 

these relationships with a semi-ecologic design.  

To assess human exposure to outdoor air pollution in an ecological study, measurements are 

frequently collected from a set of known pollutants in air quality monitoring stations placed in 

sites previously selected for regulatory purposes. Besides the fact that these sampling sites tend 

to be selected for their expected relatively high concentrations, the obtained data are time 

series of instantaneous concentrations values measured on a continuous basis for few pollutants 

and are sparse in space. In this way, it is difficult to obtain data regarding the exposure to 

mixtures of pollutants (known and unknown) with high sampling density. In the last years, these 

constraints have been overcome using lichen diversity biomonitoring programs (Augusto et al., 

2007; Cislaghi and Nimis, 1997).  Lichens (symbiotic organisms consisting of fungi and algae or 

cyanobacteria) are available almost everywhere on the planet, and have been used to monitor 

air pollution by several pollutants, particularly sulphur, nitrogen, fluoride, metals, radionuclides, 

dioxins, PAHs, and also particulate matter(Augusto et al., 2004a, 2004b; Garty, 1993; Martin and 

Coughtrey, 1982). As they are long-lived organisms, lichens accumulate pollutants over time, 

reflecting a long-term exposure (from months up to several years); moreover, lichen diversity 
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tend to decline in polluted areas, as a consequence of the harmful effects of the persistence of 

pollutants on the lichen physiology. Lichen diversity provides an overall measurement of the air 

quality, since lichens are exposed to the same complex mixture of pollutants that humans have 

been exposed to in the previous years. This is of critical importance for health studies, since one 

of the most difficult tasks is to relate the low pollution levels with medium or long-term effects 

on health (Mukerjee, 1987). This was shown by the work of Cislaghi and Nimis (Cislaghi and 

Nimis, 1997), where lichen diversity value, used as indicator of air pollution, showed a good 

correlation with lung cancer mortality in north-east Italy; these authors found that the lung 

cancer mortality was higher in the areas where the lichen diversity was lower. Furthermore, 

lichen diversity biomonitoring programs allow the adoption of cost-effective sampling strategies 

with relatively high density of sampling locations, thus generating more spatially detailed data 

in order to obtain high resolution maps for outdoor pollution (Augusto et al., 2007). These 

spatially detailed data are important to assess the different levels of exposure to pollution 

between individuals living and/or working at different areas inside the same region. 

To assess uncertainty of individual exposures to outdoor air pollution, not much work have been 

yet published (Molitor et al., 2007). Standard errors of estimated exposure are one way of 

assessing exposure uncertainty, however it is difficult if not impossible to derive by analytical 

methods the effect of this uncertainty on the estimated risk of an health outcome and associated 

confidence intervals, since the amount of uncertainty varies from location to location (Waller 

and Gotway, 2004). Spiegelman (Spiegelman, 2010) recommends exposure validation methods 

to assess uncertainty. These methods adjust exposure measurements errors collecting 

simultaneously data on the exposure surrogate and on a gold standard method of exposure 

assessment collected within a subsample of the main study population. Baxter and co-authors 

(Baxter et al., 2010) also use a validation study to reduce traffic-related air pollution exposure 

misclassification (using indoor concentration measurements in a subset of the study population 

as gold standard method) to estimate the degree of misclassification and correct for it. A 

different approach followed in recent years is based on geostatistical simulation. Waller and 

Gotway (Waller and Gotway, 2004) used this methodology to a case-control study on association 

between Very Low Birth Weight (birth weight<1500 gr) and pollution from industrial emissions, 

and found no significant differences between exposed and unexposed groups. This approach 

assumes a model for spatial autocorrelation of exposure data and uses Monte Carlo simulations 

to provide a distribution of exposures in each site and to determine personal variability of the 

exposure. The set of simulations produced have the same statistical and spatial properties as 

the original exposure data, which means they reproduce the spatial covariance and histogram, 
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and they honor the observed exposure values. The use of simulations as input to further 

statistical analysis with multivariate regression models provides therefore a mechanism for 

quantifying the sensitivity of complex systems to spatial variability (Englund, 2004).   

In our study we assess spatial uncertainty of individual exposures using this last approach.  This 

method provides multiple realizations (simulations) of observed data, with reproduction of the 

observed histogram and spatial covariance while matching for conditioning data (observed 

values). Each simulation yields a unique value for each location and represents a measure of 

personal exposure, and the distribution of all values in each location, provides a measure of 

uncertainty at each location. In the end of the simulation process, we use all simulations as input 

for statistical analysis with multivariate logistic regression. We assess exposure parameter 

uncertainty using the empirical distribution of the exposure odds ratio parameters, where its 

mean and empirical confidence intervals are used as point and interval estimates of true odds 

ratio. The mean odds ratio represents the factor by which being exposed to air pollution 

compared to not being exposed, changes the odds of the outcome of interest (low birth weight, 

preterm birth). 

2.1.2 Methods and design 

Aim and Study Design 

In this study we apply a semi-ecologic study consisting of a retrospective cohort study with 

ecologic assignment of exposure, to investigate the potential association between outdoor 

pollution and pregnancy outcomes. Health outcomes and covariates are collected at Primary 

Health Care Center’s (PHCC’s) by the research team, from pregnant registries, clinical records 

data and a specific questionnaire administered orally to mothers involved in this study. We 

collect exposure data using a lichen diversity biomonitoring program and we do data processing 

taking into account both lichen species richness and abundance, to achieve a lichen diversity 

index value (LDV) for each sample site. A spatial geostatistical modeling framework based on a 

sequential simulation algorithm is applied to the set of LDV values, to derive equally probable 

maps of lichen diversity values to be used as a surrogate for exposure to outdoor air pollution. 

Simulated exposures are assigned to pregnant geocoded addresses. Spatial variability of 

simulated realizations will improve knowledge on variability of assigned exposures, improving 

therefore validity of personal exposures for posterior statistical analysis with multivariate 

regression methods. For each simulation, we estimate parameters of logistic regression, using 

maximum likelihood estimator. In the end, we build an empirical distribution for odd ratio of 
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exposure parameters, to assess a point and confidence interval estimate for odd ratio 

exposures. 

Hypothesis of the study 

The main purpose of this study is to investigate the hypothesis of an association between the 

levels of outdoor air pollution and the frequency of low birth weight and preterm births 

outcomes among Alentejo Litoral residents, in period 2007-2010. To explore this hypothesis we 

use a lichen diversity biomonitoring program to assess human exposure to outdoor air pollution 

and we apply a semi-ecological design with uncertainty assessment of exposure using a 

geostatistical framework. 

Settings  

The Portuguese Alentejo Litoral region (Figure 2.1.1) gathers the administrative areas 

(Concelhos) of Alcácer do Sal, Grândola, Odemira, Santiago do Cacém and Sines, within a total 

area of 5300 square kilometers and a resident population of 100 000 inhabitants.  

 

Figure 2.1.1 Geographical placement of Alentejo Litoral region 

It is mainly located in a coastal region, with several natural parks and other protected areas, and 

an important industrial area in Sines; this industrial pole comprises mainly petrochemical and 

energy related industries. A part of study region that includes Santiago do Cacém, Sines and 

Grândola regions has documented spatial variability of air pollution (Augusto et al., 2009; Pinho 

et al., 2004; Soares and Pereira, 2007). Air pollution seems to be generally higher near urban 
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and industrial areas and there is a trend for better air quality with increasing distance from the 

sea. There is also an effect of the wind in spreading pollution originating from Sines industrial 

region to the South, with more disturbed areas occurring in South direction. 

The study population is the group of eligible mothers living in this region that accepted to 

participate in this study. Mothers are eligible if they meet the following inclusion criteria: 1) 

Pregnant of baby born between 2007 and 2010 in Alentejo Litoral region ; 2) Resident in Alentejo 

Litoral region during pregnancy; 3) Followed by Alentejo Litoral’s PHCC’s during pregnancy; 4) 

Singleton births; 5) Didn’t use any technique to aid fertilization. 

Statistical power  

Outcome rates for low birth weight and preterm birth in the region for year 2009 are 7% and 

8%, respectively. Estimated outcome rates (both low birth weight and premature birth) in 

pregnant exposed to lower and to upper quartile of LDV are 9% and 5%. Based on these 

assumptions, the study has statistical power of 80% (with significance criterion level set at 0.05) 

to detect 4% difference between outcome rates in pregnant exposed to lower and to upper 

quartile of LDV. 

Exposure data 

Outdoor air pollution data is assessed through a lichen diversity biomonitoring program. The 

number of lichen species and its frequency measured in period 2008-2010 at 98 sites (Figure 

2.1.2) are used to estimate a Lichen Diversity Value (LDV) index in order to identify the more 

disturbed areas resulting from air pollution, following a standard protocol according to Asta and 

co-authors (Asta et al., 2002a).  
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Figure 2.1.2 Sampling sites for outdoor pollution assessment 

Approximate site locations are selected in a square grid of 4 km. This spatial resolution is based 

in previous studies (Augusto et al., 2007, 2004b; Pinho et al., 2004; Soares and Pereira, 2007) 

developed in the region using different approaches - LDV, accumulation of pollutants in lichens 

and diffusion tubes - where the sampling grid resolution has shown to be quite effective in 

capturing the deposition of most pollutants. The choice of the exact location is based on the 

following criteria: 1) location covered with Quercus suber; 2) Five trees per location (per sample); 

3) the same type of landscape namely cork-oak woodlands under constant low-intensity land-

use; 4) the highest possible site of the sampling point; and 5) avoidance of sites with local 

disturbances, particularly main roads or other facilities like farms or small factories. All these 

conditions are intended to minimize local biodiversity alterations due to local disturbance 

sources. These criteria may result in underestimation of the local-short distance pollution 

variability. However, we consider that the spatial resolution adopted is adequate to capture 

main air pollution spatial patterns. 

On each Quercus suber tree trunk, a 10 by 50 cm grid with five 10 by 10 cm divisions is used and 

placed between 120 and 200 cm above ground, in the four main orientations (North, South, East 

and West).  Because both harvested and un-harvested trees are sampled, the grid is always 

placed on virgin cork. For each orientation, species occurring inside the grid are identified and 

the numbers of squares in which they occur are recorded as their frequency. The following 

measurements are recorded for each tree: 1) sampling height (cm), 2) perimeter at breast height 

(cm), 3) inclination of the tree trunk (degrees), and 4) harvesting status. At each sampling site, 
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further information is also recorded: 1) UTM position, 2) site exposure (N-W-E-S) 3) site location 

(flat, hill or plateau) 4) altitude (m). Identification of lichen species is mainly done in the field; 

for those which are not possible to identify in situ, a sample is collected for posterior 

identification in laboratory. All species are coded with the British Lichen Society recording code 

numbers (Coppins, 2002). 

Health data 

Health data is collected at the primary health care network of Alentejo Litoral (PHCC’s of Alcácer 

do Sal, Grândola, Sines, Odemira and Santiago do Cacém) and recorded in a database developed 

for this project. Estimated number of pregnant residents in Alentejo Litoral region during period 

of observation is presented in Table 2.1.1. 

Administrative area Population*1  Estimated number of pregnants*2 

Alcácer do Sal  14 287  469 

Grândola  14 901  513 

Odemira  26 106  775 

Santiago do Cacém  31 105  990 

Sines  13 577  549 

Total  99 976  3 295  
Table 2.1.1 Target population by administrative area (*1 Census 2001; *2 Estimated from crude birthrates (‰) 

by Administrative area- Instituto Nacional de Estatística, Demographic Indicators) 

In each PHCC, registered children born since 2007 are tagged. Child’s mothers are invited to 

participate in the study, through an invitation letter with information about the study.  A week 

later, a nurse from research team contacts the child’s mother by telephone inviting her once 

again, to participate in the study and to schedule an appointment at the PHCC. Before 

questionnaire starts, oral and written information about the project is given to the mother. A 

written informed consent for participation in this project is asked to the mother. When mothers 

refuse to participate, written refusal declaration is fulfilled by the nurse. 

Before questionnaire starts, mother provides her Boletim de Saúde da Grávida (BSG) – a 

pregnant registry, routinely updated by PHCC’s staff (each time the pregnant goes to the PHCC), 

kept by child’s mother, where data on pregnancy outcomes and other events occurred during 

pregnancy or events occurred during previous pregnancies, pregnant risk exposures (which 

includes occupational physical activity, other occupational exposures, personal exposures to 

tobacco in each trimester of pregnancy) and disease family history are registered. Additional 

information concerning maternal diet, home characteristics, night-time and day-time residence 

of pregnant, social condition and economic status are collected through a questionnaire 

designed solely for the purposes of this study.  
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Methods 

Night and day-time addresses of mothers during pregnancy are georeferenced and gathered in 

a Geographic Information System (GIS), as are outdoor air pollution data. To estimate individual 

exposures, geographical coordinates on night-time and day-time addresses during pregnancy 

are linked to simulated Lichen Diversity Values. Exposure during pregnancy is a weighted 

average for exposure at day-time and night-time addresses, where we assume 15 hours per day 

spent at night-time addresses and 9 hours per day spent at day-time addresses.  

 

Figure 2.1.3 Diagram describing methodology 

We compute a LDV for each sampling site, to assess spatial deposition patterns of the pollutants 

at each location. In order to assess an individual exposure based on LDV sample measures, we 
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estimate a variogram model (a mathematical function used to describe spatial dependence of 

data) to be used within geostatistical stochastic simulation methods through a sequential 

algorithm according to Soares (Soares, 2001) in order to create simulated maps.  Each simulation 

is obtained by conditional simulation, conditioned by observed LDV index values, and represents 

an equally probable realization of spatial distribution of LDV. Therefore, the set of simulations 

allow us to achieve the objectives of LDV spatial uncertainty assessment and to assign LDV 

personal exposures.   

Both pregnancy outcomes are binomial data, therefore they’re modeled via logistic regression. 

Exposures extracted from each simulated map are used as input data for model fitting, in order 

to estimate LDV exposure odds ratios while adjusting for other risk factors (see Table 2.1.2) such 

as tobacco smoke (passive or active), residential proximity to air pollution sources (collected as 

additional information that takes into account local pollution variability), social and economic 

status, diet, disease family history, drugs or vaccines during pregnancy or complications during 

pregnancy.  

Other exposure determinants Assessment 

Smoking (active or passive) exposures Questionnaire 

Residential proximity to pollution sources Questionnaire 

Social condition and Economic status Questionnaire 

Diet Questionnaire 

Disease family history, drugs, vaccines BSG 

Complications during pregnancy BSG 

Table 2.1.2 Other exposure determinants assessment 

For each simulation we fit a logistic regression and we get an odds ratio for LDV exposure. From 

the set of all simulations we can build an empirical distribution of LDV exposure odds ratio. This 

enables us to 1) assess a point and a confidence interval estimate for LDV odds ratio and 2) 

measure how the risk of pregnancy outcome varies with simulated LDV exposures. 

Selection bias 

This is a retrospective cohort study where any eligible mother can volunteer to participate in it. 

Data collection relies on historical data obtained from pregnant registries and questionnaires 

concerning pregnant risk exposures. Therefore, participation bias is a potential concern. 

To reduce possible bias sources, all non-participants are invited to state the reason (or reasons) 

for not participating.  Data on maternal age, parity, place of residence are also collected from 

clinical files for each non-participant. Differences between non-participant and participant 

sample population are assessed in what concerns to maternal age, place of residence and parity. 
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2.1.3 Discussion 

The present study protocol is designed to assess the relationship between air pollution and low 

birth weight and preterm births outcomes performing a semi-ecological analysis. The originality 

of the study rest on a global indicator of air quality, the lichen diversity index value (LDV), to 

allow deriving a continuous metric of exposure, improving the assessment of exposure of each 

pregnant woman. This study will also use a stochastic method to simulate different (but equally 

probable) scenarios of each pregnant women exposure to outdoor air pollution, to gain insight 

into exposure distribution and to assess exposure uncertainty.  

One of the main concerns when using lichen diversity to assess exposure of pregnant women is 

that lichens tend to reflect long-term air pollution (as they are slow-growing organisms) and the 

impact of air pollution on pregnancy outcomes is assumed to be mainly due to the exposure of 

women during the pregnancy period itself. However, in pollutants such as bioaccumulative 

compounds like Dioxins, Furans, Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs), Mercury (Hg), etc. a long-

term exposure can also have a negative impact on the pregnancy outcomes, as shown by 

numerous studies (Dolk and Vrijheid, 2003; Dolk, 2004; Kondo, 2000).  

When using lichen diversity to assess the human exposure we are taking benefit of several 

advantages of using lichens:  1) their index (LDV) reflects the integration of the pollutants over 

time; however it reflects with more emphasis the recent period of atmospheric deposition; 2) 

they integrate the biological effect of all pollutants in a synergic way, even of those pollutants 

that we are not able to measure nowadays, reflecting an integrated environment exposure; 3) 

The acute and chronic effects of pollutants are also reflected in this biological index; 4) The 

sampling is flexible in time and space and this allows the construction of more reliable models 

of air quality, with high spatial resolution to be compared with health data; 5) With those air 

quality models is possible to establish control areas which is difficult to obtain with any other 

methodology due to lack of information in space or lack of pollutants analyzed. 

The main limitation in the use of lichen index in health studies is that we don´t know exactly 

what specific period of time they are reflecting. Lichens are very sensitive to sudden pollution 

episodes (they simply die); the recovery of lichen diversity from an air pollution episode is slowly 

due to their slow rate of growth. This slow recover does not need to be a problem for time 

exposure assessment, since in general, after a pollution episode, the pollutants still remain in 

other components of the ecosystem (soil, water, vegetation, etc.) for a given period of time 

affecting continuously the human food-chain. 
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Seasonal patterns of air pollution cannot be assessed using lichen index which might induce 

misclassification of exposure per trimester of pregnancy. However, in countries of south of 

Europe, the emission of pollutants remains constant during the seasons, unlike what happens in 

the north countries where in winter there is an increase of combustion sources. We think that 

the spatial resolution can be accurately assessed using this method since lichen index is always 

reflecting the worst pollution conditions independently of the season; the lichens die after the 

levels of pollutants reach a critical level. Thus, the same criterion is applied in all the studied 

territory making differences in air pollution index in space comparable. 

In summary, this study is designed to assess the relationship between outdoor air pollution and 

pregnant outcomes performing a semi-ecological analysis. It is a contribution towards the 

development of new approaches in observational epidemiology because it tackles some 

limitations of traditional ecological studies, by using LDV index to assess personal exposure and 

stochastic simulation to assess personal’s exposure uncertainty. At this point of the study, 

outdoor air pollution sample data locations are stored in a geographic information system and 

lichen biodiversity index are measured for 100% of samples. We found 21% of samples where 

LDV could not be assessed since no Quercus suber trees were available for analysis. We collected 

data on 628 participants and 70 non- participants. Most part of participants are from Sines (270 

participants), 138 are from Grândola, 118 are from Santiago do Cacém, 57 are from Alcácer do 

Sal and 45 are from Odemira administrative region. The recruitment of participants will continue 

until April 2011, and if resources are available, until April 2012.  
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2.2 Associations between outdoor air quality and birth weight: a geostatistical sequential 

simulation approach in Coastal Alentejo, Portugal 

 

This paper has been published in Stochastic Environmental Research and Risk Assessment (2014) 

28:527-540 

 

Abstract 

Several environmental health studies suggest birth weight is associated with outdoor air 

pollution during gestation. In these studies, exposure assignments are usually based on 

measurements collected at air quality monitoring stations that do not coincide with health data 

locations. So, estimated exposures can be misleading if they do not take into account the 

uncertainty of exposure estimates.  

In this article we conducted a semi-ecological study to analyze associations between air quality 

during gestation and birth weight. Air quality during gestation was measured using a biomonitor, 

as an alternative to traditional air quality monitoring stations data, in order to increase spatial 

resolution of exposure measurements. To our knowledge this is the first time that the 

association between air quality and birth weight is studied using biomonitors. To address 

exposure uncertainty at health locations, we applied geostatistical simulation on biomonitoring 

data that provided multiple equally probable realizations of biomonitoring data, with 

reproduction of observed histogram and spatial covariance while matching for conditioning 

data. Each simulation represented a measure of exposure at each location. The set of 

simulations provided a measure of exposure uncertainty at each location. To incorporate 

uncertainty in our analysis we used generalized linear models, fitted simulation outputs and 

health data on birth weights and assessed statistical significance of exposure parameter using 

non-parametric bootstrap techniques.  

We found a positive association between air quality and birth weight. However, this association 

was not statistically significant. We also found a modest but significant association between air 

quality and birth weight among babies exposed to gestational tobacco smoke. 
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2.2.1. Introduction 

Several studies suggest birth weight is associated with air quality exposure during gestation 

(Darrow et al., 2011; Glinianaia et al., 2004; Kramer, 2003; Maisonet et al., 2004; Parker et al., 

2005; Ritz et al., 2007; Radim J Šrám et al., 2005), and relate decreasing outdoor air quality levels 

with increasing incidence (or prevalence) rates of adverse birth weight outcomes (low birth 

weights defined as birth weight <2500 gr;  very low birth weights defined as birth weight <1500 

gr; small-for-gestational age, defined as birth weight below 10th percentile for gestational age). 

In these studies, data on health outcomes and health covariates are usually measured 

individually, while exposure assignments are usually based on air quality monitoring stations, a 

problem known in spatial statistics as the change-of-support problem (Young and Gotway, 

2007). At these very specific places, where air monitoring stations are placed, exposure data can 

be collected, but usually these locations do not coincide with health data locations. Air 

monitoring stations tend to be sparsely located in places where relatively high concentrations 

are expected and exposure data are time series of instantaneous concentrations measured for 

few pollutants. One possible approach to overcome these limitations is using lichen diversity 

biomonitoring programs. Lichens are symbiotic organisms consisting of fungi and algae or 

cyanobacteria , and are the most studied bioindicators and biomonitors of air pollution 

(Branquinho, 2001). They have a wide geographic distribution and their diversity tends to 

decline in frequency and distribution pattern in polluted areas as a physiological response to 

long-term cumulative harmful effects of air pollutants (known and unknown). They have been 

used to monitor several air pollutants such as metals (Garty, 2001; Martin and Coughtrey, 1982), 

dioxins (Augusto et al., 2004b), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (Augusto et al., 2009) or 

particulate matter  (Loppi and Pirintsos, 2000; Pedro Pinho et al., 2008). A common example of 

their importance in health studies is the work of Cislaghi and Nimis (Cislaghi and Nimis, 1997), 

where results showed a good correlation between lichen diversity and lung cancer mortality. To 

estimate health exposures most approaches involve the use of statistical models that 

incorporate spatial information about exposure (Gryparis et al., 2009). However, estimated 

exposures can be misleading if they do not take into account the uncertainty of exposure 

estimates. One possible approach to overcome this problem is to estimate standard errors of 

exposure by analytical methods, but this can be unsolvable since the amount of uncertainty 

varies with location (Waller and Gotway, 2004). Another approach is to adjust exposure 

measurements errors collecting simultaneously data on the exposure surrogate and on a gold 

standard method and apply regression calibration methods that incorporates external validation 

data to correct for possible bias (Spiegelman, 2010; Thurston et al., 2003). Recently Gerharz 
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(Gerharz and Pebesma, 2013) reported results on air pollution measurements uncertainty using 

geostatistical unconditional simulation and fine resolution measurements collected with GPS 

tracks to assess exposure of individuals travelling by foot through the city of Munster. Waller 

and Gotway (Waller and Gotway, 2004) tried a  different approach based on geostatistical 

simulation which assumes a model for spatial autocorrelation of exposure data, and uses Monte 

Carlo simulations to provide individual distributions of exposure and to assess individual 

uncertainty of exposure. Here we assessed spatial uncertainty of individual exposures using a 

similar approach. We conducted a semi-ecological design study which is widely used to assess 

effects of air pollution in humans (Kunzli and Tage, 1997). In this kind of analysis, health 

outcomes and covariates are measured in individuals and exposure assignments are based on 

an ecological variable (unit of observation is aggregate rather than individual). We used lichen 

data as exposure measurements to derive an air quality index during gestation and geostatistical 

sequential simulation to derive uncertainty of exposure measurements. Lichen data were used 

as an option to traditional air quality monitoring stations, given that they cover rural, urban and 

industrial regions, with higher spatial resolution of exposure measurements when compared 

with available air monitoring stations data. To incorporate uncertainty of exposure 

measurements we used a geostatistical sequential simulation algorithm that provided multiple 

equally probable realizations of observed data, with reproduction of observed histogram and 

spatial covariance while matching for conditioning data (Soares, 2001). Each simulation yielded 

a unique value at each location and represented a measure of exposure. The set of simulated 

values at each location provided a measure of exposure uncertainty. We used all simulations as 

input for statistical analysis with generalized linear models (Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972). 

Finally, after fitting all multivariate models on birth weight, we assessed statistical significance 

of exposure parameter, using exposure parameter empirical distribution. Mean and confidence 

interval (CI) of the empirical distribution were used as bootstrap point and CI estimates of 

exposure parameter.  

2.2.2. Materials and Methods 

Studied area 

In this study we used data from all mothers who participated to the Gestão Integrada Saúde e 

Ambiente (GISA) health and environment project, living in predominantly urban areas during 

pregnancy period. The classification of an urban area is a statistical concept set by the national 

statistical office to classify parishes in national territory according to a methodological approach 

that includes degree of urbanization regarding population density and land-use plans. 
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Predominantly urban areas in Coastal Alentejo (Alentejo Litoral) region include two parishes in 

Alcácer do Sal (Santiago and Santa Maria do Castelo), and the parishes of Grândola, Sines, Santo 

André and Santiago do Cacém. Predominantly urban areas of Alcácer do Sal and Grândola are 

situated in the north part of Coastal Alentejo while Sines, Santo André and Santiago do Cacém 

are situated in the centre coastal area of that region and are close to an important industrial 

pole comprising mainly petrochemical and energy related industries. Selecting urban areas for 

analysis enabled us to remove potential confounding due to rural/urban differences in life styles 

and socio-demographic factors (like smoking habits, prevalent types of occupation, levels of 

education or pregnants ages), known to be relevant when modeling birth weight. 

Air quality data 

Outdoor air quality during gestation was assessed through a lichen diversity biomonitoring 

program, where the number of lichen species and its frequency measured in period 2008-2010 

at 84 sites (Figure 2.1.1A) were used to estimate a lichen diversity index value. This index reflects 

an integrated environmental exposure over time embracing the biological effect of all pollutants 

in a synergistic way, even of those pollutants that cannot be measured (Ribeiro et al., 2010). 

Moreover it allows for the identification of the more disturbed areas resulting from air pollution 

and provides an overall measurement of the air quality, since lichens are exposed to the same 

complex mixture of pollutants that humans have been exposed to. To obtain this index (where 

higher lichen diversity index values point to higher air quality) we followed a standard protocol 

according to Asta and co-authors  (Asta et al., 2002b). Among several existing lichen growth 

forms used as air quality indicators (Llop et al., 2012) we selected fruticose lichens for analysis, 

since they are known to have higher surface/volume ratio and are thus more prone to intercept 

atmospheric pollutants than others (Branquinho, 2001).  
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A 

 

B 

 

Figure 2.2.1 Location of sampling sites and lichen diversity values (A) and places of residence of 
participant mothers living in predominantly urban areas (B) 

Sampling sites were selected using a stratified random method, by dividing Coastal Alentejo 

region into a regular grid (each grid cell represented an area of 15 km x 15 km) and selecting a 

simple random sample of three sampling locations from each grid cell. The average distance 

between sampling sites is 4 805 m (minimum=1 500 meters; median=4 766 m; maximum=10 

940 m), the average altitude of sampling sites is 109 m (minimum=11 meters; median=100 

meters; maximum=270 meters).  

Health data 

Health data was collected at primary health centers by the research team, from pregnant 

registries, clinical records and a specific questionnaire administered orally to mothers involved 

in this study. The study protocol is available elsewhere (Ribeiro et al., 2010). For data analysis, 

we categorized health data (Table 2.2.1) on maternal characteristics known to have impact on 

birth weight, concerning genetic factors (maternal prepregnancy weight, maternal height), 

demographic and social factors (maternal age, education, occupation), obstetric factors  such as 

parity (having given birth previously), prior preterm births (having given birth previously baby or 

babies with <37 weeks of gestation) or prior low birth weight (having given birth previously baby 

or babies with <2500 gr birth weight), antenatal care factors (first antenatal visit and number of 

visits during pregnancy), nutritional factors (gestational weight gain), maternal morbidity during 

pregnancy such as preeclampsia (high blood pressure and protein in the urine after the 20th 

week of pregnancy), gestational diabetes (high blood sugar diagnosed during pregnancy), 

uterine bleeding or hypertension, and toxic exposures (to tobacco smoke, active or passive). We 

also collected night and day-time addresses of mothers during pregnancy, geocoded and stored 

them in a geographic information system. Our outcome variable was birth weight. Birth weight 
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is determined by duration of gestation and rate of fetal growth (Kramer, 1987). Hence, to 

provide an optimal assessment of fetal growth considering both duration of gestation and rate 

of fetal growth, we used exact birth weight percentiles by gestational age (Fenton and Sauve, 

2007). To perform this conversion, we used the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

growth charts (Kuczmarski et al., 2002) for term births (≥ 37 weeks of gestation) and the Fenton’s 

fetal-infant growth chart (Fenton, 2003) for preterm births (< 37  weeks of gestation). 

Categories for health data were defined as suggested in literature review. Age-groups were 

defined according to the work of Fraser and colleagues (Fraser, Brockert, & Ward, 1995), 

education levels were defined according to Bell and colleagues or Parker and colleagues (Bell, 

Ebisu, & Belanger, 2007; Parker, Woodruff, Basu, & Schoendorf, 2005), prepregnancy body mass 

index and gestational weight gain were categorized according to Rasmussen and Yaktine 

(Rasmussen & Yaktine, 2009). Occupation was categorized according to the Portuguese 

Classification of Occupations 2010. Parity, preeclampsia, gestational diabetes, uterine bleeding 

and hypertension were categorized according to their occurrence (occurred or not during 

pregnancy), antenatal care was defined as adequate according to the National Reproductive 

Health Program criteria, smoking in pregnancy was defined as smoking cigarettes on a daily 

basis, and environmental tobacco was defined as being exposed to passive smoke on a daily 

basis during pregnancy. 

Statistical analysis 

For analysis of health data, we calculated descriptive statistics and used Mann-Whitney and 

Kruskall Wallis tests to compare differences of mean birth weights between 2 and 3 or more 

(ordered) groups, respectively. We set the significance level (p-value) at 0.05. To describe spatial 

patterns of exposure we estimated the direct variogram and to assess its spatial uncertainty we 

applied geostatistical modeling and ran a sequential simulation algorithm. To describe the 

impact of exposure in birth weight, we used each simulation to estimate an exposure parameter 

using generalized linear models (Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972). Finally we used bootstrap 

techniques to estimate mean and confidence intervals of exposure parameter withdrawn from 

empirical distribution of exposure parameters. We describe each one of these steps below. For 

statistical analysis of data we used  PASW 18  (Spss Inc., 2010) for variogram analysis we used 

Variowin 2.21 (Pannatier, 1998) and  GeoMS (Centre for Natural Resources and the 

Environment, 2000) for direct sequential simulation. Arc GIS software (Environmental Systems 

Research Institute, 2006) was used to integrate all spatial and tabular data in one work 
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environment, to execute general procedures for data analysis and geoprocessing operations, 

and to visualize geographic features. 

Spatial patterns of exposure 

To describe exposure we used the complete dataset of lichen diversity values measured in 

Coastal Alentejo region (n=84) and conducted an exploratory spatial data analysis. We 

calculated descriptive statistics and estimated spatial patterns of lichen diversity index value 

with the variogram function, (.) , based on the method-of-moments estimator [1], where z are 

data measures of variable Z, N(h) represents the number of sampling sites separated by a vector 

h, and sα and sα+h represent sampling sites separated by a vector h.  
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To estimate the variogram function [1] for any distance, we fitted an Exponential model [2] to 

variogram estimates. This theoretical model belongs to a family of permissible or valid variogram 

models because (.)  satisfies the conditionally negative-definiteness property (16,17). 
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 In [2] 10 ,CC represent model coefficients or partial sills, a  represents spatial range, and h  

represents a   vector distance between two locations. To find the parameters estimates that best 

fit our data we used  both visual fit to observed data and Indicative Goodness of Fit statistic 

(Pannatier, 1996).  

Spatial uncertainty of exposure   

The location of exposure measurements and health assessments don’t coincide, as illustrated in 

Figure 2.2.1. To overcome this issue we used a geostatistical approach and applied Direct 

Sequential Simulation algorithm (Soares, 2001) to exposure data. We assume exposure data are 

spatial in nature and that observed exposure data is a realization of a stochastic process: 

  DZ ss : ,

 
 

where exposure variable Z at any spatial location s over spatial domain D is a continuous random 

variable with cumulative distribution function     zZzF  sPr  and with stationary 

variogram, (.) . Direct sequential simulation aims to provide L realizations of exposure,
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histogram and spatial covariance of observed exposure data,  sz , with k,...,1 , through 

the sequential use of conditional distributions: 

       kzFkzFnkzFnkzF nnnn |;1|;...2|;1|; 112211 ssss   ,

 
 

where  1|;  nkzF nns  is the conditional cumulative distribution function of  nZ s given k 

observed data and n-1 previously simulated values       11 ,...,,...., ni zzz sss . To reproduce 

histogram and spatial covariance of observed exposure data, the direct sequential simulation 

algorithm operates following these steps: 1) For simulation l, defines a random path visiting all 

nodes is (i=1,…, n) to be simulated over spatial domain, D; 2) estimates the local mean and 

variance of  iz s , with linear simple kriging estimator and kriging variance, conditioned to 

observed exposure data  sz  and previously simulated values 
   i

lz s ; 3) draw a value  i

lz s  

from the histogram of observed exposure data, located in the interval centered on local mean 

of  iz s with ± one standard deviation of  iz s ; 4) return to step 1) until all nodes have been 

visited by the random path. At each step, a correction for local bias and local mean was applied, 

as suggested by Soares (Soares, 2001). We ran a set of 100 simulations to provide a measure of 

spatial exposure uncertainty, since mean and variance of simulations at each location could be 

derived from simulated values. 

Exposure model  

In our exposure model we assumed 15 hours a day spent at place of residence and 9 hours a day 

spent at place of work. We did not consider commuting times because their contribution to 

overall exposure was negligible in studied region. Exposure of jth pregnant mother during 

gestational period in simulation l (l=1,…,100),
 l
jE , is calculated as a weighted average of 

exposure data locations [3]. 
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 ij st represents time (as a proportion of overall time of gestation) spent by jth mother during 

pregnancy, at location is (i=1,…,nj) and 
  i

l

j sz  represents simulated lichen diversity value on 

simulation l for jth mother during pregnancy, at location is . 
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Generalized linear models 

To analyze how birth weight is associated with air quality we applied generalized linear models 

(Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972). To measure linear associations between each one of the health 

covariates and birth weight we estimated the following model: 

J 1,2,...,  where,ˆˆ)( 0  jZβg jzj   [4] 

In model [4], )( jg  is the identity link function, zβ̂ ,
ˆ

0 are estimated parameters and jZ is one 

covariate value for the jth mother (j=1,…,J). To evaluate goodness-of-fit we calculated Akaike’s 

Information Criterion (AIC) for each univariate model. We tested model [4] against the null 

model,  
0̂ jg , and used the log-likelihood ratio statistic to assess statistical significance. 

Results from this analysis provided us valuable information for selecting a list of candidates with 

impact on birth weight, for inclusion in posterior multivariate modeling. To measure crude 

associations between exposure and birth weight we used all the simulations computed 

previously and fitted L (l=1,…,L) univariate models [5] to estimate L unadjusted exposure 

parameters. In model [5], 
  )( j

lg  is the identity link function for simulation l (l=1,…,L),

   ll

10
ˆ,ˆ  are estimated parameters at simulation l, 

 l
jE is the exposure model value for the jth 

mother at simulation l. 
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We further evaluated associations between exposure and birth weight with multivariate 

modeling. For each simulation, we started with a null model and performed a forward stepwise 

procedure where exposure index was forced into the model. During the stepwise selection 

procedure, candidate covariates were included in the model if their p-value was lower than 0.15 

and excluded if their p-value was higher than 0.20. We used the log-likelihood ratio test for 

model selection. After completion of the stepwise procedure, we fitted the following 

multivariate model for simulation l (l=1,…, L): 
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where 
  )( j

lg  is the identity link function for simulation l, 
     l

z

ll
β̂ ,ˆ,ˆ

10  are estimated 

parameters at simulation l, 
 l
jE is the exposure index of the jth mother during gestation at 

simulation l and jZ is a vector of significant covariates included in the model. 
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Bootstrap mean and confidence intervals 

Instead of estimating a mean and a confidence interval for exposure parameter by theoretical 

analysis, we numerically evaluated them by means of sequential simulation, using non-

parametric bootstrap techniques (Efron, 1988).   
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From empirical distribution of exposure parameter estimates, we calculated the bootstrap 

estimate exposure parameter [7] and set confidence intervals for 1̂  taking the interval 

between 2100  and )21(100  percentiles of the empirical distribution of 1̂ , where 

denotes an arbitrary significance level. 

2.2.3. Results 

Health data 

We analyzed data of eight hundred sixty seven babies of mothers living in predominantly urban 

regions during pregnancy that participated in GISA project. In two babies, birth weight 

percentiles were not calculated because birth weight or weeks of gestation were missing. These 

two babies were not used in further analysis. 

A 

 

B 

 

Figure 2.2.2 Histogram of birth weight (A) and birth weight percentile in GISA sample (B) 

Sample distribution of birth weight is symmetric (Figure 2.2.2A), observed mean value is 3190 

gr (minimum= 635 gr, maximum= 4915 gr) and observed median value is 3200 gr. Median 

gestational age at birth is 39 weeks and observed mean is 38,8 weeks (minimum=25 weeks, 

maximum= 42 weeks). In Figure 2.2.2B birth weight percentile histogram shows a leptokurtic 

unimodal shape and positive asymmetry with observed mean of 0,39 (39th percentile). The 

growth charts used here are based on populations with specific characteristics that differ from 

our sample population, which explains the positive skewness shown in Figure 2.2.2B. In a clinical 
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context, where birth weight percentiles are used to identify babies at risk or to provide 

indication on infants’ growth, we should have considered other percentile chart of birth weight 

and gestational age more plausible for our population (less skewed).  Since we use birth weight 

percentiles as a measure of relative birth weight to evaluate associations with air quality, this is 

not an issue. Main descriptive statistics on maternal characteristics are summarized in Table 

2.2.1. 

Characteristics Category n (%) mbwp (se) p-value 

Nr of observations  865 (100) 0,3822 (0,008) - 

Age-group 
<21 yrs  49 (5,7) 0,3395 (0,033) 

0,103 21-34 yrs  676 (78,1) 0,3915 (0,009) 
>34 yrs 140 (16,2) 0,3524 (0,201) 

Prepregnancy BMI 

Underweight 55 (6,4) 0,2745 (0,026) 

<0,001 
Normal weight 563 (65,1) 0,3705 (0,010) 
Overweight 189 (21,8) 0,4122 (0,018) 
Obese 58 (6,7) 0,5004 (0,036) 

Education 
<10 y 349 (40,4) 0,3737 (0,013) 

0,245 10-12y 315 (36,4) 0,4005 (0,014) 
>12 y 201 (23,2) 0,3685 (0,016) 

Occupation 
Manual work 475 (58,4) 0,3792 (0,011) 

0,891 
Intelectual work 339 (41,6) 0,3834 (0,013) 

Parity 
Primipara 332 (38,5) 0,3597 (0,013) 

0,031 
Multipara 531 (61,5) 0,3965 (0,011) 

Previous low birth weight 
Occured  42 (7,9) 0,2899 (0,042) 

0,012 
Not occured 821 (92,1) 0,3870 (0,008) 

Previous preterm birth 
Occured 57 (10,7) 0,3596 (0,037) 

0,468 
Not occured 806 (89,3) 0,3839 (0,008) 

Gestational BMI gain 
Below ideal 276 (31,9) 0,3434 (0,014) 

<0,001 Ideal 276 (31,9) 0,3583 (0,014) 
Above ideal 313 (36,2) 0,4376 (0,015) 

Preeclampsia 
Occured 19 (2,2) 0,3099 (0,061) 

0,192 
Not occured 846 (97,8) 0,3839 (0,008) 

Gestational diabetes 
Occured 36 (4,2) 0,4797 (0,051) 

0,015 
Not occured 829 (95,8) 0,3780 (0,008) 

Uterine bleeding 
Occured 44 (5,1) 0,3487 (0,030) 

0,351 
Not occured 821 (94,9) 0,384 (0,009) 

Hypertension 
Occured 31 (3,6) 0,3660 (0,049) 

0,707 
Not occured 834 (96,4) 0,3828 (0,008) 

Antenatal care 
Adequate 786 (90,9) 0,3757 (0,029) 

0,804 
Not adequate 79 (9,1) 0,3829 (0,009) 

Smoking in pregnancy 
Smoker 128 (14,8) 0,3327 (0,021) 

0,013 
Non-smoker 737 (85,2) 0,3908 (0,009) 

Environmental tobacco 
Exposed 144 (16,6) 0,3468 (0,019) 

0,057 
Not exposed 721 (83,4) 0,3893 (0,009) 

Sex 
Boys 421 (48,7) 0,3891 (0,012) 

0,980 
Girls 444 (52,3) 0,3757 (0,012) 

Table 2.2.1 Maternal characteristics distribution (n, %), mean birth weight percentile (mbwp) and 
standard error of the mean (se), by sample subgroups 
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Descriptive results did not show significant differences between mean birth weight percentiles 

categories of socio-demographic characteristics analyzed, age at pregnancy, education or 

occupation. There was a significant linear trend on prepregnancy body mass index categories 

and on gestational weight gain categories. Health covariates referring to past obstetric factors 

showed significant differences in mean birth weight percentiles categories for parity and 

occurrence of previous low birth weight, but not for previous preterm births. No pregnancy 

complications showed a significant difference in mean birth weight percentile. In toxic exposures 

to tobacco smoke, a significant difference was found between mean birth weight percentile of 

babies exposed to maternal smoking during gestation and babies not exposed, but not for 

environmental tobacco (passive smoking).   

Exposure data 

Distribution of lichen diversity values is positively skewed with an elongated tail at right (Figure 

2.2.3B). Observed mean value for lichen diversity index value is 13,1 (Table 2.2.2).  

Descriptive statistics Value 

Nr of sampling sites 84,0 
Minimum 0,2 
Maximum 41,5 
Mean 13,1 
Median 11,7 
Std. Dev. 9,8 

Table 2.2.2 Lichen diversity index value descriptive statistics 

Geographical distribution of samples (Figure 2.2.1) show lower values in the central area of 

Coastal Alentejo, when compared with values measured in north part of Coastal Alentejo. To 

quantify spatial dependence we set an 8 kilometer lag distance and estimated the variogram 

function based on the method-of-moments estimator.  We fitted an Exponential model, 

frequently applied in earth and environmental sciences (Goovaerts, 1997), with the following 

estimated parameters: 

 
  









0 , 14*3exp12,95

0                                      ,0

hh

h
h  

i.e., a range, a, of 14 km and a sill, C1, of 95,2 with no nugget effect (C0). 

This function enabled a satisfactory fit to sample variogram of lichen diversity index (Figure 

2.6A). 
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A 

 

B 

 

Figure 2.2.3 Variogram estimates (black dots) and Exponential model (continuous line) for lichen 
diversity index: ordinate represents variogram values and abscissa represents distance class (in 
km) (A) and histogram of lichen diversity index (B). 

Since the location of exposure measurements and health assessments don’t coincide, we 

conducted a sequential simulation with exposure data that provided simulated exposure 

measurements at health data locations.  We ran 100 simulations of air quality using direct 

sequential simulation algorithm, in Figure 2.2.4 we can see variogram, histogram and maps of 

three simulations generated. 

   

   

   

Figure 2.2.4 LDVI results for simulations 19, 79 and 95: (first row) variogram model (continuous line) 

fitted on variograms estimates (black dots); (middle row) histograms and; (last row) map outputs. 
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Global results showed satisfactory matches between histograms and variograms of observed 

data and simulations.  

Exposure and health data 

Overall sample 

To measure associations between birth weight and exposure we applied generalized linear 

models. We began estimating crude (or unadjusted) health covariates parameters on birth 

weight percentile (Table 2.2.3). We computed univariate models [4] for every covariate. 

Univariate models fitted with prepregnancy BMI, parity, previous low birth weight, gestational 

BMI gain, gestational diabetes and smoking during pregnancy presented statistically significant 

parameters. Health covariates prepregnancy BMI, gestational BMI gain, gestational diabetes 

and smoking during pregnancy presented better (smaller) goodness of fit AIC measures.  

Covariate (reference category) Category Beta P> |z| AIC 

Age-group ( < 21 y) 
21-34 y 0,0520 0,150 

0,0219 
>34 y 0,0129 0,750 

Prepregnancy BMI (Underweight) 
Normal weight 0,0961 0,005 

-0,0039 Overweight 0,1377 <0,001 
Obese 0,2259 <0,001 

Education (<10y) 
10-12y 0,0268 0,158 

0,0239 
>12 y -0,0052 0,810 

Occupation (Intellectual work) Manual work -0,0043 0,806 0,0198 

Parity (nulipara) Multipara -0,0368 0,031 0,0214 

Previous low birth weight (Not occurred) Occured  -0,0971 0,012 0,0194 

Previous preterm birth (Not occurred) Occured -0,0244 0,468 0,0261 

Gestational BMI gain (Below ideal) 
Ideal 0,0149 0,468 

-0,0030 
Above ideal 0,0943 <0,001 

Preeclampsia (Not occurred) Occured -0,0740 0,192 0,0229 

Gestational diabetes (Not occurred) Occured 0,1017 0,014 0,0179 

Uterine bleeding (Not occurred) Occured -0,0353 0,351 0,0238 

Hypertension (Not occurred) Occured -0,0168 0,707 0,0247 

Antenatal care (Not adequate) Adequate 0,0072 0,804 0,0248 

Smoking in pregnancy (Non-smoker) Smoker -0,0581 0,013 0,0177 

Environmental tobbaco (Not exposed) Exposed -0,0425 0,056 0,0206   

Sex (Boys) Girls -0,0133 0,423 0,0241 
Table 2.2.3 Statistical results of univariate generalized linear models fitted to health covariates 

To explore crude associations between birth weight and exposure variable we used all the 

simulations computed previously, and fitted 100 univariate models [5] to estimate 100 

unadjusted exposure parameters on birth weight percentile. A summary of model results are 

shown in Figure 2.2.5, where the empirical distribution of exposure parameter estimates 

provided an estimated mean parameter with positive sign suggesting that an increase in lichen 

diversity index is associated with an increase in birth weight percentile.  
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Figure 2.2.5 Histogram of exposure parameter (univariate models) 

We used bootstrap techniques to ascertain 99%, 95% and 90% confidence intervals (CI) for the 

mean estimated parameter (Table 2.2.4).  

 

Table 2.2.4 Mean and 99%, 95% and 90% confidence intervals (lower, upper intervals) for 
exposure parameter 

We see that all the confidence regions for the parameter of interest contains the zero quantity, 

suggesting association between simulated lichen diversity index values and birth weight 

percentile is not statistically significant at 0.01, 0.05 and 0.1 significance levels, respectively. 

Subgroup of babies exposed to gestational tobacco smoke 

We further explored associations between birth weight percentile and exposure during 

pregnancy in the subgroup of babies exposed to gestational tobacco smoke (n=128). This 

exploratory analysis was developed on the basis of the hypothesis that babies exposed to 

gestational tobacco smoke are at higher susceptibility of lower birth weights if exposed to lower 

levels of outdoor air quality during gestation.  

  

Mean 99% CI 95% CI 90% CI 

0.0008 -0.0011 , 0.0033 -0.0009 , 0.0029 -0.0007 , 0.0026 
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Figure 2.2.6 Histogram of exposure parameter (univariate models) in subgroup 

of babies exposed to gestational tobacco smoke 

For this subgroup, we repeated the previous step and used all the simulations computed and 

fitted 100 univariate models [5] to estimate 100 crude exposure parameters and to provide a 

mean and confidence intervals of the empirical distribution (Figure 2.2.6).  

As in the global sample, the empirical distribution of the parameter of interest provided a 

positive estimated mean parameter, suggesting that an increase in lichen diversity index is 

associated with an increase in birth weight percentile among babies exposed to gestational 

tobacco smoke.  

 

Table 2.2.5 Mean and 99% confidence interval (lower, upper bound) for 
exposure parameter in subgroup of babies exposed to gestational tobacco 
smoke 

Furthermore, in this subgroup the exposure estimated parameter falls between 0.0011 and 

0.0123 with a probability of 99% (confidence interval) for the mean (Table 2.2.5), suggesting 

association between exposure and birth weight percentile among babies exposed to gestational 

tobacco smoke is statistically significant at 0.01 significance level. In multivariate analysis, we 

included prepregnancy BMI, previous low birth weight, gestational weight gain, preeclampsia 

and antenatal care, since these covariates have shown to be significative in this sub group of 

sample (results not shown) and performed a forward stepwise regression procedure for variable 

selection.  

Results (Table 2.2.5) still indicate that, with a probability 99%, exposure parameters lie between 

0.0002 and 0.0118, suggesting a significant association between exposure and birth weight 

Models Mean 99% CI 

Univariate 0.0048 0.0011 , 0.0123 
Multivariate 0.0036 0.0002 , 0.0118 
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percentile among babies exposed to gestational tobacco smoke, even after controlling for 

significant covariates.  

2.2.4. Discussion 

In this article we characterized and evaluated the association between birth weight and outdoor 

air quality during gestation using a lichen diversity index value as surrogate. World Health 

Organization reported potential effects of air pollutants on birth weight (World Health 

Organization European Centre for Environment and Health, 2005),  and several significant 

results concerning associations between air quality during gestation and birth weight outcomes 

have been reported (Bobak, 2000; Dejmek et al., 1999; Maisonet et al., 2001; Perera, 2008; 

Rogers and Dunlop, 2006; Wang et al., 1997; World Health Organization European Centre for 

Environment and Health, 2005).  

We presented geostatistical simulation on biomonitoring data as an alternative approach to 

assess the association between outdoor air quality and birth weight in a large region. To our 

knowledge this is the first time that the association between air quality and birth weight is 

studied using biomonitors. Exposure measurements from ecological biomonitoring data were 

used as an option to traditional air quality monitoring stations data to increase spatial resolution 

of exposure data. Even so, improved spatial resolution was not enough to match exposure and 

health data locations. To overcome this problem we could have estimated a map of mean 

outdoor air quality using a kriging estimator, but it would not provide a measure of exposure 

uncertainty, since variance of kriging estimator depends only on data configuration and not on 

observed data. Instead, we used a geostatistical simulation algorithm that provided several 

equiprobable maps from which we could draw estimates of individual exposure and a measure 

of individual exposure uncertainty. We decided to address uncertainty using a spatial 

uncertainty model (instead of a local uncertainty one) to assess a joint cumulative distribution 

of several air quality index levels at different locations. Using this measure, the set of 

independent realizations provided inputs to the generalized linear models that worked as 

transfer functions, yielding a distribution of response values (the estimated parameters for air 

quality index) representing a measure of parameter uncertainty (Goovaerts, 1997). 

One of the main concerns of using lichen diversity to assess air quality to measure the impact of 

air pollution on pregnancy outcome is that lichens tend to reflect long-term air pollution, while 

the impact of air pollution on pregnancy outcome is expected to derive mainly from shorter 

term variations during the pregnancy period itself. We are aware that the main limitation in the 

use of lichen index in health studies is that we don´t know exactly what specific period of time 
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they are reflecting. However, using lichen diversity we know their index reflects the integration 

of biological effects of all pollutants (even of those we are not able to measure nowadays) over 

time, with more emphasis in the recent periods of atmospheric deposition. In the case of sudden 

air pollution episodes, lichens will either disappear or decrease in abundance, as a physiological 

response to the harmful effects of air pollutants. So, lichen index is always reflecting the worst 

pollution conditions, independently of seasonal variations or occurrence of sudden pollution 

episodes.  

To overcome lichen diversity limitations on temporal resolution, we recommend a previous 

analysis on available data for air pollution (using existing air monitoring stations or passive 

sampling devices) to provide a comprehensive overview on seasonal variations and sudden 

pollution episodes, contributing to gain insight on the type of air pollution episodes reflected in 

lichen diversity data. From available data on three air monitoring stations placed in the region, 

(data not shown) we know that neither relevant sudden air pollution episodes nor considerable 

seasonal variations occurred over the entire region during observation period. Therefore we 

conclude lichen index is likely reflecting the long-term pollution and we feel comfortable to 

assume that the impact of air pollution on pregnancy outcome is expected to derive mainly from 

a steady mean air quality during the pregnancy period. 

Using the whole sample, we found a positive association between air quality and birth weight. 

However, this association was not statistically significant. We observed crude significant 

associations between birth weight and prepregnancy body mass index, parity, previous low 

birth, gestational weight gain, gestational diabetes and in utero exposure to maternal smoking. 

The role of mother’s age at pregnancy, education or occupation on birth weight are shown in 

several articles (Fraser et al., 1995; Kramer, 1987; Kristensen et al., 1997; Moreira et al., 2007) 

and underline the importance of psychosocial factors in birth weight outcomes. Our results did 

not show significant associations with any of these factors, but we did observe positive 

associations between birth weight and older age-groups, higher levels of education and 

intellectual workers (versus manual workers), as expected. Constitutional and nutritional factors 

are well established major determinants on birth weight (Baeten et al., 2001; Cnattingius et al., 

1998; Kabiru and Raynor, 2004; Schieve and Cogswell, 2000). We found positive significant 

trends on birth weight by prepregnancy body mass index categories and by gestational weight 

gain categories. We also found significant associations between birth weight and previous 

obstetric factors. Nuliparity and occurrence of previous low birth weight were negatively 

associated with birth weight. These results are in accordance with other reports (Kramer et al., 

1990; Shah, 2010). Occurrence of previous preterm births was negatively associated with birth 
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weight, however this trend was not statistically significant. We also analyzed some of pregnancy 

complications shown to have impact on birth weight (Baeten et al., 2001; Kabiru and Raynor, 

2004; Kramer et al., 1990). As expected, our results showed statistically significant association 

between birth weight and exposure to gestational diabetes. For each of the remaining 

complications, we observed a negative association between birth weight and exposure to 

preeclampsia, uterine bleeding and hypertension, but without statistical significance. 

Gestational exposure to maternal smoking was another studied determinant. It is known that 

babies exposed to gestational tobacco smoke are more prone to adverse pregnancy outcomes 

such as low birth weight or small for gestational age (Baeten et al., 2001; Moreira et al., 2007; 

Schieve and Cogswell, 2000). We observed a statistically significant negative association 

between birth weight and exposure to gestational tobacco smoke. We further performed an 

exploratory analysis on the association between exposure and birth weight in the subgroup of 

babies exposed to gestational tobacco smoke. This exploratory analysis was aimed to generate 

hypothesis concerning susceptibility of birth weight to additional levels of outdoor air pollution 

among babies exposed to gestational tobacco smoke during gestation. Our findings from 

univariate analysis showed that an increase in air quality levels was followed by a modest but 

significant increase in birth weight. In multivariate linear regression, we considered 

prepregnancy BMI, previous low birth weight, gestational weight gain, preeclampsia, antenatal 

care and air quality as explanatory variables, known to be determinants of birth weight. Results 

showed once again, a modest but significant association between exposure and birth weight 

among babies exposed to gestational tobacco smoke, even after controlling for significant 

covariates. This estimated association may have little clinical significance at individual level but 

it might contribute to favour further research of impacts on birth weight of babies exposed to 

maternal smoking from additional exposure to lower levels of outdoor air quality (e.g. case-

control studies).  

2.2.5. Conclusions 

Semi-ecological studies on air pollution are a valid research method to assess effects of air 

pollution in humans. On the framework of a semi-ecological study we assessed the association 

between birth weight and outdoor air quality during gestation, using a lichen diversity index 

value as surrogate for exposure. Lichen data was used as an option to traditional air quality 

monitoring stations to achieve higher spatial resolution of exposure measurements. To our 

knowledge this is the first time that the association between air quality and birth weight is 

studied using biomonitors. Instead of using birth weight as outcome, we used exact birth weight 

percentiles by gestational age that provided an optimal assessment of fetal growth. To 
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overcome the limitation derived from misalignment between exposure measurements and 

health data locations, we used geostatistical simulation that provided a measure of exposure’s 

spatial autocorrelation (using a variogram function), a measure of exposure estimate (using each 

simulation) and a measure of exposure’s uncertainty (using all simulation outputs). To 

incorporate uncertainty in our analysis we used generalized linear models, fitted simulation 

outputs and health data on birth weights and assessed statistical significance of exposure 

parameter using non-parametric bootstrap techniques. As expected from literature review, our 

results showed statistically significant associations between birth weight and exposure to 

several known risk factors (prepregnancy body mass index, parity, previous low birth, 

gestational weight gain, gestational diabetes and in utero exposure to maternal smoking). 

Results also suggest a modest but significant association between birth weight percentile and 

exposure, among babies exposed to gestational tobacco smoke. We think these results could 

contribute to hypothesize if additional exposure to low levels of air quality affects birth weight 

of babies exposed to maternal smoking. 
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2.3 Geostatistical uncertainty of assessing air quality using high-spatial-resolution lichen data: 

a health study in the urban area of Sines, Portugal 

 

This paper has been published in Science of the Total Environment (2016) 562: 740-750 

 

Abstract 

In most studies correlating health outcomes with air pollution, personal exposure assignments 

are based on measurements collected at air-quality monitoring stations not coinciding with 

health data locations. In such cases, interpolators are needed to predict air quality in unsampled 

locations and to assign personal exposures. Moreover, a measure of the spatial uncertainty of 

exposures should be incorporated, especially in urban areas where concentrations vary at short 

distances due to changes in land use and pollution intensity. These studies are limited by the 

lack of literature comparing exposure uncertainty derived from distinct spatial interpolators. 

Here, we addressed these issues with two interpolation methods: regression Kriging (RK) and 

ordinary Kriging (OK). These methods were used to generate air-quality simulations with a 

geostatistical algorithm. For each method, the geostatistical uncertainty was drawn from 

generalized linear model (GLM) analysis. We analyzed the association between air quality and 

birth weight. Personal health data (n = 227) and exposure data were collected in Sines (Portugal) 

during 2007–2010. Because air-quality monitoring stations in the city do not offer high-spatial-

resolution measurements (n=1), we used lichen data as an ecological indicator of air quality 

(n=83). 

We found no significant difference in the fit of GLMs with any of the geostatistical methods. 

With RK, however, the models tended to fit better more often and worse less often. Moreover, 

the geostatistical uncertainty results showed a marginally higher mean and precision with RK. 

Combined with lichen data and land-use data of high spatial resolution, RK is a more effective 

geostatistical method for relating health outcomes with air quality in urban areas. This is 

particularly important in small cities, which generally do not have expensive air-quality 

monitoring stations with high spatial resolution. Further, alternative ways of linking human 

activities with their environment are needed to improve human well-being.  
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2.3.1 Introduction 

Poor air quality is a pertinent public health issue, as the incidence of adverse health outcomes 

(such as respiratory diseases and lung cancer) increases with exposure at different life stages, 

ranging from prenatal period to adult life (European Environment Agency, 2013). These major 

public health concerns are commonly related to anthropogenic sources of air pollution such as 

motor vehicles and industrial facilities, or to natural sources such as forest fires. These sources 

are responsible for emissions of air pollutants such as particulate matter, benzo(a)pyrene, 

carbon monoxide, ozone, nitrogen dioxide, and sulfur dioxide. Developing models to assess air 

pollution exposure in environmental epidemiology studies at the urban scale has been 

prioritized (Brunekreef and Holgate, 2002). This is because the majority of the global population 

is expected to live in urban areas in the coming decades, as is currently the case three-fourths 

of the European population (European Environment Agency, 2012). With the recent advances in 

geographic information systems (GIS) and spatial modeling methods, several air pollution 

models for assessing individual exposure in environmental epidemiology studies at the urban 

scale have been considered (Liao et al., 2006; Nuckols et al., 2004).  

Proximity models use distance buffers to measure the associations between health outcomes 

and sources of air pollution emission, but this approach is limited by the assumption that 

individuals within a given buffer distance of an emission source are equally exposed (Ryan et al., 

2006). Dispersion models generally rely on Gaussian plume equations and incorporate data on 

meteorology and topography; however, they need a relatively expensive data input (Jerrett et 

al., 2005). Land-use regression employs least square regressions to combine geographic data 

collected on air pollution and on predictor variables (e.g., land use, length of roads, or traffic 

intensity) spatially distributed in the study area to construct an air pollution map. This represents 

a relatively cheap and practical approach for predicting air pollution exposure in urban settings. 

Thus, these maps have been increasingly used in the past few years for environmental 

epidemiology studies at the urban scale (Briggs et al., 2000; de Hoogh et al., 2014). However, 

land-use regression models fail to provide an uncertainty measure of predictions throughout the 

unsampled spatial domain. 

The Kriging geostatistical methods (Lee et al., 2012) are interpolation methods that were 

originally developed for fields such as mining engineering and other geosciences (Cressie, 1993). 

These methods can account for spatial trends and spatial autocorrelation of air pollution 

concentrations measured at the available network of sampling sites in the study area. The most 

frequent type of Kriging model used in practice is ordinary Kriging (OK) (Webster and Oliver, 

2007), which assumes a constant trend and a spatially homogeneous variation of air pollution 
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concentrations. At the national and regional scales, this method has been used to assess air 

pollution exposure in environmental epidemiology studies (Augusto et al., 2012; Paustenbach, 

2010). However, some authors have reported the limitations of using this interpolator at an 

urban, local scale (Aguilera and Sunyer, 2008; Gulliver et al., 2011), as OK tends to over-smooth 

air pollution predictions in an environment expected to abrupt variations in concentrations at 

short distances. In urban areas, air pollution concentrations are highly susceptible to changes in 

land use over very short distances, whereas OK modeling only takes into consideration spatial 

autocorrelation of air pollution concentrations generally collected from a sparse network of 

monitoring stations (O’Leary and Lemke, 2014).  

To overcome the limitation imposed by the lack of air-quality monitoring stations, lichen 

diversity biomonitoring programs can be considered. Lichens are living symbiotic organisms 

consisting of fungi and algae or cyanobacteria, which tend to decline in frequency and diversity 

in polluted areas as a physiological response to the long-term cumulative adverse effects of both 

detected and undetected air pollutants. In urban areas, lichens have been mostly used as 

biomonitors of air quality (Llop et al., 2012; Paoli et al., 2015), and their associations with human 

health have been explored by Cislaghi and Nimis (Cislaghi and Nimis, 1997) and Ribeiro et al. 

(Ribeiro et al., 2014). However, both studies were conducted at a regional scale, so the 

correlations in urban settings remain unexplored. With an increased sample density provided by 

a lichen diversity biomonitoring network, a more flexible geostatistical approach can be 

achieved in urban settings using regression Kriging (RK) (Hengl et al., 2007). The RK method can 

incorporate predictor variables (e.g., land use) to model the relationship with air pollution data 

using multiple linear regression, while modeling the residual as a stationary random spatial 

function (Fortin et al., 2012) to predict air pollution concentrations at unsampled locations, using 

known values of predictors at those locations. Moreover, although Kriging methods do not 

provide a measure of spatial uncertainty (Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989), they can be used for 

simulations that provide several maps from which a measure of spatial uncertainty can be drawn 

(Waller and Gotway, 2004). 

The aim of this study was to evaluate alternative cost-effective and useful ways of assessing 

spatial exposure uncertainty with high-resolution mapping of air quality using a relevant 

ecological indicator, to measure associations with the health outcome birth weight. Birth weight 

is usually used as a proxy for infant mortality or morbidity (Kramer, 2003); it has been 

comprehensively used to measure associations with air pollution. In Europe, the impact of air 

pollution on birth weight tends to be weak, as the exposure levels are generally below the 

standards set by national environmental agencies to prevent adverse health effects in the 
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population (Dockery, 1993). Nevertheless, some recent studies (Pedersen et al., 2013; 

Winckelmans et al., 2015) analyzing the exposure of pregnant women to air pollutants have 

revealed such impacts on birth weight. Environmental and individual health data used in this 

study were collected in Sines (Portugal) under the Gestão Integrada da Saúde e Ambiente 

project (GISA project) developed during 2007–2010, to measure the associations between air 

quality and birth weight in a much broader area. To overcome the limitation imposed by the low 

spatial resolution of air-quality data in the city (only one air-quality monitoring station is located 

within the city limits), we used a sampling network of lichens (n = 83) as ecological indicators of 

air quality. To predict air quality in unsampled locations, we used OK and RK models. To 

incorporate variations in concentrations at very short distances, we included land-use data, to 

be used with the RK model. We also incorporated a measure of spatial uncertainty of predicted 

exposures with a geostatistical simulation algorithm (Sequential Gaussian Simulation(Deutsch 

and Journel, 1998)). To compare the interpolation results of the two geostatistical methods, we 

measured the mean error (ME) and root mean square error (RMSE). For both methods, the 

uncertainty of exposure was drawn from generalized linear models (GLM) fitted to data 

controlling the effect of other health covariates known to be associated with variations in birth 

weight. 

2.3.2 Data and settings 

We used environmental and individual health data collected in GISA, a health and environment 

project developed in the coastal Alentejo region (Portugal) during 2007–2010. 

In this study, we considered the data collected in the city of Sines (Fig. 2.3.1). With a population 

of 13,200 (Instituto Nacional de Estatística, 2012) and an area of 2 km2, Sines is a small 

Mediterranean city situated on the coast close to an important industrial park comprising mainly 

petrochemical and refinery units (located 5.5 km northeast from Sines), a power station (6.5 km 

southeast from Sines), and a deepwater seaport (south end of the city). The prevailing winds in 

the region originate from the northwest quadrant. Sines experiences a Mediterranean climate 

additionally influenced by the Atlantic Ocean, with an average precipitation of 486.7 mm/year, 

an average maximum temperature of 21.7 °C in summer and an average minimum temperature 

of 9.2 °C in winter (Instituto Português do Mar e da Atmosfera, n.d.). In Figure 2.3.1, a map of 

the city, locations of environmental data, places of residence, and land-use categories are 

presented. 
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Figure 2.3.1 Map illustrating land-use categories, places of residence, and lichen sample locations in 
Sines. Places of residence are denoted by triangles (n = 227) and lichen samples by squares (n = 83) 

Health data 

Several studies have shown that exposure to atmospheric pollution during pregnancy is 

associated with variations in birth weight (Bell et al., 2007; Glinianaia et al., 2004; Lacasaña et 

al., 2005). However, results may vary, and some studies related a decrease in outdoor air-quality 

levels with a decrease in expected birth weights (Rich et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2011) whereas others 

did not (Brauer et al., 2008; Madsen et al., 2010). In this study, we included health data from 

227 mothers enrolled in the GISA project and living in Sines during gestation. A georeferenced 

street map with the spatial location of the street center (street centerline) was used to match 

the mothers’ addresses during pregnancy (also called geocoding, or geocoded addresses). Apart 

from the coordinates of nighttime and daytime zip codes (geocoded) addresses during gestation, 

we considered several covariates known to be associated with birth weight (Kramer, 2003) 

which included historical individual data on birth weight, maternal body mass index (BMI), 

maternal weight gain during pregnancy, pregnancy surveillance, duration of gestation, maternal 

smoking during pregnancy (that carries particulate matter and several toxic chemicals), 

exposure to tobacco smoke (or passive smoking), and demographic and social covariates. In this 

study, the health outcome of interest is birth weight. However, it is well known that birth weight 

is significantly dependent on the duration of gestation (or gestational age) and rate of fetal 

growth (Kramer, 2003). Therefore, we did not use birth weight as a health outcome. Instead, we 

used birth weight percentile by gestational age, according to Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention growth charts (Kuczmarski et al., 2002) and Fenton’s fetal–infant growth chart 

(Fenton, 2003) for births with gestational age under 37 weeks. This adjustment provided a 
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clearer health outcome for analysis, by removing the contribution of gestation duration to birth 

weight, a potential confounder of the birth weight–air-quality correlation.  

Land-use data 

We used land-use data published by Llop and colleagues(Llop et al., 2012), created by manual 

photointerpretation of aerial photography in a GIS environment (Figure 2.3.1). Four types of 

land use were considered for analysis: Green areas, corresponding to public garden areas within 

the city; Semi-natural areas, corresponding to areas with abandoned agriculture and semi-

natural vegetation areas; Houses, corresponding to residential areas with low traffic; and Traffic 

areas, corresponding to the main roads. For spatial analysis, we considered a resolution of 5 m. 

Ecological indicator: Air Quality Index value 

To assess individual exposure during pregnancy to the mixture of atmospheric pollutants, we 

used an ecological indicator represented by the total species richness (TSR) of lichens. Epiphytic 

lichens were sampled from trees in Sines using a standard protocol (Asta et al., 2002b). Due to 

the small size of the city, all trees found in the city (without restricted access) were screened for 

compliance with the protocol. Some trees were excluded due to reduced size, inclination, or 

presence of injuries, leading to a total of 83 trees. Because many of the trees are planted by the 

municipality, they are located with some spatial clustering. Lichens were sampled by adapting 

the method of Asta et al. (Asta et al., 2002b). This adapted method involved considering each 

tree as a sample. This was necessary because pollution varies greatly over a small spatial scale 

in cities; thus, the highest possible spatial resolution was needed. This adaptation has been 

tested previously (Pinho et al., 2011), for using lichens to study the effects of atmospheric 

ammonia, which also changes greatly over a very short spatial scale. On each tree, lichens were 

sampled using a grid divided into five squares, placed on the four main aspects of trees. The 

number of squares where each species was found was counted as well as the frequency. TSR 

was calculated for each tree to produce an Air Quality Index value (AQIv) used as a proxy of air 

quality. A higher AQIv indicates better air quality. Based on the available data on the single air 

monitoring station in the city, neither relevant sudden air pollution episodes nor considerable 

seasonal variations were noted during the observation period. Therefore, we propose that these 

ecological indicators (lichens) may reflect long-term pollution and that the expected mean air 

pollution concentrations during that period are derived mainly from stable fluctuations (with 

constant mean and variance).  
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2.3.3 Methods 

Statistical tests  

We used the Shapiro–Wilk normality test to assess whether the AQIv variable was normally 

distributed, because the normality of data is well suited to fit linear regression and geostatistical 

modeling.  

To compare the overall differences in AQIv between groups, we calculated the analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) statistics. To compare AQIv differences between paired land-use categories, 

we used paired t-tests. To test the hypothesis, we considered a level of significance of 0.05. 

Geostatistical interpolation 

We used OK and RK methods to model spatial variability and predict AQIv in unsampled 

locations. In both approaches, analysis is based on the assumption that a sample collected at 

any location is often more similar to samples collected from nearby than those at a distance. 

In the case of OK, the model for AQIv is a form of weighted-average prediction assuming a 

constant but unknown trend, and a known spatially homogeneous variation. The AQIv variable, 

represented here generically as Z variable, at an unsampled location,  0
ˆ sz , is predicted with a 

weighted average [1] of samples located in the neighborhood  sz . In [1],  ,...,nα 1   is 

the optimal weight assigned to neighbor  sz  so as to minimize the mean-squared prediction 

error over the class of unbiased linear predictors that satisfy the condition 1
1
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Estimates of   are obtained reflecting the spatial dependence structure between 

observations. This is achieved by first estimating a semi-variogram function,  h , which 

measures the spatial dependency between neighboring samples separated by some spatial lag 

distance h [2]: 
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Plotting average semi-variogram values obtained from [2] against some standard spatial lag 

distances h provides an experimental semi-variogram of variable Z . If the experimental 

variogram reflects some spatial dependency structure, then the values of samples located 

nearby are more likely to have similar values. With increasing distance, these values tend to be 
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more dissimilar, up to some plateau after which the samples are no longer correlated, known as 

“sill.” Sometimes, the value of semi-variogram close to the origin of the plot ( h 0) is not 0. 

This is generically referred to as the nugget effect, which represents the part of variance with no 

spatial structure.  

To estimate the semi-variogram function for any distance, we fit a mathematical model to an 

experimental semi-variogram belonging to a set of valid parametric semi-variogram models. 

Models frequently applied in earth and environmental sciences are linear, spherical, 

exponential, or Gaussian (Goovaerts, 1997). In this analysis, we chose to fit an exponential 

model [3] as it captured the spatial relationships present in sampling data well: 
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In [3], 0c represents the nugget effect, ec  the partial sill, 0c + ec  the value of semi-variogram at 

the plateau after which the variogram no longer increases (also known as sill), ea  the practical 

range, or the distance where sill is asymptotically reached, and h  the distance. Semi-variogram 

parameters  ee acc ,,0  can be estimated using manual or automatic procedures. In this analysis, 

we chose to estimate these parameters manually. A semi-variogram model was used to solve 

the Kriging optimal weights,   [1]. 

We also considered the use of RK as an alternative to the OK model. The RK model [4] is more 

flexible than OK, because a linear trend component (regression) can be combined with a 

stochastic component of spatial variation (Kriging of the regression residuals). First, we 

overlapped AIQv data samples with the land-use map to assess the correlations between them 

and then fitted a linear regression (using ordinary least squares) to predict AQIv, with land use 

as independent variable. We estimated residuals from linear regression using an iterative 

process:  

1 - Regression residuals are calculated and the experimental semi-variogram of residuals is 

estimated to find a semi-variogram model (of residuals);  

2- A linear regression is refitted, but now using a general least squares estimator that 

incorporates spatial correlation (semi-variogram model of residuals found in step 1) in the 

regressor estimates;  

3- Regression residuals are updated and step 2 is repeated until no significant change occurs in 

the regressor estimates:  
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[4] 

The AQIv variable at an unsampled location,  0
ˆ sz  is predicted by summing the regression part, 

 0
ˆ sm , with the weighted average of residuals located in the neighborhood  se . In [4], 

 ,...,nα 1   are the Kriging optimal weights as noted previously. 

Measuring performance of geostatistical interpolators  

To measure the capabilities of OK and RK models to predict AQIv in unsampled locations, we 

used mean error (ME) and root mean square error (RMSE), which are commonly used metrics 

to assess the bias and precision of the geostatistical model, respectively. For an unbiased 

prediction, the ME should be close to zero, whereas a smaller value of RMSE (and close to the 

standard deviation of data) suggests that the model predicts data more accurately: 
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To calculate ME and RMSE, we use a cross-validation method (Kuhn and Johnson, 2013), which 

makes a partition of the dataset in subsets. All observations from a subset (test set) are 

excluded, and predictions are made based on the remaining subsets (training set). This 

procedure is repeated for each of the subsets, and the estimates are averaged to obtain the 

performance measure of the model. 

Geostatistical simulation  

When developing an air pollution model to assess individual exposure, the role of spatial 

uncertainty in this respect and in the association with health outcomes should be considered. 

By interpolation, OK or RK provides a smoothed representation of reality but not a measure of 

spatial uncertainty. However, by generating equally probable simulations using OK or RK 

interpolators, several maps that emulate the statistical properties of observed data (conditional 

data) are constructed, thus measuring spatial uncertainty. In this section, we present a brief 

overview of the simulation algorithm used in this study. For further information on simulation 

algorithms, see the study by Goovaerts (Goovaerts, 1997). We considered sequential Gaussian 

simulation, one of the most common simulation techniques used in geostatistics. The inputs to 

run the simulation algorithm are the AQIv samples and semi-variogram models (and land-use 

map in the case of RK). First, the algorithm randomly defines a path over the entire study area 

(defined as a regular grid) passing through all grid nodes to be simulated. Then, for the first node, 
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the Kriging interpolator estimates a local average and local variance conditioned to a cumulative 

distribution function of observed data. A simulated value is obtained using the inverse Gaussian 

distribution (Hengl, 2009), which is then added to the observed dataset. The same procedure is 

followed for the next node, looping until all nodes of the grid have been visited and simulated.  

Using this approach, we were able to provide a measure of air-quality spatial uncertainty. With 

the sequential Gaussian simulation generated with OK and RK interpolators, we ran 300 

simulations that provided 300 equally probable maps of AQIv. The variance of the set of 

simulations at each location could be calculated from the simulated values at each location. 

Individual exposure assignment  

To assign a mean air-quality indicator value to individuals, we estimated a personal mean AQIv 

considering a radial buffer distance of influence around the place of residence, that is, the 

geocoded addresses. To set an adequate buffer size, we used a map of air quality interpolated 

with the Kriging estimator and calculated the mean AQIv for several buffer sizes (5–100 m, 5-m 

steps). For each buffer size, we fitted a linear model to measure the relationship between air 

quality and birth weight percentiles, while controlling the effect of the remaining health 

covariates. We extracted the goodness-of-fit Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1973) 

score associated with each model. AIC is a well-established measure that assesses the fit (and 

complexity) of models by measuring the loss of information incurred by fitting an incorrect 

model to the data (Aho et al., 2014). A lower AIC score indicates better fitting. Thus, for each 

geostatistical method, we used the lowest AIC score to select the appropriate buffer size.  

Generalized Linear Models  

GLMs are widely used to model health events, as they are flexible and generally suited for 

analyzing correlations that are generally poorly represented by Gaussian distributions. A 

description of GLM methods is outside the scope of this work; if needed, the reader is referred 

to a detailed description in the study by McCullagh and Nelder (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989). 

The response of birth weight to AQIv was derived using a GLM with gamma distribution and log-

link function, because it produced the lowest residual deviance among candidates considered 

(Gaussian and gamma distributions with identity and log-link functions).  

First, we measured the covariates of the birth weight–health correlation, without including 

AQIv, for insight into the contributions of several well-established health risk factors to birth 

weight variations (designated here as “health model”). Then, we added air-quality parameters 

to the health model selected, and we estimated the model parameters for each simulation. The 

fit of each regression model was assessed with AIC. From the set of AIC scores, we calculated 
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the mean value via a geostatistical method to give an overall indication of the fit. The distribution 

of AQIv parameters was evaluated using bootstrap techniques (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986) to 

reflect the uncertainty of associations with birth weight.  

Software 

For general statistical analysis, we used R language (R Core Team, 2014). Geostatistical 

interpolation and simulation were performed by R package gstat (Pebesma, 2004). 

2.3.4. Results 

Health data 

We analyzed the data of 227 births occurring in Sines between 2007 and 2010. The mean 

maternal age was 29 years (standard deviation, s.d. = 5.6 years), the mean BMI 23.2 kg/m2 (s.d. 

= 3.6 kg/m2), mean BMI gain during gestation 13.0 (s.d. = 3.6 kg/m2), and average duration of 

gestation 38.7 weeks (s.d. = 1.9 weeks). Of these mother, 90% had adequate pregnancy 

surveillance and 20% of mothers smoked during pregnancy. The average birth weight percentile 

was 40. The growth charts used are based on populations with specific characteristics that differ 

from our sample population, which explains the low mean birth weight percentile found (we 

would expect the mean percentile to be 50). The lack of appropriate charts could be a limitation 

in a clinical setting. However, in this study, we used birth weight percentiles as a measure of 

relative birth weight to evaluate correlations with air quality. Thus, the mean birth weight 

percentiles found did not limit our interpretation. 

AQIv and land-use categories 

The mean AQIv calculated from 83 samples in Sines is 5.98 (standard deviation is 2.94), and the 

median is 6, with a maximum of 15 and a minimum of 0. The histogram of AQIv is right-skewed 

(Figure 2.3.2A), but we did not reject the hypothesis of normality of data (p = 0.0645). The mean 

AQIv by land-use category was 8.5 for Green, 7.6 for Semi-natural, 5.3 for Houses, and 4.9 for 

Traffic. A significant difference in the mean of AQIv by land-use categories was found (p-value < 

0.001). Significant differences were found between the Green and Houses (p-value = 0.001) and 

Green and Traffic (p-value < 0.001) categories (Figure 2.3.2B). These results point to a significant 

linear correlation between AQIv and land use.  
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Figure 2.3.2 Histogram of AQIv (A) and boxplot of AQIv, per land-use category (B). Air Quality Index 
value (AQIv) is the ecological indicator of air quality provided by total species richness data for lichens. 

We specified a linear regression to model the response of AQIv to the land-use categorical 

predictor to derive residuals used to model semi-variogram and to run RK. The linear model 

results showed the sensitivity of AQIv to land-use predictor (adjusted R2 = 0.21), as already noted 

from ANOVA and paired t-test results. The estimated regression parameters for Semi-natural 

(−0.93 with p-value = 0.43), Houses (−3.15, p-value < 0.001), and Traffic (−3.60, p-value < 0.001) 

reflect the relation between AQIv and land-use categories: AIQv decreases as we move from 

land use with lower air pollution emissions (Green) to areas with higher emissions (Traffic).  

Semi-variogram modeling of AQIv 

We plotted experimental semi-variograms for use in OK and RK. For RK, the experimental 

semi-variogram refers to the spatial autocorrelation structure of the residuals estimated from 

linear regression fitted previously to predict the response of AQIv to land use. In both cases, 

spatial autocorrelation was modeled with exponential models [3]. The estimated parameters 

are presented in Table 2.3.1. 

 C0 (nugget effect) Ce (partial sill) a (practical range) 

Ordinary Kriging 3.9 4.7 390 m 
Regression Kriging 1.4 5.2 220 m 

Table 2.3.1 Parameters of semi-variogram models fitted in ordinary Kriging and regression 
Kriging. Regression Kriging semi-variogram parameters show lower sill, lower spatial range, 
and lower nugget effect. 

The semi-variogram plots from both Kriging methods (Figure 2.3.3) reveal a spatial 

autocorrelation in observed data (OK) and regression residuals (RK). In RK, the exponential 

model fits the first two lags of experimental data well, pointing to a very short spatial continuity 

up to 220 m. Using an OK semi-variogram, we observe a longer range (up to 390 m). In OK and 

RK, the relative nugget effect is 0.82 (3.9/4.7) and 0.27 (1.4/5.2), respectively.  
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Figure 2.3.3 Experimental and modeled semi-variograms using ordinary and 
regression Kriging methods. Lines represent theoretical models fitted to 
experimental semi-variograms (represented by dots and asterisks). Regression 
Kriging refers to the semi-variogram of the residuals.  

We interpolated exposure maps (result not shown) from the OK and RK methods to obtain 

information on the bias and precision of the models to predict AQIv. In Table 2.3.2, the results 

obtained for ME and RMSE via a geostatistical model are presented. The results show that ME 

is close to zero and RMSE is similar to the standard deviation of the AQIv dataset in both models, 

indicating that both accurately predict AQIv.  

 Mean Error  Root Mean Square Error 

Ordinary Kriging −0.001  2.554 
Regression Kriging −0.032 2.371 

Table 2.3.2 Measures of biasedness (ME, mean error) and accuracy (RMSE, root 
square mean error) obtained using ordinary Kriging and regression Kriging models. 
Cross-validation was used to obtain ME and RMSE. Measures show that both 
geostatistical models are unbiased and accurate predictors of AQIv 

Buffer size selection for personal exposure assignment 

The selection of buffer size is relevant in the findings of our study. A very small buffer size may 

provide unreliable personal exposure estimates, whereas a large buffer size may add a large 

amount of bias to personal exposure estimates. To address this issue, we evaluated several 

radial buffer sizes (5 m up to 100 m in 5-m steps) around geocoded addresses, to find the “best” 

buffer size suitable for estimating a personal mean AQIv. Regression and ordinary Kriging models 

were used to derive an AQIv map; for each buffer size, we estimated a personal mean AQIv. 

Then we fitted a GLM for measuring the association between AQIv and birth weight percentiles 
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to find the lowest AIC to select the appropriate buffer size. The relation found between AIC and 

buffer size, using both Kriging models, is represented in Figure 2.3.4. We see that RK performs 

significantly better especially at smaller buffer sizes. With increase in buffer size, the RK and OK 

models tend to produce more similar results, toward the global mean. With the OK model, the 

more appropriate buffer was found at 35 m. With the RK model, the selected buffer was found 

at 10 m. 

 

Figure 2.3.4 Selection of the “best” buffer size for personal exposure assignment 
by Akaike information criterion (AIC). For each geostatistical method, buffer size 
associated with the lowest AIC values found is selected to estimate mean 
individual exposure 

Simulations of AQIv 

The locations of the AQIv samples did not coincide with health data locations. Thus, for 

individual exposure assignments, we ran 300 geostatistical conditional simulations of AQIv using 

both Kriging methods, to create 300 equiprobable maps of AQIv. For each simulation, each 

individual exposure was found by calculating the mean AQIv of the previously selected buffers 

around the geocoded residence.  
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Figure 2.3.5 Mean (A,B) and standard deviation (C,D) maps of AQIv, derived from 300 simulations 
generated with regression Kriging and ordinary Kriging. The regression Kriging method shows higher 
spatial heterogeneity but lower standard deviations in health data locations. 

In Figure 2.3.5, the mean and standard deviation maps derived from geostatistical simulations 

also known as E-Type maps (Pyrcz and Deutsch, 2014) are presented. As observed in the OK and 

RK maps, the spatial patterns of AQIv values in the mean RK map (Figure 2.3.5A)  resemble the 

land-use map, whereas the mean OK map (Fig. 2.3.5B)  provides a smoother AQIv map. We see 

that areas with lower standard deviations (Fig. 2.3.5C and 2.3.5D) are located in areas where 

most health data are located.  

GLM regressions and bootstrap confidence intervals 

To measure the AQIv–birth weight association, we fitted the data to a GLM with gamma 

distribution and log-link function. First, we included in the model the following health covariates: 

maternal age, maternal BMI, maternal weight gain during pregnancy, pregnancy surveillance, 

duration of gestation, maternal smoking during pregnancy, and exposure to tobacco smoke (or 

passive smoking). Then, using a stepwise regression procedure, we selected the subset of health 
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covariates for accurate prediction of birth weight, leading to the “best” linear health model 

(Table 2.3.3).  

Model parameter Estimate Std. Error t p-value 

Intercept −3.96307 0.94272 −4.204 <0.001 
Smoke during pregnancy −0.16278 0.11213 −1.452 0.148 
BMI 0.03218 0.01250 2.574 0.011 
Gestational age 0.05947 0.02402 2.476   0.014 

Table 2.3.3 Generalized Linear Model with gamma distribution and log-link 
function selected to fit birth weight using health data only (Health data model) 

Then we added an AQIv parameter to the health model and reestimated the model parameters 

for each simulation. The distribution of goodness-of-fit measures associated with the models 

(GLM with gamma distribution and log-link function), using RK and OK exposure maps, is 

presented in Figure 2.3.6. The mean value of AIC is −20.15 with OK and −20.58 with RK. 

 

Figure 2.3.6 Kernel density function of Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) associated with 
the 300 GLMs fitted to measure associations between Air Quality Index value (AQIv) and 
birth weight, using the exposure maps (simulations) generated with regression Kriging 
and ordinary Kriging. The density curves are similar but the regression Kriging density 
curves tend to have more simulations where the fit is better (the left tail of AIC density 
plot is heavier) and less simulations where the fit is worse. 

In terms of estimated AQIv parameters, the result is a distribution of AQIv parameters that 

reflect the uncertainty of associations with birth weight. In Figure 2.3.7, the results with the 

empirical estimates for the mean and 95% confidence intervals, using OK and RK methods, are 

presented. The mean AQIv parameters and standard errors (s.e.) found using OK and RK 

methods were 0.0063 (s.e. = 0.0016) and 0.0137 (s.e. = 0.0013), respectively. 
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Figure 2.3.7 Density plots of parameters associated with AQIv variable, 
estimated over 300 simulations generated with RK and OK. The distribution 
of exposure parameters reflects the results of geostatistical uncertainty. The 
distribution of parameters estimated with RK showed a marginally higher 

mean (mean of  more deviated from 0) and a narrower 95% confidence 

interval (p.d.f. less dispersed around mean of ), when compared with OK 

In both empirical distributions, a trend of increasing AQIv with increase in expected birth weight 

percentile is apparent. Compared with OK distribution, the RK mean estimate shows a 

marginally higher positive AQIv–birth weight percentile association (mean of  more deviated 

from 0), and a narrower confidence interval (95% confidence interval is less dispersed around 

mean of ).  

2.3.5. Discussion 

The aim of this study was to evaluate alternative cost-effective and useful ways of assessing the 

geostatistical uncertainty of exposure in an urban area with high-resolution mapping of air 

quality using a relevant ecological indicator, to measure associations with the health outcome 

birth weight. Combined with high-spatial-resolution lichen data and land-use data, we found no 

substantial difference in model fitting. With RK maps, however, GLM models tended to fit better 

more often and tended to fit worse less often, when compared with OK maps. Moreover, the 

distribution of the AQIv parameter estimated with RK maps shows a marginally higher mean and 

a more precise distribution, when compared with OK estimates. These results indicate that RK 

is a more effective geostatistical method for studies on the association of health outcomes with 

air quality in urban areas. High-resolution mapping of air quality was performed using a cost-

effective sampling strategy, using the lichen data available in the city. This is particularly 

important in small cities, where the effort to monitor air quality with traditional monitoring 
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stations with high resolution is not considered due to the high costs. To the best of our 

knowledge, this study is the first to use such an approach. 

We found that the local spatial heterogeneity in AQIv observed in the city is significantly related 

to land-use categories: better values of air quality were found in public garden areas (Green 

category) and worse values were spotted near major roads (Traffic category). We used this 

knowledge to fit a linear regression model to AQIv using land-use data as the predictor. By 

applying the RK approach, we used regression residuals to capture spatially structured 

variability. The semi-variogram of residuals enabled us model spatial variation of AQIv not 

explained by the regression model with the land-use predictor. Despite the shorter range 

achieved by the semi-variogram (220 vs. 390 m using OK), the relative nugget effect (0.27) was 

three times lesser than that found with OK (0.82), indicating that RK captures higher degrees of 

spatial continuity at short distances. These are likely related to variations in the intensity of the 

activities performed at nearby locations of the same land-use category. For example, the 

intensity of car-traffic emissions, one of the main factors leading to air-quality degradation in 

cities, varies from road to road.  

Like several other interpolation techniques, both OK and RK geostatistical models allow 

researchers to map air quality. In terms of prediction, the evaluation of OK and RK showed that 

both models are unbiased and accurate in predictions, as ME is near zero and RMSE is similar 

for both interpolators. If the correlation between AQIv and land-use categories were stronger, 

we would see an improvement in the accuracy of RK. We used the interpolators to generate 

simulations for measuring the spatial uncertainty of predicted exposures. This is crucial for 

successful use of spatial statistical methods in environmental epidemiology research, where 

personal exposures are generally assessed using indirect exposure assessment methods (Molitor 

et al., 2007).  

To measure associations between air quality and birth weight, we used GLM regression models 

incorporating some major individual health covariates known to be associated with birth weight 

in the European region; this is one of the strengths of our study. After applying a model selection 

procedure (stepwise), we selected the “best” health model (Table 2.3.3) to control the effect of 

significant covariates. The signs of parameters associated with covariates of the selected health 

model were positive for BMI and gestational age, and negative for maternal smoke, in 

accordance with the scientific literature (Kramer, 2003; Shah and Balkhair, 2011; Valero De 

Bernabé et al., 2004). We added air-quality simulated maps generated with RK and OK and 

refitted GLMs; we found no relevant difference in the fit of the models using any of the 

geostatistical methods. With the RK simulated maps, however, the GLM models tend to fit better 
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more often than with OK (the left tail of the AIC score density plot, in Figure 2.3.6, is heavier) 

and tend to fit worse less often.  

The distribution of the linear model parameter associated with AQIv reflected the uncertainty 

in the association between AQIv and birth weight outcome. We did not find any substantial 

difference in the parameter associated with AQIv with a 95% confidence interval, which was 

expected. We are aware that the contrast of exposures in a small city such as Sines is probably 

too small to detect associations. In addition, the exposure levels in the city are generally below 

the standards set by national environmental agencies for public health protection, thus 

weakening the impacts of air pollution on birth weight. The main purpose of this study is, 

however, to determine alternative cost-effective and useful ways of assessing spatial exposure 

uncertainty with high-resolution mapping of air quality using a relevant ecological indicator, for 

correlating health outcomes with air quality in urban areas.  

These results are dependent on the quality of data. In terms of health data, the use of street 

centerlines as proxy of geocoded addresses is subject to positional errors, which might introduce 

bias and error in exposure assignments. However, the effect of positional errors on the exposure 

assignments was not determined and should be considered in future studies. Here, we accepted 

street centerlines as a proxy of geocoded addresses, because we expect small street segments 

that are likely to result in small positional errors in small urban area settings (Healy and Gilliland, 

2012). We considered only the place of residence at birth and not the pregnant women’s place 

of work or daily route of commuting to and from work, which constitutes a limitation of our 

work. Furthermore, besides exposure to tobacco smoke, which showed no significant impact on 

birth weight variations (results not shown), we did not consider any other indoor pollutants in 

analysis. However, a characterization study of indoor air quality in Portugal (Almeida et al., 2010) 

measured several residential indoor pollutants (CO, CO2, VOC, O3, NO2, SO2, formaldehyde, and 

particles), with most homes being found to have reasonable air quality, suggesting minimal bias. 

In terms of mapping air-quality data, the success of the RK approach is heavily dependent on 

correlations between the response variable (AQIv in this study) and predictors (land use in this 

study). The inclusion of land-use data in geostatistical modeling enhances the results, because 

AQIv and land use were significantly correlated. In future, it is worth integrating the use of other 

predictors with spatially structured variability, known to be generally associated with variations 

in lichen species richness, such as distance to the sea (Pedro Pinho et al., 2008) or the number 

of residents by block (Munzi et al., 2014).  

Another key aspect determining the quality of results is the sampling design, which was 

determined by the fact that all trees that could be sampled were sampled. We are aware that 
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preferential sampling is possible, although this can lead to misinterpretation. However, we 

gained good insight into the spatial distribution and main sources of air pollution in the urban 

area: background pollution emitted from industries are not deposited in Sines (Pedro Pinho et 

al., 2008), and the main sources of air pollution in the city are emissions from road traffic 

(Augusto et al., 2013). In such a specific situation, where the sampling scheme is based on good 

knowledge of the spatial distribution and emission sources, the sampling design may not affect 

the distribution of the error of the best linear unbiased predictor (like OK or RK estimators), as 

discussed by Stein and Turkman in the paper published by Diggle and colleagues (Diggle et al., 

2010). However, we realize that a good knowledge of spatial distribution and main sources of 

air pollution is not generally available. In such cases, we recommend a spatially stratified 

sampling design to reduce the potential of bias, by dividing the urban area into several 

homogeneous subareas, where lichens in each land use are sampled proportionally to its relative 

importance in each sub-area (measured in area or intensity of use). 

Lichens have only recently been used in environmental health research and require further study 

(Nowak et al., 2015). Lichens are long-lived organisms that incorporate the biological effect of 

all pollutants synergistically, thus reflecting the air quality over the medium to long term. As 

shown in recent studies (Pedersen et al., 2013; Winckelmans et al., 2015), a medium- to long-

term exposure at low concentrations of particles, nitrogen dioxides, or nitrogen oxides has been 

associated with a negative impact on birth weight outcomes. These pollutants are known to 

affect lichen richness in the region of this study, as shown previously by Pinho et al. (Pedro Pinho 

et al., 2008). In this study, we analyzed measurements from the only air-quality monitoring 

station of the city. Moreover, significant abrupt episodes of air pollution or substantial seasonal 

variations were not noted during the observation period. Ammonia is known to be a 

confounding factor affecting lichen functional groups (Pinho et al., 2011); in some situations, a 

higher concentration of ammonia can increase species richness. However, this atmospheric 

pollutant was studied previously in the study area, and it was shown to have no effect on species 

richness (Pinho et al., 2014) . This confirms the assumption that lichens likely reflect air quality 

over the medium to long term. Moreover, lichen can be sampled with very high spatial 

resolution, and air-quality maps of the studied city can be constructed with high resolution. In 

areas that do not have air-quality monitoring stations (as in most small urban areas), the 

proposed method is crucial for supporting management strategies that aim at improving human 

well-being. 
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2.3.6 Conclusion 

Development of air pollution models at an urban scale is a priority for environmental health 

research. In this respect, several models have been considered. However, some are too 

simplistic or expensive, whereas others do not provide a measure of uncertainty. In this study, 

we presented alternative cost-effective and useful ways of assessing spatial exposure 

uncertainty with high-resolution mapping of air quality using a relevant ecological indicator, in 

studies relating health outcomes to air quality in urban areas. 

We predicted air quality at unsampled locations by two geostatistical models, thus measuring 

the spatial uncertainty of air quality by geostatistical simulation. After incorporating the 

simulated maps in the GLM regressions, we found no substantial difference in the fit of the 

models with any of the geostatistical methods. With RK simulated maps, however, the GLM 

models tended to fit better more often and to fit worse less often, when compared with OK 

maps. Moreover, the distribution of the AQIv parameter estimated with RK maps showed a 

marginally higher mean and precision (or less uncertainty), when compared with OK estimates. 

Combined with high-spatial-resolution lichen data and land-use data, RK is a more effective 

geostatistical method for studies relating health outcomes to air quality in urban areas. Our 

study contributes to the design of public health policies, by addressing a central issue in air-

quality monitoring for health studies. More importantly, the study offers useful suggestions 

especially relevant for small cities, where resources for environmental health assessment are 

often very limited and alternative ways of correlating human activities with the environment are 

needed to improve human well-being. 
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3.1. Multivariate geostatistical methods for analysis of relationships between ecological 

indicators and environmental factors at multiple spatial scales 

 

This paper has been published in Ecological Indicators (2013) 29:339-347 

 

Abstract 

As all biodiversity-related variables, ecological indicators are influenced by environmental factors 

working at different spatial scales. However, assessing the relationship between environmental 

factors and ecological indicators is limited to a set of spatial scales determined a priori. This a priori 

assumption can hide important relationships, especially for ecological indicators with a complex 

spatial structure that can be driven, for example, by the influence of multiple pollutants with 

different dispersion ranges or by the influence of local and regional factors such as land-cover and 

climate. To relate ecological indicators and environmental factors without assuming a priori spatial 

scales of analysis, we used a Linear Model of Coregionalization. This method has been used in 

literature to analyze the joint distribution of biodiversity variables. Here we show that it can be 

used to gain insight into spatial patterns of relationships between ecological indicators and 

underlying environmental factors. We applied this method to a region of south-west Europe, 

relating data from land-cover, altitude and climate with an ecological indicator, the abundance of 

fruticose lichen species, known to be very sensitive to multiple environmental factors. Based on 

variogram analysis we identified distinct spatial scales of relationships between the ecological 

indicator and environmental factors. For each spatial scale we described relationships using 

Principal Component Analysis applied to the coregionalization matrices. This way we could assess 

how strong the relationship between each environmental factor and ecological indicator at each 

spatial scale was: at medium scales (c. 15km) open spaces areas (a proxy for particle emissions) 

were more important; at larger scales (c. 45km) open spaces, artificial areas (a proxy for gaseous 

pollutants) and also climate were preponderant. Thus, multivariate geostatistics provided a tool to 

improve knowledge on relationships between ecological indicators and environmental factors at 

multiple spatial scales without setting a priori spatial scales of analysis.  
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3.1.1. Introduction 

It’s well known that species are influenced by multiple environmental factors working at different 

spatial scales (Maurer, 2002). For this reason the relationships between biodiversity variables and 

underlying environmental factors is increasingly assessed in a spatial explicit way. This assessment 

is frequently limited to a single spatial scale analysis (Tømmervik et al., 1998) or to a multiple spatial 

scale of analysis, where the number and range of spatial scales are determined a priori (P Pinho et 

al., 2008). Setting spatial scales a priori can hide important relationships, especially for biodiversity 

variables with a complex spatial structure. For example, one can neglect an ecological indicator-

environment relationship because it occurs at a scale we did not consider a priori in the analysis. 

To overcome this limitation we need to work with data-driven methods, where spatial scales of 

analysis are decided a posteriori. 

Geostatistical modeling theory originally developed for applied geology is increasingly being used 

in both basic and applied ecology (Perry et al. 2002, Liebhold and Gurevitch 2002) to provide models 

for studying the spatial pattern of biodiversity variables. Pinho and co-authors (Pedro Pinho et al., 

2008b) used geostatistical modeling to describe spatial relations between biodiversity data, land 

cover categories and atmospheric pollutant concentrations, although at a limited and pre-

determined spatial scales of analysis. Maestre and co-authors (Maestre et al., 2005) used another 

geostatistical approach, named Linear Model of Coregionalization (LMC), to identify spatial 

associations and patterns of perennial vegetation in a semi-arid steppe. However, these authors 

only describe the spatial relations between species, rather than to describe associations between 

species spatial pattern to some underlying environmental factor(s). Bellier and co-authors (Bellier 

et al., 2007) used this approach to identify spatial relationships between defoliation frequency 

caused by a spruce budworms and bioclimatic conditions at multiple spatial scales.  

Ecological indicators are measurable characteristics of the structure, composition or function of 

ecological systems (Niemi and McDonald, 2004). Lichens, symbiotic organisms consisting of fungi 

and photosynthetic partner(s), have been used for decades as ecological indicators of air-quality 

(Cislaghi & Nimis, 1997; Augusto 2004). Lichen response functional groups, species grouped 

according to the response to an environmental factor (Lavorel and Garnier, 2002), have emerged 

in recent years as preferential ecological indicators, replacing measures of total diversity as 

indicators of factors associated to global change, such as eutrophication and climate change (Pinho 

et al., 2011; Pinho, Augusto, Martins-Loução, et al., 2008; Giordani et al., 2012; Llop et al., 2012). 

Nevertheless, the interpretation of lichen data is greatly hampered by the effects of multiple 

environmental factors working simultaneously at multiple spatial scales. In fact, Giordani (Giordani, 
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2007) measured the effects of some land cover types, chemical and bioclimatic variables on 

diversity of epiphytic lichens and concluded that we need to consider several spatial scales for 

interpreting patterns of lichen diversity, especially in larger areas that include different bioclimatic 

regions. 

We aimed to provide a method to assess the relationship between ecological indicators and 

environmental factors, that could be used under a multivariable and multi-scale framework, but for 

which the choice of the more important spatial scales of analysis is data-driven, rather than selected 

a priori. For that we propose to use Linear Model of Coregionalization (LMC). We have used a LMC 

to perform a geostatistical analysis of a multivariate spatial dataset including a biodiversity variable 

and multiple environmental factors, by applying Principal Component Analysis to the 

coregionalization matrices, which are correlation matrices describing the correlation structure at 

different spatial scales (Wackernagel, 2003). 

3.1.2. Methods 

Study area  

The study was carried out in a region (Alentejo Litoral, Portugal) on the south-west of Europe (Figure 

3.1.1A), within a total area of 5 300 km2 and a resident population of about 100 000 inhabitants. It 

is a coastal region with small mountains inland. It includes several Nature Protection Areas and an 

important industrial area, comprises mainly petrochemical and energy related industries and a 

deep-water seaport. Part of the region has been characterized since 1970 for lichen diversity and 

atmospheric pollution (Jones et al. 1981, Pinho et al. 2004, Pinho et al. 2008, Llop et al. 2012). 
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Figure 3.1.1 A-Alentejo Litoral Region; B- Location of sampling sites and values of the abundance of fruticose 

lichen species; C- Land Cover map, the numbers are the Corine classes considered; D- Elevation map; E- Annual 

mean cumulative precipitation (mm) map, 2006-2009 period; F- Annual mean temperature (ºC) map, 2006-2009 

period. 
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Data 

In 2007-2008 we sampled 77 sites on woodland land-cover using a stratified random method. 

Stratification was done by spatial location, by dividing Alentejo Litoral region into a regular grid (15 

km x 15 km) and selecting randomly three sampling locations from each grid cell. The average 

distance between sampling sites was 4 950 m (minimum=1 620 meters; median=5 090 m; 

maximum=11 700 m) the average altitude of sampling sites was 109 m (minimum=11 meters; 

median=100 meters; maximum=270 meters). In those sites we characterized (Table 3.1.1) an 

ecological indicator (the abundance of fruticose lichens) (Figure 3.1.1B) and a set of environmental 

variables: the neighbouring land-cover (Figure 3.1.1C), altitude (Figure 3.1.1D) and climate (Figure 

3.1.1E and 3.1.1F). 

Although neighbouring land-cover classes cannot be directly translated into air pollution 

concentrations, we assume they can be used as proxies of several air pollutants as suggested by 

several studies (Augusto et al., 2004b; Branquinho et al., 2008; Frati et al., 2007; Giordani, 2007; 

Giordani et al., 2012; Pinho et al., 2004). Here we assume artificial areas (including urban and 

industrial areas) are known sources of pollutants, agricultural areas (both grazing and cultures) are 

sources of nitrogen and particle emission (Pinho et al., 2011; van Herk, 2001) and barren lands emit 

large quantities of dust, especially relevant in Mediterranean areas (Branquinho et al., 2008; Loppi 

and Pirintsos, 2000). Altitude and climate variables are used since both are known to influence 

response of selected ecological indicator (Geiser and Neitlich, 2007; Beelen et al., 2009; Hart et al., 

2009; Pearce et al., 2011).  

Ecological indicator: lichen diversity value of fruticose species  

Among lichens we can find several growth forms, including crustose, foliose and fruticose. The latter 

have higher surface/volume ratio, and are thus more prone to intercept particles than the others 

(Branquinho, 2001). This growth form was therefore selected for analysis and was characterized 

using a standard protocol (Asta et al., 2002b). We selected the trees nearest to the pre-defined GPS 

position (up to four trees), ensuring that all trees belonged to the same species, cork-oak (Quercus 

suber L.). In the four main aspects of each tree trunk and always above the last cork harvest, we 

used a 10x50cm sampling grid, divided in five 10x10cm squares. The number of squares on which a 

lichen species occurred was noted as the species frequency. The abundance of fruticose species, 

noted as Frut was calculated accordingly to the protocol, as the sum of the frequency of all fruticose 

lichens species divided by the number of sampled trees (corresponding to the LDV, Lichen Diversity 

Value, of fruticose species).  

Land-cover data 
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To determine the area covered by specific land cover classes occurring in the neighborhood of each 

sampling site, we used the Corine Land Cover map (Figure 3.1.1C) provided by the Portuguese 

Geographic Institute (Caetano et al., 2009). Land cover classes were chosen based on a previous 

study (Pedro Pinho et al., 2008b): i.) Artificial surfaces (Corine class 1- Artificial surfaces-, 

corresponding to 1% of the study area); ii.) Annual cultures (Corine class 2.1- Arable land-, 

corresponding to 20% of the study area); iii.) Permanent cultures (Corine class 2.2- Permanent 

crops- corresponding to 1% of the study area; iv.) Forests (Corine class 3.1- Forests- corresponding 

to 44% of study area) and v.) Open spaces with little or no vegetation (Corine class 3.3- Open spaces 

with little or no vegetation-, corresponding to 0,3% of study area). To choose the neighborhood size 

of influence, we generated circular areas centered on the sampling sites with 1 to 25 kilometers 

radius (1 km increment). For each circular area size we calculated Pearson’s correlation coefficient 

(rho) between Frut and the amount of area occupied by each land-cover class. For each land cover 

class we considered for further analysis the circular area sizes with the most significant correlation 

with Frut. This way, for Artificial surfaces we choose a 5 km circular area (rho=-0.29; p-value=0.010), 

for Forests a 5 km circular area (rho=0.41; p-value<0.001), for Open spaces with little or no 

vegetation a 11km circular area (rho=-0.41; p-value<0.001), for Permanent cultures a 20km circular 

area (rho=0.34; p-value<0.001) and for Annual cultures a 5km circular area (rho=-0.24; p-

value=0.034). 

 Altitude and bioclimatic data 

Altitude data were collected from a digital terrain model with 71 m resolution obtained from the 

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (US Geological Survey, 2006). We characterized the climate using 

point data (regularly spaced array of points) supplied by the Atmospheric model of the Operational 

Archive of the European Centre for Medium Weather Forecast (European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts, 1996). Cumulative precipitation daily values and air temperature were 

obtained for 2006-2009 period. At each sampling site Annual Mean Cumulative Precipitation and 

Annual Mean Temperature (Figure 3.1.1E and 3.1.1F respectively) were interpolated with inverse 

distance weight method. 

Data-analysis 

We standardized all variables to have zero mean and unit variance to eliminate effects of origin and 

scale. We used non-parametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests to evaluate if data were normally 

distributed, because normal distribution of data has properties that theoretically favors its use in 

geostatistical modeling (Cressie 1993). As explained above, to determine the neighboring size to 

use we estimated Pearson’s correlation coefficients between Frut and environmental variables, 
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testing the significance with Student’s t-test and setting the significance level (p-value) at 0.05. We 

did not adjusted significance levels with Bonferroni correction.  

To identify relationships between Frut and the environmental variables we applied geostatistical 

multivariate analysis methods. We firstly estimated the direct variograms of each variable and the 

cross-variograms for each pair of variables. Assuming a linear model for the spatial covariance 

patterns of variables, we used the direct and cross-variograms estimates to form the 

coregionalization matrices. Finally, to describe the spatial correlation structure of the multivariate 

dataset, we applied a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to the coregionalization matrices. Each 

one of these steps is described below. 

Variogram estimators 

To describe the spatial variability of each variable (Frut and environmental variables), we estimated 

the direct variogram function based on the method-of-moments estimator [1], where zi are data 

measures of variable Zi, N(h) represents the number of sampling sites separated by a vector h, and 

x  and x  +h represent sampling sites separated by a vector h. Direct variogram of each variable was 

also used to assess the anisotropy of the spatial patterns (different spatial variability pattern 

according to direction).  
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To describe the spatial variability for each pair of variables we estimated the cross-variogram 

function with the method-of-moments estimator [2], where zi and zj are data measures for a pair 

of variables Zi and Zj, N(h) represents the number of sampling sites separated by a vector h, and x  

and x  +h represent sampling sites separated by a vector h.  
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To estimate the direct (and cross) variogram function for any distance, we fitted a linear 

combination of positive definite variogram models as a nested model of Spherical [3] and Gaussian 

[4] models, where C represents variogram model coefficients or partial sill, a represents spatial 

range and h represents a vector. These models are frequently applied in earth and environmental 

sciences (Goovaerts, 1997).  
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The models that best fitted direct and cross varigrams estimates were identified based on visual fit 

to observed data and on the indicative goodness of fit (IGF) statistic (Pannatier, 1998), and guided 

us to identify major spatial structures and ranges to fit a nested multivariate linear variogram 

model.  

Linear model of coregionalization 

After selecting a set of S positive definite variograms that summarized major spatial structures and 

ranges, we modeled the spatial scales of the multivariate dataset using a Linear Model of 

Coregionalization (LMC) [5], which is defined by Bs positive definite square matrices of variogram 

model coefficients (also known as coregionalization matrices), and gs positive definite variogram 

transition functions estimated at S spatial scales (s=1, ..., S), whose diagonal elements are direct 

variogram models and the off-diagonal terms are cross-variogram models. 
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For a coregionalization matrix at scale s to be positive definite for any vector h, we had to assure 

that the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is satisfied [6] and all principal minor determinants are non-

negative.  
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In [6] ij
sb  represents the LMC coefficient at spatial scale s for cross-variogram of variables i and j, 

ii
sb

 

 and jj
sb  are the LMC coefficients at spatial scale s for direct variograms of variables i and j 

respectively. To solve this crucial and frequent problem in multivariate geostatistics, one possible 

solution would be to modify empirically the coefficients ij
sb  until the positive-definite condition is 

met, however this approach could be very tedious and unpractical (Goovaerts, 1997). We chose a 

solution proposed by Wackernagel that finds the closest positive definite coregionalization matrix 

(in the least square sense) by setting any negative Eigenvalues to zero (Wackernagel, 2003).  
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Principal Component Analysis of coregionalization matrices 

Next, we applied a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to each of the coregionalization matrices to 

assess how well Frut was correlated with environmental variables at different spatial scales. We 

decomposed Bs matrix into Eigenvalues (variance explained by each principal component) and 

Eigenvectors as follows [7], where Qs is the matrix of Eigenvectors and s is the diagonal matrix of 

Eigenvalues (Wackernagel, 2003), for spatial scale s. 

IQQΛQAAAB 
TsssssTsss   and      with   

  

[7] 

As a final result, the transformation coefficients of the LMC specified by matrices As, were obtained 

by diagonalization of the Bs matrices and used to plot the position of the variables on correlation 

unit circles for each spatial scale s.  

To set the number of significant principal components to retain at each spatial scale we used 

Parallel Analysis method (Franklin et al., 1995).  

Variowin 2.21 (Pannatier, 1998) software was used for variography analysis, PASW 18 (Spss Inc., 

2010) for univariate, bivariate and statistical tests, and AnGeoDad (Sousa and Sousa, 2000) for PCA 

with coregionalised matrices. We also used an open source code (Clear Lines Consulting, 2009) that 

runs within Microsoft Office Excel to create scatter plots for multivariate analysis. Arc Map software 

(Environmental Systems Research Institute, 2006) was used to integrate all regionalized 

information in one work environment, to execute general procedures for data analysis and 

geoprocessing operations, and to visualize geographic features. 

3.1.3. Results 

Descriptive statistics 

Descriptive statistics of original data are presented in Table 3.1.1. The ecological indicator (Frut) 

had approximate normal distribution (p-value=0,259). Three land cover variables, ArtS, OpSp and 

ACul, present skewed distributions and do not follow Normal distribution, (p-value<0,001 for ArtS; 

p-value<0,001 for OpSp; and p=0,016 for ACul). For the rest of variables we do not reject the 

hypothesis that data come from populations with Normal distribution.  
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Code Variable Unit Min Median Max Mean Std.Dev. 

Frut 
Lichen Diversity Value of 
Fruticose Species 

u.m 0.20 11.60 37.40 12.94 9.63 

ArtS Artificial surfaces m2 0 30 1604 116 279 

Fors Forests m2 375 3975 7840 3908 1946 

OpSp 
Open spaces with no or 
few vegetation 

m2 0 0 456 98 147 

PCul Permanent cultures m2 29 977 3061 974 809 

ACul Annual cultures m2 182 1262 6203 1833 1493 

Altd Altitude m 11 100 270 109 55 

AnPp 
Annual mean cumulative 
precipitation 

mm 832 910 971 907 26.5 

AnTp 
Annual mean 
temperature 

ºC 15.8 16.2 16.5 16.2 0.1 

Table 3.1.1 Descriptive statistics of the non-standardized variables (u.m.=unitless measure), N=77 

From this point forward we standardized all variables to have zero mean and unit variance to 

eliminate effects of origin and scale of measurements allowing us a direct comparison of Frut and 

environmental variables variograms. Analysis on correlation coefficients between Frut and the 

other variables is presented in Table 3.1.2. No significant correlations were found between Frut and 

Altd.  

Spatial variability 

Figure 3.1.2 shows direct variograms of all variables and cross-variograms involving Frut variable 

(depicted as black dots on variograms). We could find evidence of geometric anisotropy for almost 

all variables with an approximately North-South (N-S) major direction and East-West (E-W) minor 

direction, so we analyzed directional variograms. In general, looking at the direct variograms main 

direction (N-S direction), the land cover variables ArtS, Fors, OpSp, PCul and climate variables, AnTp 

and AnPp, were dominated by longer range structures while Altd and Frut were dominated by a 

shorter range structure. The ecological indicator showed very high variability near the origin, not 

found in any environmental factor analyzed.    

Looking at the cross-variograms involving Frut as one of the variables, we could find longer range 

structures with ArtS, Fors, OpSp, AnPp and AnTp  and shorter ones with ACul, PCul, and Altd. These 

results suggest different extents of spatial influence on Frut: some environmental factors are more 

related with environmental indicator at longer ranges, others are more related at shorter ranges. 

We could also identify how these relationships were either positive (cross variogram values >0) or 

negative (cross-variogram values<0): Frut-Fors, Frut-PCul, Frut-Altd and Frut-AnPp were dominated 
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by positive correlations while Frut-ArtS, Frut-OpSp, Frut-ACul and Frut-AnTp spatial structures were 

dominated by negative correlations.  

As an overall result, we identified three main spatial scales, likely corresponding to three distinct 

spatial processes with different ranges: a smaller spatial scale with an approximate 3 km range, 

mainly made up of variability found at Frut direct variogram near the origin; a medium spatial scale 

with an approximate 15 km range in N-S direction to capture a medium range variability suggested 

by some environmental factors variograms, in particular, by ACul and PCul direct and cross-

variograms (Frut-ACul and Frut-PCul), and a longer spatial scale with a distance range of 

approximately 45 km (N-S direction) to capture the remaining spatial variability.  
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Figure 3.1.2 Plots of directional direct variograms (black dots) for Frut variable (first line) and all other 

variables (first and third columns) and cross variograms (black dots) for all pairs of variables (second 

and fourth columns) involving. The LMC fitted model is shown as a continuous line. Columns 1 and 2 

refer to the main direction (N-S); columns 3 and 4 refer to the minor direction (E-W). On each plot, 

vertical axes (ordinates) represent direct and cross variogram function values and horizontal axes 

(abscissas) represent distances (in km) between pairs of sampling sites.  
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This was a critical step to fit the Linear Model of Coregionalization, because it enabled us to set the 

relevant spatial scales and to model the following nested function: a Small scale was modeled with 

a Spherical function with 3-km range in major direction and 3-km range in minor direction 

(anisotropy ratio, a.r.=1), a Medium scale modeled with a Gaussian function with an asymptotic 15-

km range in major direction and a 10-km range in minor direction (a.r.=1,5), and a Large scale 

modeled with another Gaussian function with an asymptotic 45-km range in major direction and a 

25-km range in minor direction (a.r.=1,8). This model is depicted on all variograms in Figure 3.1.2 

(continuous line fitted to black dots). Note that for modeling the variation at Small scale we could 

have added a nugget effect parameter to the LMC. This option would be based in the assumption 

that measurement errors and the mechanisms working at a spatial scale smaller than sampling 

resolution, would result in fluctuations around the true value (with zero mean and stationary 

covariance). Instead, we decided to model a Small spatial scale with linear behavior near the origin 

assuming clearly that spatial correlation at this scale exists, as we expect from biological variables, 

although we could not assess it explicitly. For Medium and Large scales, we choose to fit Gaussian 

models, because they could capture a S-shaped behavior extracted from the great majority of direct 

variograms, characterized by a smooth concave curvature near the origin followed by a convex 

curve that flattens after that. This model, generally used to fit variograms of variables with an 

extremely continuous behavior, was also used by Bellier (Bellier et al., 2007) to fit precipitation 

variogram (this author used a Bessel model, which is a Gaussian variogram function when the 

smoothing parameter tends to infinity) and by Martínez-Cob (Martínez-Cob, 1996) to fit long-term 

mean total annual precipitation variogram.. 

Variance at different spatial scales  

The LMC coregionalization matrices defined by model coefficients (one matrix by spatial scale) can 

be viewed as a partition of the variance-covariance matrix, where main diagonal elements are direct 

variogram coefficients and the off-diagonal terms are cross-variogram coefficients. We analyzed 

these matrices to assess 1) the contribution of each spatial scale to overall variance and 2) the 

contribution of each spatial scale to each variable’s variance.  
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  Variance (%) at each spatial scale 

Variable (p-value) Small Medium Large 

Frut - 39.4 45.1 15.5 
ArtS -0.29 (0.010) 22.0 37.0 41.0 
Fors 0.41 (<0.001) 10.0 45.0 45.0 
OpSp -0.41 (<0.001) 5.1 52.4 42.5 
ACul -0.24 (0.034) 4.0 77.0 19.0 
PCul 0.34 (0.002) 10.0 40.0 50.0 
Altd 0.11 (0.319) 42.0 54.0 4.0 
AnPp 0.23 (0.041) 13.5 41.6 44.9 
AnTp -0.24 (0.032) 13.2 44.6 42.2 
Overall variance - 17.9 48.6 33.5 

Table 3.1.2 Pearson correlation coefficients between Frut and environmental variables and distribution of 
variance (%) accounted for each spatial scale 

From Table 3.1.2 (last row) we see that almost one fifth (18%) of overall variance was explained by 

Small spatial scale, approximately half of overall variance (49%) was explained by Medium spatial 

scale and Large spatial scale explained the rest of variance (33%). Depicting coregionalization 

matrices by variable showed another perspective of the same data: Small and Medium scales 

dominated biodiversity (Frut) and altitude’s (Altd) variability, while Medium and Large scales had 

prevalent contributions to climate variables, agricultural areas (ACul, PCul), forest (Fors) and open 

spaces (OpSp) spatial variability. 

Relating ecological indicator and environmental factors at different spatial scales 

To analyze the multivariate associations by spatial scale, we performed a Principal Component 

Analysis (PCA) for each coregionalization matrix. We applied Parallel Analysis (PA) method to 

determine the number of principal components (PC) to retain (Figure 3.1.3A to 3.1.3C) and 

interpret. For each coregionalization matrix, the threshold was reached when Eigenvalues from PA 

were greater than those from the PCA. However, due several uncertainties (see 3.2 Spatial 

variability and 4. Discussion), relations between ecological indicator and environmental factors at 

Small scale were not further interpreted. 

For the Medium and Large scales threshold were reached at the second PC. For Medium spatial 

scale we also extracted the third PC despite PA results (indication to extract only the first two PC) 

because Frut was well represented on the third PC. At Large scale Frut was well represented on the 

first principal component (Table 3.1.3, last column).  
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Figure 3.1.3 A to C– Scree Plot of Eigenvalues from PCA of Parallel Analysis and  Small scale (A), Medium 

scale (B) and Large scale (C); D to F– Small scale PC planes formed by projections of variables on first and 

second PC (D), second and third PC (E) and second and fourth PC (F); G and H– Medium scale PC planes 

formed by projections of variables on first and third PC (G) and second and third PC (H); I– Large scale PC 

plane formed by projections of variables on first and second PC 

Figure 3.1.3 shows the projection planes where Frut is well represented. These projections were 

further used to interpret relationships between variables, focusing on their association with Frut. 

The quality of projection of each variable on each plane can be appreciated by its relative position 

on the correlation unit circle (closer to the circle means better projection). We selected for further 

interpretation the variables located more than 0.5 units from the origin. 
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Scale PC Eigenvalue Var (%) Var Accum. (%) Frut correlation with PC 

Small 

1 2.83 31.4 31.4 0.46 

2 1.79 19.9 51.3 -0.78 

3 1.42 15.8 67.1 0.16 

4 1.27 14.1 81.2 0.04 

Medium 

1 3.65 40.6 40.6 0.45 

2 1.75 19.5 60.1 0.27 

3 1.19 13.2 73.3 -0.71 

Large 
1 3.52 39.1 39.1 0.84 

2 1.76 19.6 58.7 0.35 

Table 3.1.3 PCA results for retained components and for Frut variable, at each spatial scale. For each spatial 
scale, grey shadow indicates the principal component best correlated with Frut 

At Small scale four PC were retained, Frut was well projected at second PC (Table 3.1.3, last column). 

On Figure 3.1.3D, variables were projected on the first and second principal components plane 

(PC1-PC2) and explained 51% of overall small scale variability. At Medium scale, Frut was better 

projected on third principal component where the highlight is a strong negative correlation with 

OpSp on plane constituted by first and third principal components (Figure 3.1.3G). Remaining 

variables did not show any relevant relationships with Frut at this scale. At Large scale Frut showed 

a clear negative relationship with AnTp, OpSp and ArtS, and a weaker, but positive correlation with 

AnPP (Figure 3.1.3I). 

3.1.4. Discussion 

Using the Linear Model of Coregionalization (LMC) we could identify relationships between an 

ecological indicator (Frut) and multiple environmental factors, as well as the spatial scales at which 

those interactions occur. Thus, we consider the use of LMC a step forward in the interpretation of 

ecological data, providing us information on the type, direction and spatial scale of relations 

between ecological indicators and environmental factors. This is critical for successful use of 

ecological indicators in large regions where multiple environmental factors can work at multiple 

spatial scales where ecosystems processes are occurring. 

These spatial scales were determined from the variogram-analysis (Figure 3.1.2), being thus data-

driven and setting spatial scales of analysis a posteriori. Therefore, using a LMC we did not miss an 

important scale of analysis merely because it was not considered previously. More specifically, the 

analysis of direct and cross variograms to assess spatial correlation enabled us to describe spatial 

variability and spatial dependency of variables providing us a mean to establish thresholds or range 

parameters, for each spatial scale of analysis. 
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We could establish more important relationships between ecological indicators and environmental 

factors at Medium and Large spatial scales. The meaning of Small spatial scale was more uncertain 

and we chose not to interpret relationships found at this spatial scale. In fact, our results at this 

scale extracted more than a third (39%) of Frut’s variance, while overall was less than one fifth 

(18%). This difference between contributions to variance at Small scale seems relevant and should 

be further investigated.  

In general, Frut was shown to be negatively related to artificial and open spaces land-cover types. 

Most lichen species are sensitive to pollutants emitted by artificial areas, which, in the case of our 

study site, include both industrial and urban areas. Among those pollutants we can find gases such 

as SO2 and NOx, both of which influence negatively most lichens species (P Pinho et al., 2008). Open 

areas are more likely to emit dust, which include a large number of particles, known to influence 

negatively some lichen species (Llop et al. 2012, Pinho et al. 2008), especially fruticose ones, that 

due to their high surface/volume ratio are more prone to intercept particles than crustose species 

(Branquinho, 2001). Therefore, it was not surprising to find that these types of land-cover presented 

such negative relationships with Frut. However, the scale at which we found these relationships 

were different: a strong relation with open spaces was found at Medium and at Large scales while 

for artificial areas it was found only at Large scale (Figure 3.1.2 and Figures 3.1.3G-3.1.3I). These 

different scales could be related to the dispersion of the pollutants associated to each land-cover 

types: open spaces emit mostly dust, with shorter dispersion ranges than the gaseous pollutants 

emitted by artificial areas. We also observed that Frut was negatively related to higher annual mean 

temperatures and positively to higher annual mean accumulated precipitation. This suggests that 

more mesic conditions favored higher abundance of fruticose lichens. However, it was interesting 

to note the relationship with climate was restricted to the larger spatial scale, unlike land-cover. 

This suggests that, when using ecological indicator in large regions, climate should be taken into 

account, as noted by Giordani et al. (2008). We are aware that these different scales of association 

are dependent on the sampling design (Will-Wolf et al., 2006); however, we highlight that analysis 

with LMC allowed us to disentangle distinct spatial scales of relationships. These results can provide 

more and new research hypothesis on how ecological indicators can respond to the variety of their 

environment at multiple spatial scales. 

We are aware that the way we set size of spatial supports to collect land cover data can be a 

drawback when determining its relation to ecological indicators. We determined the area occupied 

by each land-cover class in the neighborhood of sampling sites, choosing neighborhood sizes 

accordingly to correlations with Frut. Consequently, we used different neighborhoods sizes for each 

land-cover. Unfortunately there are no clear guidelines to set optimal neighborhood size, so our 
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choice to depend neighborhood sizes on a correlation statistic was done accordingly to Pinho 

(Pedro Pinho et al., 2008b). The selected distance for calculating neighboring land-cover can be 

understood as the average distance of influence of each land-cover type on Frut.  Besides, the 

choice of the coregionalization model is also problematic. It is well known that modeling a linear 

coregionalization poses practical difficulties when choosing 1) the number of scales and 2) a “best” 

(in some sense) nested variogram model to fit those scales (Goulard and Voltz 1992, Myers 1994, 

Wackernagel 2003). We set the number of scales to model, following recommendations suggested 

by Bellier (Bellier et al., 2007) and Goovaerts (Goovaerts, 1997) when dealing with LMC, and favored 

analysis of direct variograms of Frut and environmental variables to appreciate the more important 

spatial scales occurring in study area. To choose a “best” nested model we assessed fit of several 

variogram models by visual inspection as suggested by the same authors, instead of using more 

elaborate approaches such as weighted least squares (Goulard and Voltz, 1992) or generalized least 

squares (Pelletier et al., 2004). Following Bellier (Bellier et al., 2007) and Goovaerts (Goovaerts, 

1997) recommendations enabled us to choose the more “reasonable” model. By doing so we are 

aware that a good fit for some variograms was achieved at the expense of poorer fits for others. 

3.1.5. Conclusions 

In this study we have applied a multivariate geostatistical method to describe relationships 

between an ecological indicator and environmental factors, at multiple spatial scales without 

assuming a priori scales of analysis. This was done using Linear Model of Coregionalization 

considering for the first time the response of functional groups rather than isolated species.  With 

a nested variogram function, we provided a way to quantify the intensity and direction of 

correlations between an ecological indicator and environmental factors at relevant spatial scales, 

and with PCA we provided a means to describe relationships between them within each of those 

scales. These results could be useful to draw hypothesis on how differently ecological indicator 

responds to environmental factors at multiple spatial scales. Our results suggest that this ecological 

indicator responds to open spaces (proxy of particle emissions) at medium and large scales, and it 

responds to artificial areas (proxy of gaseous pollutants) and climate at larger spatial scales.  
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3.2. A coregionalization model can assist specification of Geographically Weighted Poisson 

Regression: Application to an ecological study 

 

This paper has been published in Spatial and Spatio-temporal Epidemiology (2016) 17:1-13 

 

Abstract 

The geographical distribution of health outcomes is influenced by socio-economic and 

environmental factors operating on different spatial scales. Geographical variations in relationships 

can be revealed with semi-parametric Geographically Weighted Poisson Regression (sGWPR), a 

model that can combine both geographically varying and geographically constant parameters. To 

decide whether a parameter should vary geographically, two models are compared: one in which 

all parameters are allowed to vary geographically and one in which all except the parameter being 

evaluated are allowed to vary geographically. The model with the lower corrected Akaike 

Information Criterion (AICc) is selected. Delivering model selection exclusively according to the AICc 

might hide important details in spatial variations of associations. We propose assisting the decision 

by using a Linear Model of Coregionalization (LMC). Here we show how LMC can refine sGWPR on 

ecological associations between socio-economic and environmental variables and low birth weight 

outcomes in the west-north-central region of Portugal. 
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3.2.1. Introduction 

Measuring geographical relationships between socio-economic and environmental factors and 

public health is an important challenge (Beale et al., 2008; Goovaerts, 2009; Young et al., 2009), as 

they are a critical part of epidemiology science. Despite the recent important growth of spatial 

methods in the scientific literature, most public health and epidemiology research does not use 

advanced spatial methods (Auchincloss et al., 2012). In ecological analysis, in which the unit of 

observation is aggregated groups rather than individuals, assessment of the associations between 

risk factors and health outcomes (from a frequentist perspective) are typically conducted through 

such regression models as Poisson, quasi-Poisson or Negative Binomial, simultaneous or conditional 

autoregressive models (Rezaeian et al., 2007; Waller and Gotway, 2004). Nevertheless, these 

models assume a geographically-stationary process of random effects and may fail to capture 

geographical variations in ecological associations. To cope with spatially non-stationary processes, 

Brunsdon and colleagues proposed a Geographically Weighted Regression – a linear model 

developed in a Gaussian framework – that allows ecological associations to have spatially-varied 

random effects (Brunsdon et al., 1998). 

More recently, Nakaya and colleagues proposed a Geographically Weighted Poisson Regression – a 

geographically varying coefficient Poisson regression model more appropriate for an ecological 

analysis of health outcomes – especially when the number of observed cases is small (Nakaya et al., 

2005). To accommodate situations in which some covariate effects (parameters) may not vary 

geographically, in the same article Nakaya and colleagues proposed a semi-parametric model 

specification as an extension of the Geographically Weighted Poisson Regression (sGWPR): a mixed 

model that allows the combination of both geographically varying and constant parameters 

(Nakaya et al., 2005). In the proposed mixed model, the decision whether a parameter associated 

with a particular variable should vary geographically or not follows a rationale that is similar that 

used in a stepwise regression model selection process: 1) select two models to compare: one in 

which all parameters are allowed to vary geographically; and a mixed model in which all but one 

parameter (that being evaluated) are allowed to vary geographically; 2) estimate a corrected Akaike 

Information Criterion (AICc) for each model; and 3) if the difference between AICc’s  is greater than 

two, then select the model with lower AICc (otherwise the parsimony principle may be applied) 

(Nakaya et al., 2005). 

Delivering the model selection exclusively to the AICc measure, however, might lead to important 

details in the spatial variation of ecological associations being ignored, especially in situations 

where the difference between models is marginal (close to two). To overcome this, rather than 

taking the decision dogmatically or on a priori considerations,  we propose using a Linear Model of 
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Coregionalization (LMC), a geostatistical tool originally developed for applied geology but which is 

also used in ecology and other geosciences, (Pelletier et al., 2008; Ribeiro et al., 2013; Wackernagel, 

2003; Zawadzki et al., 2013) while the first phases are being taken in spatial epidemiology (Wu et 

al., 2008). As a descriptive tool, LMC is a convenient way of summarizing the spatial variability of 

relationships between variables (Brown, 1998), and the spatial scales at which those relationships 

occur. 

Based on the potential of LMC to refine the model selection process in sGWPR, we analyzed the 

spatial patterns of ecological associations between low birth weight (less than 2,500 grams) and 

socio-economic and environmental factors in the west-north-central region of Portugal, where 

most of resident population, industries, and heavy traffic are located. 

In Sub-section 3.2.2 we present the settings and data used here and introduce the statistical 

methods proposed for analysis. Results are presented in Sub-section 3.2.3 while in Sub-section 3.2.4 

we discuss the methodological implications of the proposed method. We present our conclusions 

in Sub-section 3.2.5. 

3.2.2. Methods  

Study area and data 

The west-north-central region of Portugal (Figure 3.2.1) has a maximum extent of 415 kilometers 

from north to south and 183 kilometers east to west for a total area of 33,061 square kilometers. 

It includes three major cities – Lisboa (Lisbon) in the south, Coimbra in the center and Porto 

(Oporto) in the north – and several medium-sized and smaller towns with differing socio-economic 

levels and cultural contexts. It is the most densely populated region in the country and is where 

most of the major sources of anthropogenic air pollutants from the combustion of fossil fuels from 

stationary sources and motor vehicles are released into the atmosphere.  
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Figure 3.2.1 West north-central region of Portugal with counties 
administrative limits included in study (major cities are labeled) 

The data analyzed here include counts of low birth weight (LBW) observed in this region of Portugal 

between 2003 and 2009. All variables are represented by spatial averages or as counts across 

counties, therefore the geographical features representing these variables are adjacent, non-

overlapping irregular polygons representing the administrative counties.  

Between 2003 and 2009, 81% of all live births in Portugal occurred in the study area. Low birth 

weight is one of the most common pregnancy outcomes studied as a proxy for infant mortality or 

morbidity (Kramer, 2003). LBW risk factors are known to include: pre-pregnancy body mass index, 

maternal lifestyles (i.e. smoking, dietary habits), socio-economic status, and maternal exposure to 

air pollution (Bell et al., 2007; Gouveia and Bremner, 2004; Ha et al., 2001; Pedersen et al., 2013; 

Valero De Bernabé et al., 2004). 

Low Birth Weight (LBW, outcome variable) 

Annual counts of LBW by five-year maternal age groups (15-19, 20-24 … 45-49 years) and by county 

(n=167) for the period 2003-2009 were supplied by Statistics Portugal (the official body responsible 

for producing and disseminating official statistics).  It is known that maternal age is a variable in the 

risk of LBW (Fraser et al., 1995; Kramer, 1987), so in order to account for different age-structure 

populations in relation to LBW, here we analyze the standardized prevalence ratio of LBW [1], using 

the indirect method of adjustment.   
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1

iii EOsLBW   [1] 

In [1], sLBWi is the standardized prevalence ratio of LBW for county i, which is the maximum 

likelihood estimator of the area-specific relative risk of LBW, Oi is the total number of observed 

LBW in period 2003-2009 and Ei is the number of expected cases of LBW in county i on the same 

period. Ei is obtained by calculating the sum of the product of age-specific LBW rates in the region 

multiplied by the number of births in corresponding age-groups in county i. 

Environment and socio-economics (explanatory variables) 

Explanatory variables considered in this analysis of LBW outcomes included socio-economic and 

environmental risk factors. The variables considered were the number of preterm births (gestation 

of fewer than 37 weeks), the number of young and older mothers (under 20 and over 34, 

respectively), home ownership, purchasing power index and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) emissions. 

Preterm birth is one of the leading factors of LBW (Kramer, 1987). The age of the mother is also 

associated with LBW, with younger and older mothers at greater risk of giving birth to babies with 

low birth weights (Fraser et al., 1995; Lee et al., 1988). Home ownership tends to be inversely 

related to the extent of urbanization (Mulder and Wagner, 2001). For socio-economic and cultural 

reasons, the extent of home ownership in Portugal tends to be high, particularly in the smaller 

towns and villages where home ownership is much higher than in larger towns and cities (Edgar et 

al., 2007; Vale and Camões, 2014). Here this variable has been selected as a proxy for the degree of 

rurality. Published results suggest LBW rates may be lower in areas where the degree of rurality is 

greater, mainly as a result of such factors as the existence of a less aggressive social and 

environmental climate (Kent et al., 2013; Reading et al., 1993; Snijder et al., 2012). Purchasing 

power index reflects the scale of a population’s material well-being and may also be associated with 

the socio-economic levels in any given county. Because it is associated with lower levels of maternal 

malnutrition, higher education levels or healthier lifestyles, LBW outcomes tend to be lower in more 

prosperous areas (Valero De Bernabé et al., 2004). Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is a well-studied gaseous 

pollutant that has previously been associated with LBW (Maroziene and Grazuleviciene, 2002). 

Total NO2 emissions (Ton/Km2) are a useful indicator of such emission sources as those resulting 

from the combustion of fossil fuels from stationary sources and motor vehicles. Here we used this 

variable as a proxy for gestational exposure to NO2.  

Annual socio-economic data by county for the period 2003-2009 was supplied by Statistics Portugal. 

Data for purchasing power index was available only for the years 2004, 2005, 2007 and 2009, so we 

estimated the geometric mean by county and assumed they represent the period 2003-2009. 

Annual total emissions of NO2 (Ton/Km2) by county were supplied by the Portuguese Environment 
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Agency (www.apambiente.pt), and while total NO2 emissions for 2004 and 2006 were not available, 

we estimated the total emissions by county for the period 2003-2009 as the product of the seven 

years in our analysis multiplied by the average annual total emissions calculated from available data 

(2003, 2005, 2007-2009). 

Smoking is another major risk factors leading to LBW. It is known that smoking during pregnancy 

affects fetus growth and leads to underweight babies at birth (Jaakkola et al., 2001; Maisonet et al., 

2004). However, because of the absence of data on gestational smoking at the county level, we 

were unable to include it in this study. 

Statistical methods 

We tried two approaches for specifying the best Geographically Weighted Regression to fit spatial 

variations in ecological associations between sLBW outcomes and environmental and socio-

economic variables. In one we selected the best semi-parametric Geographically Weighted Poisson 

Regression (sGWPR) according to the smallest corrected AICc; in the other we used a linear model 

with spatial covariance variable patterns, known as LMC, to suggest an alternative best sGWPR 

model specification. We compared the results between these two models using a measure of 

prediction performance, the mean squared prediction error (MSPE). Below we describe these 

methods. 

Statistical analysis was performed using GWR4 software (Nakaya et al., 2009) and R gstat package 

(Pebesma, 2004). 

Estimating simple variograms, cross variograms and the coregionalization model 

To describe the spatial variability of each variable and each pair of variables, we estimated simple 

and cross variograms using the method-of-moments estimator [2] (Waller and Gotway, 2004), 

where iz and jz are data measures of the variables iZ and 
jZ  kji ,...,1,  . N(h) represents the 

number of pair of counties separated by a distance h, and s  and hs   represent pairs of counties 

separated by a distance h (here we do not consider the case in which spatial variability depends on 

spatial direction). In [2],  j = i  for the simple variogram case. 
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To smooth fluctuations in the spatial variability we estimated simple and cross variograms for any 

distance via linear combination of permissible (semi-positive definite) variogram models,  h , 

that summarized major spatial scales and ranges of the multivariate dataset.  
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We fitted a linear combination of Exponential [3] and Periodic [4] variogram models with coefficient 

c (also known as sill or partial sill). In [3] and [4], a represents spatial range and h represents 

distance. Sometimes the value of the variogram presents a discontinuity close to the origin (when

0h ). This is generically referred to as nugget effect and represents a discontinuity at the origin 

of the variogram that may be caused by several factors. The proportion of nugget effect in total 

variability is of great importance for spatial analysis since the difference between total variance and 

nugget effect represents the part of a variability that can be modeled as spatial dependence (Isaaks 

and Srivastava, 1989). 
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We set a Linear Model of Coregionalization [5],  hΓ , which is defined by s
C positive definite square 

matrices (with dimensions kk  ) of variogram model coefficients (also known as coregionalization 

matrices), and 
sg  semi-positive definite variogram functions estimated at S spatial scales (

Ss ,,1 ). The coregionalization matrices 
s

C are correlation matrices that can be regarded as a 

partition of the variance-covariance matrix describing the correlation structure at different spatial 

scales (Wackernagel, 2003). For a spatial scale s , the diagonal elements of 
s

C are simple variogram 

model coefficients and the off-diagonal terms are cross variogram model coefficients. For further 

reading on variogram models and LMC, please see Isaaks and Srivastava (Isaaks and Srivastava, 

1989). 
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[5] 

We analyzed these matrices to assess: 1) the contribution of each spatial scale to overall variance; 

2) the contribution of each spatial scale to each variable’s variance; and 3) the contribution of each 

spatial scale to covariance between each explanatory variable and outcome variable.  

Geographically Weighted Poisson Regression (GWPR) 

To describe geographical variations in ecological associations between sLBW and the environmental 

and socio-economic variables we used a Geographically Weighted Poisson Regression (GWPR), a 

regression model appropriate for geographically non-stationary processes. GWPR [6] implies non-

stationary of parameters as it allows spatially varying parameter values.  
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k

k,iikiii zββEO ss0expPoisson ~  [6] 

In model [6] Oi  is the number of LBW observed in county i  (expected to follow a Poisson distribution 

with mean     
k

k,iikii zββE ss0exp , Ei  is the number of LBWs expected in county i, k,iz is the 

kth explanatory variable in county i,  iβ s0  is the intercept term of county located at is  and  ikβ s  

is the parameter associated with k,iz  explanatory variable for county located at is . Local parameters 

at point  are estimated by solving the maximization of the model’s geographically weighted log-

likelihood. In this maximization process, we need to set a suitable local bandwidth around point 

to build a spatial weighting matrix based on the distance between and each observation within 

bandwidth limits. One practical solution to set the value of spatial weights is to consider a 

monotone decreasing function of distance, like Kernel functions that are frequently used to set the 

value of weights (da Silva and Rodrigues, 2013; Harris et al., 2010; Li et al., 2013; Páez et al., 2011). 

We opted for a fixed Gaussian kernel function [7] in which higher weightings are assigned to 

counties closer to point , and lower weightings assigned to observations further from point . 

The rate at which the weights gradually decay is set by the selected bandwidth, B. 

 22 *exp  Bhwij  [7] 

In [7] wij is the geographical weight of county located at point js  to estimate parameters located at 

point is , and, h represents the distance between counties located at js  and is , and B is the 

bandwidth selected. To deal with situations in which one or more parameters do not show 

substantial geographic variation we applied the semi-parametric extension of the GWPR (sGWPR), 

adding a benefit to model [6] by allowing the incorporation of a subset of geographically-invariant 

explanatory variables on the response variable [8]. The iterative procedure for estimating the 

parameters in model [8] combines a parametric and non-parametric smoothing mechanism. For 

further reading on GWPR or sGWPR parameter estimates, please see Nakaya (Nakaya et al., 2009, 

2005). 
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In both [6] and [8] the intercept is specified as a varying coefficient, because in general, the 

remaining geographically varying coefficients cause variations in the intercept. Nonetheless, the 

intercept can be considered to be geographically-invariant instead.  In [8], p,iz  is the pth 
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explanatory variable in county i associated to the geographically-invariant parameter p , and q,iz  

is the qth explanatory variable in county i associated to the geographically varying parameter q .  

Corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc) 

To select an optimal model we used the corrected AICc [9]. In [9]  BAICc  is the corrected AICc of 

the model with bandwidth B, D(B) is the Deviance statistic of the model with bandwidth B, K(B)  is 

the number of effective parameters in the model with bandwidth B, and N is the number of 

observations. The optimal model is achieved by selecting bandwidth B associated with the smallest 

AICc value.  
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Besides being used to select the best bandwidth, the role of AICc in the sGWPR model selection 

process may be extended to compare the impact of allowing parameters to be geographically-

invariant. To evaluate the impact of considering a parameter geographically constant, we may 

select two models for comparison: one in which all parameters are allowed to vary geographically; 

and a mixed model in which all but one parameter (that under evaluation) are allowed to vary 

geographically. To select the best model, a common rule-of-thumb is that if the difference in AICc 

values between the two models is greater than two, then the model with lower AICc is selected 

(otherwise the parsimony principle may be applied) (Nakaya et al., 2005). 

Linear Model of Coregionalization (LMC) to specify model selection 

Delivering model selection exclusively by AICc measures might hide important details in the spatial 

variation of ecological associations, especially in situations in which the difference between models 

is marginal (close to two).  

Analysis of  hΓ  (introduced previously) provides information about how correlations between 

observations vary at different distances (and directions, in the presence of anisotropy). Modeling 

these correlations at different spatial scales helps identify and provide clues about distinct spatial 

processes of ecological relationships at different scales. Based on coregionalization matrices, we 

can decompose spatial variability and estimate the relative contribution (percentage) of each 

spatial scale s  ( Ss ,,1 ), 
sQ , to overall variance, since it can be obtained by calculating the 

trace of product between a coregionalization matrix, s
C , and square variance-covariance matrix, 

V [10].  
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The relative contribution of spatial scale s  to the covariance between variables zi and zj, 
s

zij
Q  can 

be obtained by calculating the product of the term of covariance in the coregionalization matrix at 

scale s and the overall covariance
ijz , which is the sum of cross variograms partial sills [11]. The 

relative contribution of spatial scale s  to the variance of variable zi, can be obtained by calculating 

the product of the term of variable iz in the coregionalization matrix at scale s , and the variable’s 

overall variance, which is the sum of iz partial sills ([11], with j=i). 
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Calculating [10] to estimate the relative contribution of each spatial scale to overall variance 

provides us with a measure that is indicative of how important the contribution of each spatial scale 

is to overall variability. Calculating [11] to estimate the relative contribution of each spatial scale to 

the covariance between sLBW and the explanatory variables provides us with a measure that is 

indicative of how important geographical variations are in the relationship between each 

explanatory variable and sLBW at different spatial scales. Results drawn from [10] and [11] may 

uncover important details in respect of the spatial variations of ecological associations that are 

important for the specification process that would not be considered when using only goodness-

of-fit measure (AICc or other).  

Mean squared prediction error (MSPE) 

We selected the best sGWPR among candidates, according to the smallest corrected AICc. We also 

used LMC outputs to suggest an alternative best sGWPR model specification. To compare model 

performance between them we used the MSPE [12]. A smaller value of MSPE suggests that, on 

average, the model better predicts the observed data. 

  NOMSPE
N

i

ii



1

2
̂  [12] 

In [12] iO is the number of LBWs observed in county i, î is the predicted number of LBWs in county 

i, and N represents the total number of counties analyzed. 

3.2.3. Results 

There were 605 436 live births and 46 328 LBW outcomes (7.6%) in the west-north-central region 

of Portugal between 2003 and 2009.  
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Figure 3.2.2 Histogram of Standardized Prevalence Ratio of Low 

Birth Weight (sLBW) 

Distribution of Standardized Prevalence Ratio of Low Birth Weight (sLBW) in the counties analyzed 

is skewed to the right (Figure 3.2.2), the median value is 0.93 (minimum=0.35, maximum=1.68) and 

the mean value 0.94. Summary statistics on LBW outcomes and explanatory variables (socio-

economic and environmental) are presented in Table 3.2.1.  

Variable name (variable code) Min Median Mean Max 

Number births 132 1503 3625 41050 
Number of low birth weights 4 106 277 3523 
% Preterm births (ptb) 3.5 7.9 8.1 17.5 
% Maternal age <20 or >34 years (mat) 14.4 20.3 20.7 30.0 
% Home ownership (hho) 50.7 80.7 79.8 93.6 
Purchasing power index (ppi) 46.2 72.8 77.8 240.6 
Total NO2 tons/km2 of urban area (tno) 13.5 180.5 1109.0 22500.0 
Table 3.2.1 Summary statistics (n=167) for the counties analyzed in the west north-central 
region of Portugal, in period 2003-2009 

From here we standardized all explanatory variables to have zero mean and unit variance to 

eliminate the effects of the origin and scale of measurements, providing a common metric to allow 

direct comparison of variables. In the case of NO2 emissions we first log-transformed them in order 

to reduce data variability. 

Geographical distribution of data 

The geographical pattern of sLBW suggests differences between the southern and north-central 

part of the region (Figure 3.2.3A). Nearby high and low values can be found more frequently in the 

north-central part while in the south the geographical variations look smoother. Spatial patterns of 

% of preterm birth, ptb, seem less heterogeneous in the north and south of the region while 

patterns in the center look more patchy (Figure 3.2.3B). The geographical pattern of % young and 

older mothers (under 20 and over 34, respectively), mat, (Figure 3.2.3C) is similar to that exhibited 
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by ptb, although the contrasts look sharper. The geographical pattern of % home ownership, hho, 

(Figure 3.2.3D) displays lower proportions of home ownership in the major cities (Lisboa in the 

south and Porto in the north), which increase as we move away towards the areas in which small 

towns and villages predominate. The general geographical pattern of purchasing power index, ppi, 

(Figure 3.2.3E) is smooth, but local contrasts are very sharp in the zones that are home to major 

cities (Lisboa in the south, Coimbra in the center, and Porto in the north) where the purchasing 

power indices are markedly higher. The geographical pattern of total NO2 tons/km2, tno, (Figure 

3.2.3F) shows that higher total emissions (per km2 in urban areas) are distributed along the coast, 

which is where the majority of the population lives. 
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Figure 3.2.3 Geographical distribution of A-Standardized prevalence ratio of LBW (sLBW); B-Proportion 

of preterm births (ptb); C-Proportion of maternal age <20 or >34 (mat); D- % Home ownership (hho); E- 

Purchasing power index (ppi) and; F-Total emissions NO2/km2 urban area (tno, variable in log scale) 
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Exploratory analysis of spatial data 

Spatial continuity 

To describe on how the spatial continuity of each variable changes as a function of distance we 

estimate simple variograms while for pairs of variables we estimate cross variograms with the 

method-of-moments estimator [2]. Estimates are illustrated in Figure 3.2.4 (dots depicted). Looking 

at simple variograms, we can see variables sLBW, ptb, mat and ppi are dominated by high nugget-

effect proportions, while hho and tno present lower nugget-effect proportions. Spatial dependence 

is present up to a range of 90-160km, depending on which variable is being analyzed: spatial 

dependence appears smaller for the sLBW, ptb, mat and ppi variables and larger for hho and tno. 

Looking at cross variograms involving sLBW as one of the variables (Figure 3.2.4, rows 2-6, first 

column) we see that sLBW has a negative covariance with hho (cross variogram values < 0) and 

positive covariance (cross variogram > 0) with the remaining explanatory variables. In the same 

figure, we also note periodic behavior in the majority of cross variograms, which are more intense 

in cross variograms between sLBW and hho or tno.  
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Figure 3.2.4 Plots of all simple variograms and cross variograms involving sLBW as one of the variables 
(black dots). The LMC fitted model is shown as a continuous line. On each plot, vertical axes (ordinates) 
represent simple and cross-variogram values and horizontal axes (abscissas) represent distances (in 
km) between pairs of counties locations 

Summarizing, we see a nugget effect and two major spatial scales, which are likely to correspond 

to two distinct spatial processes with different ranges: a greater proportion of nugget effect found 

in sLBW, ptb, mat and ppi; a  smaller spatial scale (up to 90km) that mainly consists of the variability 

found at sLBW, ptb, mat and ppi; and a larger spatial scale with periodic behavior up to 160km that 

captures the remaining spatial variability more clearly in cross variograms involving sLBW and hho 

or tno. 
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If we assume these spatial processes are additive at different spatial scales we can establish an LMC 

using the following nested function:  

       160Per90Exp0Nugh   [13] 

In [13], Nug (0) is the nugget effect, Exp (90) is a smaller scale modeled with an Exponential function 

with 90kms range and Per (160) is a larger-scale model with a periodic function with 160kms range. 

This linear model is depicted on all variograms in Figure 3.2.4 (continuous dotted line). Based on 

the coregionalization matrices, we decompose spatial variability and estimate the relative 

contribution of each spatial scale to the overall variance. The result of this decomposition is 

presented in Table 3.2.2, which shows (first row) that 41% of the overall variance is explained by 

the nugget effect, more than half of the overall variance (52%) is explained by variability occurring 

in nearby counties (shorter range, up to 90km), and the remaining variance (7%) is explained by the 

variability occurring within 160km.  

Variable Nugget Smaller Larger Overall 

Overall  41.3 51.9 6.8 100 
sLBW 49.1 47.7 3.2 100 
ptb 60.0 (46.6) 33.7 (45.0) 6.3 (8.4) 100 (100) 
mat 68.6 (23.7) 22.8 (68.3) 8.6 (8.0)   100 (100)   

hho 14.4 (20.8) 79.1 (63.3) 6.5 (15.9) 100 (100) 

ppi 51.3 (20.8) 44.9 (64.9) 3.8 (14.4) 100 (100) 

tno 16.0 (10.4) 72.3 (67.0)  11.7 (22.6) 100 (100) 

Table 3.2.2 Variance (in %) accounted for each spatial scale, overall (first 
row) and by variable. Values in brackets represent covariance (in %) 
accounted for each spatial scale between each explanatory variables and 
sLBW 

Looking at the results by variable highlights another perspective of the same data: the nugget effect 

explains approximately one-sixth of hho and tno variability (14% and 16%, respectively), half of 

sLBW (49%) and ppi (51%), and two-thirds of ptb (60%) and mat (69%). The smaller spatial scale 

(range up to 90km) contributes to 79% of hho and 72% of tno variability; while the larger spatial 

scale (range up to 160km) contributes to 12% of variability found in tno, and less than 10% of the 

variability of the remaining variables. The size of non-nugget effect (smaller + larger spatial scales), 

representing the spatial dependence that can be modeled, is high in hho and tno (86% and 84%, 

respectively), middling in sLBW and ppi (51% and 49%, respectively), and low in ptb and mat (40% 

and 31%, respectively). Finally, looking at spatial covariances between explanatory variables and 

sLBW (Table 3.2.2, values in brackets), we see the non-nugget effect ranges between 53% (spatial 

covariance with ptb) and 90% (spatial covariance with tno) of covariance. 
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Spatial regression specification under AICc results 

In order to model spatial heterogeneity, we applied the GWPR model. In the specification of the 

model, we assessed whether or not each parameter should vary geographically by comparing a 

model in which all parameters are allowed to vary geographically with a mixed model in which all 

but the parameter being studied are allowed to vary geographically. We therefore estimated 

parameters for a full GWPR model, where all parameters are allowed to vary geographically (M0) 

and estimated parameters for the following sGWPR models in which they were all allowed to vary 

geographically except ptb (M1), mat (M2), hho (M3), ppi (M4), and tno (M5).  

Model specification Model # OB (in Km) AICc AICc 

Full GWPR M0 88 273.35 0 
sGWPR (only ptb held constant) M1 84 269.23 4.12 

sGWPR (only mat held constant) M2 80 263.72 9.63 

sGWPR (only hho held constant) M3 80 270.99 2.36 

sGWPR (only ppi held constant) M4 87 268.18 5.17 

sGWPR (only tno held constant) M5 84 278.68 -5.33 

Table 3.2.3 Optimal bandwidths (OB),  corrected Akaike Information Criteria (AICc) 

values, AICc values are difference between AICc of full model (M0) and sGWPR models 

(M1-M5). Greatest AICc values indicate most improvement from full model 

We used different bandwidths, ranging from 50-200 km (1km steps) for each of the models (M0-

M5). For each, the optimal bandwidth is that associated with the smallest AICc. Table 3.2.3 shows 

the results associated with each model specification. By comparing the AICc of the full model (M0) 

to that of the sGWPR models (M1-M5), we see that when the tno (M5) is held constant the model 

fit (278.68) is substantially worse in comparison with the full GWPR model (273.35), and that the fit 

improves when each of remaining explanatory variables (M1-M4) is held constant. In light of these 

results, and based on the rule-of-thumb noted previously, we describe an sGWPR model in which 

the parameter associated to tno was the only one that was geographically varying, and that the 

parameters associated with the remaining variables were geographically invariant. We tried 

different bandwidths ranging from 50-200km (1km steps) and selected the bandwidth associated 

with the smallest AICc. The best fit model [14] was reached with a bandwidth of 64km and was 

associated with an AICc of 250.32. 

 
       

 




 


iitnoiiiiiii tnoppihhomatptbEO ss  ˆ017.0038.0003.00.058ˆexpˆ

366.2181.40.392-6.580
0

 [14] 

In [14] values in parentheses below geographically-invariant parameters represent pseudo t-values 

and indicate that ptb, hho and ppi are statistically significant (at 1% level), while the mat parameter 

is not statistically significant (up to 35% significance level).  
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Spatial regression specification under LMC results 

LMC results show that spatial dependence is high in the hho and tno variables (86% and 84%, 

respectively) and contributes to 79% and 90%, respectively, of their spatial covariance with sLBW. 

We fit another semi-parametric model in which the hho and tno parameters vary spatially and the 

parameters associated with the remaining variables are held constant over space. In [15] we 

present the model with these specifications, with the best bandwidth found at 67.5km an 

associated AICc of 252.23. 

 
   

 
 

 




 


iitnoiiihhoiiiii tnoppihhomatptbEO sss  ˆ025.0ˆ003.00.061ˆexpˆ

198.3350.0830.6
0

 [15] 

In [15], t statistics show that ptb and ppi are statistically significant (at 1% level), while the mat 

parameter is not statistically significant (up to 37% significance level). 

As mentioned in the beginning of Sub-section 3.2.3, all explanatory variables were standardized to 

have zero mean and unit variance. This standardization led to the resizing of regression parameters 

that facilitate the interpretation of parameter contributions to variations in sLBW, with higher 

parameter estimates having stronger ecological associations with sLBW. 

A parameter estimate is interpreted as the expected difference in the sLBW to a change in one 

standard deviation of the explanatory variable associated to that parameter. By raising the 

parameters we find an increase of one standard deviation in the proportion of preterm birth is 

associated with an increase of 6.3% (e0.061=1.063) in the standardized prevalence ratio of LBW, and 

that an increase of one standard deviation in the purchase power index is associated with a 2.5% 

fall (e-0.025=0.975) in sLBW. As for the varying parameters associated to the hho and tno variables, 

we have to look at parameter estimates (exponentiated) maps and their respective pseudo t-values 

(Figure 3.2.5).  
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Figure 3.2.5 Maps of exponentiated local parameters associated to degree of rurality variable (A) and respective 

pseudo t-values (B). Maps of exponentiated local parameters associated to total nitrogen dioxide emissions variable 

(C) and respective pseudo t-values (D). The local parameters and pseudo t-values were achieved with the sGWPR 

model M7 
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Results from model [15] for the parameters associated with the explanatory variable hho are shown 

in Figure 3.2.5A and 3.2.5B. Figure 3.2.5A shows that the majority of local parameter estimates are 

smaller than one, which in general terms means an increase in the proportion of home ownership 

is associated with a fall in sLBW. Local parameter estimates are lower in the central region and 

suggest there are clearer local contrasts in comparison with the local parameters in the major cities 

and surrounding counties. In the far north of the study area and along the eastern boundary the 

associations seem fragile with small pseudo t-values (between -2 and 2), as Figure 3.2.5B shows. 

Results for the explanatory variable tno are shown in Figures 3.2.5C and 3.2.5D. The majority of 

local parameter estimates are larger than one, which generally means an increase in tno is 

associated with an increase in sLBW. The stronger positive and significant associations occur in the 

north, in Porto and its surroundings, and in the south, in the area just north of Lisboa. Elsewhere in 

the region the relationships are weak with small pseudo t-values (between -2 and 2). 

Comparing sGWPR models 

We calculated MSPE for the model specified with a single geographically varying parameter for the 

variable tno and the model specified with geographically varying parameters for the variables tno 

and hho.  

Model specification Model # OB (in Km) AICc MSPE 

Only tno varies geographically M6 64 250.32 366.99 
Only tno & hho vary geographically M7 67.5 252.23 353.50 

Table 3.2.4 Specification of Semi-parametric Geographically Weighted Poisson Regression models 

(M6 and M7), Optimal bandwidths (OB),  corrected Akaike Information Criteria (AICc) values and 

Mean Squared Prediction Error (MSPE) 

A measure of fit (AICc) and of prediction (MSPE) for both models is presented in Table 3.2.4. The 

sGWPR model, M7, has a marginally higher AICc (252.23, +1.91) and lower MSPE (353.50, -13.49) 

than model M6. 

3.2.4. Discussion 

Ecological studies are generally conducted over large regions, where there are multiple socio-

economic and environmental factors acting at distinct spatial scales in which ecological 

relationships take place. Carrying out an LMC helped uncover details on the ecological associations 

between the degree of rurality and prevalence of LBW that had not been considered using AICc 

alone. The use of LMC is therefore considered a step forward in the identification and interpretation 

of ecological relationships, providing information on the spatial scale of relations between 

ecological outcomes and socio-economic and environmental risk factors.  
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Spatial scales of analysis in ecological associations 

In this study, distinct spatial scales were identified through the analysis of simple variograms and 

cross variograms among pairs of variables (Figure 3.2.4). We established ecological associations at 

smaller scales (up to 90 km) where most of the spatial variability (93%) occurred, and at larger scales 

of up to 160 km, which captured the remaining spatial variability. We also included a nugget effect 

into the model, which represented the variability caused by one or more factors, such as: the nature 

of spatial variation in the variables, unmeasured factors (variables that were not included in 

analysis), measurement errors, and the absence of information over small distances (smaller than 

the sampling resolution). Using LMC analysis provided a way to describe the behavior of spatial 

variability and dependency, which enabled the establishment of thresholds, or range parameters, 

for each spatial analysis scale. While AICc results did not consider the geographical variations of 

ecological associations between the sLBW and degree of rurality (hho) to be important, LMC results 

suggested sLBW was negatively correlated up to 160km. LBW rates tend to be lower in rural areas 

(higher degrees of rurality) and higher in urban areas, largely as result of the influence of social and 

environmental factors (Kent et al., 2013; Reading et al., 1993; Snijder et al., 2012). It was 

unsurprising, therefore, to find a negative relationship with the degree of rurality. However, the 

spatial scales at which we found those associations varied: associations were negative and 

increased up to 90km, then decreased from 90-160 km, increased once more above 160km (Figure 

3.2.4, row 4, first column). These different scales of association with a behavior that is apparently 

periodic could be related to the population’s geographic distribution(Waller and Gotway, 2004): 

the influence of major urban areas (Lisboa, Coimbra, and Porto) separated by longer distances (130-

160km) and the influence of rural areas separated by shorter distances.  

The choice of an LMC poses some practical difficulties in terms of choosing the number of spatial 

scales and the nature of (variogram) models to fit them. Because it interferes with the 

interpretation of results, the number of spatial scales is of great importance for the LMC analysis. 

We evaluated the more important scales in the study area by favoring the analysis of simple 

variograms, as suggested by some authors (Bellier et al., 2007; Goovaerts, 1997). In order to choose 

a good model (in some senses) to fit those scales there are procedures that consider the use of 

weighted least squares (Goulard and Voltz, 1992a), or generalized least squares (Pelletier et al., 

2004). We assessed the suitability of LMC by using an approach suggested by Pebesma (Pebesma, 

2004): we first attached each variogram model to simple and cross variograms and then each of the 

coregionalization matrices was approached by the closest positive definite matrices (in the least 

square sense) by setting any negative eigenvalues to zero. In this way, we were able to choose a 
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“very reasonable” LMC, although we are aware that a good fit for some variograms was achieved 

at the expense of poorer fit for others. 

For analysis of spatial variability, we assigned data to the ‘areal’ centers of the counties (also known 

as centroids) and considered the distances between them in estimating simple variograms and 

cross variograms. This means all the people in each county was assumed to live in the centroid 

location – a simplistic approach in the presence of ‘areal’ units with very different shapes, sizes, and 

relative orientations (Kelsall and Wakefield, 2002). In this study, we found large nugget-effects in 

almost all simple variograms and cross variogram, which was probably because there was little or 

no information available at small distances (smaller than distances between centroids). Thus, for 

small distances the estimate of spatial variability was very likely to have been affected by our 

simplistic assumptions. This limitation can be overcome in future work by making allowance for 

population density and variogram deconvolution, as suggested by Goovaerts (Goovaerts, 2006). 

Specification of sGWPR models using AICc and using LMC 

Semi-parametric GWPR models cope with spatially non-stationary processes of random effects in 

order to capture geographical variations in ecological associations. Until now we relied on the AICc 

values associated with sGWPR models to identify which ecological relationships are spatially non-

stationary. Based on the approach taken by this study, the relationship between sLBW and tno 

varies over space and there is no strong evidence that relationships with remaining variables vary 

over space. In light of the spatial continuity results, however, we argue that ecological  associations 

between sLBW and the degree of rurality (hho) also varies over space, since spatial variability 

patterns contributed towards 86% of hho variability, while spatial covariance between hho and 

sLBW contributed towards 79% of their total covariance. Thus, we claim these results indicate 

considerable geographical variation in relationships between hho and sLBW and we consider the 

relationship between sLBW and hho varies over space, despite AICc results suggesting a constant 

parameter for hho. Therefore, our approach has contributed towards improving the model 

specification with a geostatistical tool that is able to capture details in the spatial variations of 

ecological associations that would not be considered by using AICc measurements alone.  

If main goal was prediction, we should have considered the parameter estimates of the original 

variables to interpret results in the original scale, and for that we should divide the parameters 

estimates by the standard deviation of original variables. We have, however, interpreted the results 

in a transformed scale (zero mean and unit variance) because we are more interested in comparing 

regression parameters, evaluating their contribution to the model. 
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The map with local parameters associated to the hho (Figure 3.2.5A) suggests social and 

environmental factors contributing to variations in the prevalence of LBW exist in both urban and 

rural areas. Clearer local contrasts are found in the central region (which is mainly rural); however, 

this suggests the degree of disparities in the prevalence in LBW between different social and 

economic groups tend to be greater in rural (or less urban) settings. This might reflect the lesser 

influence of unmeasured covariates in rural settings compared to urban areas. For example, 

published studies indicate that fewer people smoke in rural Portugal (Fraga et al., 2005; Machado 

et al., 2009), and that smoking is one of the largest contributors to LBW (Dejmek et al., 2002; 

Vardavas et al., 2010). However, because of the lack of sufficient data, the extent of gestational 

smoking was not considered in this study. 

It was also interesting to note the 4% (13.49/366.99) improvement in the MSPE when rurality was 

added as a geographical parameter. Despite sGWPR model M7 having a marginally higher AICc 

(+1.91), because we are using different metrics, this does not contradict the results obtained. 

Although caution must be used in inferring results (Páez et al., 2011), this could yield some insight 

into the model specification. By capturing the spatial heterogeneity of ecological associations 

between sLBW and hho, the variability of LBW outcomes is predicted better with model M7 than it 

is with model M6 (where hho is held constant). These results also suggest M7 accounted for more 

spatially structured variability than M6, providing a model with fewer spatially correlated residuals. 

3.2.5. Conclusions 

Ecological studies are generally conducted over large regions where it is possible to find multiple 

socio-economic and environmental factors acting over distinct spatial scales in which the ecological 

relationships occur. In this paper, we propose the introduction of the LMC tool combined with the 

sGWPR approach to provide indications concerning the regional contexts governing the distribution 

of health outcomes. We formally described and applied LMC as a means of enhancing the sGWPR 

model specification in an empirical analysis. We consider the use of LMC to be a step forward in 

exploratory spatial analysis assisting the specification of models in an sGWPR framework, as it 

enhances the capability of uncovering details of ecological associations in health studies.  
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4.1. Introduction 

The high potential of geostatistical methods to be applied in spatial epidemiology combined with 

the great potential for utilizing lichen ecological indicators in health studies, motivated the 

research and development of novel methods and applications shown in this thesis. To address 

an epidemiological question related with the association between air quality and birth weight, 

this explores the development of novel approaches by 1) exploring the potential of lichen as air 

quality indicators in environmental health studies, 2) exploring the use of geostatistical 

simulation to assess spatial uncertainty of exposure, and 3) enhancing the exploratory analysis 

capabilities of multivariate geostatistics for analysis of spatially non-stationary processes 

underlying ecological associations in both environmental and epidemiological fields. 

The study design developed in this thesis (see Section 2.1) provides a novel guideline for health 

research when geostatistical stochastic simulation is combined with lichens ecological indicator 

to measure associations between air quality and birth weight health outcome. The hypothesis, 

rationale and methodology presented in the study protocol worked as baseline for the two 

studies presented in Chapter 2. The first, was conducted at a regional scale (Section 2.2) and the 

second at urban scale (Section 2.3). The results showed that geostatistical methods combined 

with high-spatial-resolution lichen data allowed to produce air quality maps for posterior 

statistical analysis and, presented themselves as cost-effective alternatives and appropriate to 

measure associations with the health outcome birth weight. 

In Chapter 3, novel applications of multivariate geostatistical methods were conducted to 

explore spatial analysis of aggregated data over geographical areas. The use of multivariate 

geostatistical analysis was broadened to improve knowledge on extent and intensity of 

environmental and environmental-health relations at different spatial scales, both seen from 

ecological perspectives. The linear model of coregionalization contributed to model the intensity 

and anisotropy of the relationships between lichens ecological indicator and proxies of air 

pollution emissions at multiple spatial scales, without assuming a priori scales of analysis 

(Section 3.1). This approach disentangled a limitation of traditional ecological analysis methods 

where the number and range of spatial scales are determined a priori. On the other hand, the 

linear model of coregionalization addressed the intensity of varying regional contexts governing 

the distribution of health outcomes, which were not captured by more traditional tools (Section 

3.2). The novel applications of multivariate geostatistical tools provided additional capabilities 

to address interpretation or hypothesis formulation of spatially non-stationary processes 

underlying such relations.  
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Since a detailed discussion on the findings have been presented throughout the previous 

sections of the thesis, this chapter will follow with a summary of the main contributions and 

recommendations for future research. 

4.2. The GISA cohort 

The study protocol presented in this thesis (see Section 2.1) outlined methods and design for 

the enrollment of the pairs mothers-babies for the retrospective GISA cohort study, to measure 

associations between air quality and birth weight health outcomes in Coastal Alentejo region. A 

total of 3071 live-births that occurred between 2007 and 2010 and registered in the public 

health care establishments of the study region were identified. Due to resource limitations, the 

mothers of 1112 births registered could not be contacted to participate in the study during the 

recruitment phase. Still, a large sample of the population was collected from a wide range of 

areas from Coastal Alentejo region, and it is assumed to be representative of the birth weight 

population of the region. 

From the remaining 1959 babies’ mothers (64%) that were contacted and invited to participate 

in the study, 1657 (85%) accepted to participate in the study and 302 (15%) refused. Because 

264 babies did not satisfied the eligibility criteria, they were excluded from analysis. The reasons 

for exclusion are presented in Figure 4.2.1. The eligibility criteria considered in the study helped 

to assure that babies included in analysis had similar characteristics in terms of 1) place of 

residence of the mother during pregnancy, 2) follow-up during pregnancy in public health care 

establishments, 3) singleton births and 4) conceived without any kind of assisted reproductive 

technologies. The use of such criteria ensured the quality of the study design and the confidence 

in results.  
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Figure 4.2.1 Flowchart of participants enrolled in the GISA cohort study 

The recruitment period occurred between June 2009 and March 2011 in the main five public 

health care establishments of the study region. The first method of recruitment was based on 

invitation through a submission letter with a study information leaflet attached and sent by post, 

followed by a telephone contact from a nurse working at the public health care establishment 

where the baby was registered. In the first two months of recruitment, this method showed a 

low contact and participation rate, due to several reasons: i) mothers failed to respond the initial 

invitation; ii) mothers refused to participate; iii) mothers accepted to participate by telephone 

but failed to show up at the appointment; or iv) mothers left the region. To overcome the low 

contact and participation rates, an alternative invitation strategy method based on a face-to-

face contact was followed after the first two months recruitment. During mothers’ visits at the 

public health care establishments for child’s routine vaccinations included in the national 

vaccination program, they were invited to participate in the study. Because vaccination is public, 

free-to-access and very frequent for the age group in this study, this invitation strategy proved 

to be a very efficient approach, that improved significantly both the contact and participation 

rates.  

Mothers enrolled in the study provided a written informed consent for participation. Besides 

being an ethical duty, this element of the study had a key role in the quality of collected data, 

since it helped to build trust and assured that mothers made an informed decision to participate 

in the study. Mothers that refused to participate were signed for analysis of potential bias. The 

refusal rate to participate (15%) could have introduced some selection bias in the study, since 

we could expect less refusals from the mothers living in regions exposed to lower levels of air 
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quality that gave birth to babies with low weights. The lowest refusal rate to participate was 

found in Sines (only 2%), where lower levels of air quality could be anticipated and higher rates 

of low birth outcome were expected. Still, the response rates obtained in the five municipalities 

of the study region varied between 73% (in Alcácer do Sal) and 98% (in Sines), so minimal 

selection bias was expected, since high response rates were obtained from all the studied region 

independently of the air-quality levels. 

The study protocol was designed to measure the association between air quality and birth 

weight health outcomes in the Coastal Alentejo region. A traditional approach to measure air 

quality would consider collecting data measurements from the air quality monitoring stations 

placed in the region, to map and capture the spatial variability of air quality using an 

interpolation model. However, such option would represent a wholly insufficient step, since only 

three air quality monitoring stations are available to provide air quality data for a total area of 

5300 km2 which would account, on average, for one air quality monitoring station per 1767 Km2. 

However, there are steep air quality gradients along the region due to the presence of 

heterogeneous landscapes like natural parks, mountains, beaches, small cities and villages, and 

an important industrial area. To capture most of the air quality spatial variability that would be 

predictably lost due to such low resolution, in this thesis we overcome these constraints using 

high-resolution lichen data that allowed to capture the spatial variability of air quality in the 

region with high-resolution.  

The first results from the GISA cohort included all the mothers enrolled in the study (n=1393) 

are not shown in this thesis but were reported in a previous work (Ribeiro et al., 2012). Despite 

the well-known limitation of retrospective cohort study, which relies on collecting historical 

data, results from the multivariate analysis conducted then, identified several well-known risk 

factors significantly (or close to be significantly) associated to the variations in the odds of low 

birth weight: smoking (p-value=0.065), poor prenatal surveillance (p-value=0.067), low body 

mass index (p-value=0.05), low weight gain during pregnancy (p-value<0.001), preeclampsia (p-

value<0.001) or previous low birth weight (p-value<0.001). These results are in agreement with 

scientific knowledge (Baeten et al., 2001; Glinianaia et al., 2004; Kramer, 2003, 1987; Stieb et 

al., 2012; Vardavas et al., 2010). No evidences, however, were found that the outdoor air quality 

levels were associated with the variations in the odds of low birth weight. However, these results 

provided clues on further strategies for data analysis and worked as baseline for the two studies 

presented in Chapter 2 of the thesis. 
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4.3. Lichens as ecological indicators of air quality in health studies 

Lichens have only recently been used in environmental health research for air quality 

assessment, and their use in health studies requires further study. An important key to take 

steps forward is an interdisciplinary work with close collaboration between experts from 

ecologists, epidemiologists, and spatial statisticians (Nowak et al., 2015). With the experience 

gained throughout the studies developed in this thesis, some recommendations for utilizing 

ecological indicators in environmental health research are delivered: a) an analysis on seasonal 

variations and sudden pollution episodes is required to gain insight on the type of air pollution 

reflected in ecological indicators, b) a selection of a sufficient number of observations with 

distinct personal exposure profiles is needed to maximize exposure contrasts, c) especially in 

urban settings, where concentrations change at very short distances due to sudden changes in 

land-use and in intensity of pollution, it is important to use a spatially stratified sampling design 

to reduce exposure bias. 

The air pollution reflected by ecological indicators 

Lichens are long-lived organisms that accumulate pollutants over time and are generally 

available with high-spatial resolution in almost every ecosystems. So, there is a great potential 

for utilizing lichens as a tool in public health studies to estimate a spatially representative 

measure of air quality. Still, it is crucial to ensure that the temporal variations in air quality can 

be evaluated with such ecological indicator. Outdoor air pollution may contribute to the 

occurrence of several outcomes in different instants of life caused by exposures that range from 

short-term to long-term. In general, extent of health effects are well related with the time span 

of exposure: acute effects in health are more associated with short-term exposures (over hours, 

days or months) and chronic health effects are more related with mid-long-term exposures (over 

months or years). If neither no significant sudden air pollution episodes nor considerable 

seasonal variations had occurred previously or during the period of observation, then lichens 

are likely reflecting the long-term exposure that indicates an average air quality observed over 

a medium to long-term time span. However, if a sudden severe pollution episode occur 

previously or during the period of observation, the most sensitive lichens species will either 

disappear or decrease in abundance, and will tend to recover slowly due to their slow rate of 

growth. In this case lichens are reflecting more the recent past exposure (mid-short term 

exposure), which refers to an average air quality observed over a short-term time span.  

Ecological indicators like lichens biodiversity that were used in this thesis, use metrics such as 

total species richness or frequency and diversity of lichen functional groups. These measures are 
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suited to monitor an average air quality observed over a long period of observation (medium to 

long-term). So the type of health outcomes better suited to be analyzed in these circumstances 

are chronic health effects, which are more related with mid-long-term exposures (over months 

or years). Other ecological indicators based on laboratory analysis of lichen to assess 

bioaccumulation levels of toxic compounds, are better suited to monitor short-term exposures, 

as shown by Augusto et al. (Augusto et al., 2013). However, their use in health studies is beyond 

the scope of this thesis. 

A potentially successful approach to ensure that contribution of air pollution to occurrence of 

health outcomes can be evaluated with such an ecological indicator like lichen biodiversity is to 

undertake a comprehensive overview on the extent of historical seasonal variations and sudden 

pollution episodes using available exposure data. If relevant historical variations in intensity 

occurred previously or during the period of observation, then lichen biodiversity may not be an 

adequate ecological indicator for mid-long-term air quality assessment. To support the decision 

of using such a global indicator, the required historical data for such analysis may be collected 

from several sources like time-series of air pollution measurements available from air quality 

monitoring stations or time-series records of forest fires and burnt areas. 

Maximize exposure contrasts  

In the last decades, the impacts of air pollution in health have been dropping in Europe 

(European Environment Agency, 2014b), since exposure levels are generally below standards set 

by national environmental agencies to prevent adverse health effects in the population. To 

capture the impact of air quality in health outcomes, the geographical patterns of outdoor air 

quality measurements should vary widely, when compared with their own random variability, 

to capture enough spatial variation and maximize exposure contrasts.  

Some argue that the contrasts in air quality between rural and urban areas tend to be widen 

(Balakrishnan et al., 2015) and that this fact should be explored when measuring associations 

between air quality and health outcomes. As referred previously (see Section 4.1), the first study 

carried out during the GISA project (Ribeiro et al., 2012), allowed to explore the air quality 

contrasts in the Coastal Alentejo region which includes rural and urban areas. No evidences, 

however, were found that the air quality levels were associated with the variations in low birth 

weight. Despite the wide contrasts found in air quality between rural and urban environments, 

we think that the associations may have been confounded by unmeasured environmental, 

lifestyles and socio-economic risk factors, also known to be different between rural and urban 

areas.  
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In the study presented at regional scale (see Section 2.2) a step forward was taken to achieve 

relevant exposure contrasts, while removing potential confounding due to the differences in 

unmeasured risk factors. Instead of considering air quality contrasts between urban and rural 

areas, the study considered the analysis of air quality contrasts between urban areas only, which 

enabled to remove the referred potential confounding. Because the major effect of the wind in 

the region disperses pollution originated from the industrial region to the South, air quality 

contrasts were captured by selecting all the urban areas situated in the northern part of the 

studied region, which is marginally affected by the pollution from the industrial region of Sines, 

and all the ones located in the central region, close to the industrial area.  

Minimize exposure bias 

In health studies it is important to select sample sites in a way to reduce the potential for 

preferential sampling, which can lead to misleading inferences. If oversampling occurs in 

locations expected to have higher concentrations of pollutants, spatial prediction will be 

unsurprisingly biased.  

In this thesis, the standard protocol followed to map lichen as an ecological indicator of air 

quality was the one designed by Asta et al. (Asta et al., 2002b). Despite universally applicable, 

the sampling design included in the protocol was required to be adjusted to cope with the 

different characteristics of lichens and prevalent environmental variables found throughout the 

study region.  

In the study developed at regional scale, no adjustment to the Asta protocol (Asta et al., 2002b) 

was needed and a stratified random sampling design was followed. The area was divided into 

homogenous grid cells and random sampling on woodland land-cover areas, was used in each 

cell. The sampling design adopted was adequate to capture the main air quality spatial patterns. 

For the study conducted at urban scale, however, an exhaustive sampling of the available lichen 

data in the city was followed. Due to the small size of the city, all trees found in the city were 

screened for compliance with the protocol, and this limitation could probably have produced 

some preferential bias (in cities, trees are not placed randomly, they are usually clustered in 

gardens or along the roads). In urban areas, the reduction of the potential bias induced by 

preferential sampling may be achieved using a spatially stratified sampling design based on land-

use strata and measured by area or intensity of air pollution that divides the urban area into 

several homogenous sub-areas, where lichens in each land-use are sampled proportionally to 

its relative importance. 
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4. 4 Assessment of exposure uncertainty 

The assumption that the observed values of air quality in the spatial domain are realizations of 

random variables is critical when estimating the contribution of air quality for health outcomes. 

So, when developing an air quality models to assess individual exposure through indirect 

methods, the role of spatial uncertainty in this respect and in the association with health 

outcomes should be considered. With the geostatistical conditional simulation algorithms we 

assessed a joint cumulative distribution of air quality in a certain neighborhood of each location 

of spatial domain that fed generalized linear models. The distribution of the estimated 

parameters for air quality reflect the uncertainty in the association between air quality and birth 

weight health outcome. This is an important asset provided by the geostatistical conditional 

simulation algorithms, where the set of simulated air quality maps is interpreted in the context 

of the spatial uncertainty of exposures. An assessment of spatial exposure uncertainty of PM10 

to measure associations with very low birth weights using geostatistical simulation algorithms 

has been developed by Waller and Gotway (Waller and Gotway, 2004). However, these authors 

used an unconditional Monte Carlo simulation algorithm (also known as LU decomposition), 

which does not return the observed values at sampled locations. Especially in urban areas, 

where concentrations vary at short distances due to changes in land use and pollution intensity, 

conditional simulation algorithms are better suited, since they capture small scale fluctuations 

by imposing that kriging errors are zero at observed locations.  

The models presented in Chapter 2 considered the spatial uncertainty analysis using conditional 

simulation. In the first study (Section 2.2), spatial interpolation of air quality was achieved using 

a straightforward simple Kriging model and spatial uncertainty analysis was performed with the 

Direct Sequential Simulation algorithm proposed by Soares (Soares, 2001), to address exposure 

uncertainty over a large region. The geostatistical algorithm succeeded in reproducing mean, 

variance and spatial covariance shown by the data without transformation of the right-skewed 

air-quality data. In this study it is assumed that the mean of the air quality is known in the spatial 

domain, which may be regarded as unlikely in environmental processes. However, the air quality 

in that region have been monitored since the late seventies due to the arising of heavy industrial 

activity around Sines city, and the mean air quality of each area in the region are well-known.  

The most relevant epidemiological result achieved in this study was that the air quality levels in 

the studied region during pregnancy period showed a positive association with birth weight 

among babies exposed to gestational tobacco smoke. The results from this analysis may favour 

the development of future observational studies, e.g. case-control, to measure the impacts on 
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birth weight of babies exposed to maternal smoking from additional exposure to distinct levels 

of outdoor air quality. 

In the other study from the same chapter (Section 2.3) we expanded on the previous approach 

by comparing exposure uncertainty derived from ordinary and regression Kriging methods at a 

finer-urban-scale. Both geostatistical models succeeded to predict the air quality in unsampled 

locations and to generate spatial uncertainty of exposures. Regression Kriging approach, using 

land-use data as a predictor, showed more promising results to model the association of birth 

weight health outcome with air quality over an (urban) area where air quality varied at short 

distances due to changes in land use and pollution intensity. Especially in urban areas, the 

assumption of stationarity of the mean is hard to imagine, so it should be relaxed and 

substituted by non-stationary types of Kriging, e.g. regression Kriging, to produce more accurate 

geostatistical maps. 

From the methodological point of view, both studies provided an alternative cost-effective and 

original contribution for assessment of spatial exposure uncertainty in health studies by 

combining geostatistical methods with high-spatial-resolution lichen data (and land-use data in 

the case of regression Kriging). The recent growth of Land Use Regression (LUR) models in 

epidemiological research are discussed in the reviews from Hoek et al. (Hoek et al., 2008), Jerrett 

et al. (Jerrett et al., 2005) or in the studies from de Hoogh et al. (de Hoogh et al., 2014) or 

Aguilera and Sunyer (Aguilera and Sunyer, 2008). They underline that LUR represent a relatively 

cheap and practical approach for predicting air pollution exposure. In fact, land-use data with 

high-resolution is currently available at a relatively low cost and can be used as a fine predictor 

to model air quality. However, LUR models fail to take into account that the extent of uncertainty 

varies throughout the unsampled spatial domain providing results that are misleading.  

 4.5 Multivariate geostatistics in ecological studies 

A highly topical matter in the fields of environment and epidemiology is the development of 

novel statistical and geostatistical approaches to model the multivariate effects of environment 

and socio-economic risk factors, by assuming that the extent and intensity of their effects is not 

constant but varies throughout the spatial domain. In this thesis non-stationary models were 

fitted to lichen ecological indicators and epidemiological data, by assuming that the spatial non-

stationarity characteristics of the ecological indicator (see Section 3.1) and birth weight (see 

Section 3.2) variables may be explained by environmental factors and socio-economic factors 

acting at different directions, scales of influence and of intensity, in different regions of the study 

area. In both studies, the main interest in the methods rests in the use of the linear model of 
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coregionalization to separate the analysis of data by distinct spatial scales assuming a stationary 

process for each scale of analysis.  

The examination of relationships between the lichen ecological indicator and environmental 

factors at multiple spatial scales (see Section 3.1) provided insights into potential processes 

underlying the spatial patterns observed in lichen ecological indicator: lichens responded to 

particles at a smaller spatial scale than gaseous pollutants. The choice of spatial scales of analysis 

was data-driven, rather than being set a priori, disentangling a limitation of traditional ecological 

analysis of environmental data. 

The epidemiological study with ecological design proposed in Chapter 3 (see Section 3.2), was 

conducted with a relatively recent analytical approach that allowed to capture spatial 

heterogeneity in risks of health outcomes, as they were expected to vary from place to place. 

This approach, presented originally in the work from Nakaya (Nakaya et al., 2005) to analyze 

disease maps arising from spatially non-stationary processes, specified a spatial regression 

mixed model to produce maps of global and local parameters estimates. From the 

methodological point of view, the innovation presented in this thesis relies in the incorporation 

of the linear model of coregionalization to specify a spatial mixed model with fewer spatially 

correlated residuals and lower mean squared error predictions. The results leave the way open 

to further improvements in model specification of varying model parameters. Future efforts may 

be addressed to replace the spatial weight matrix derived with Kernel function by the 

coregionalization matrices estimated when setting the linear model of coregionalization.  

4.6 Final remarks 

Throughout this thesis novel methods and applications using geostatistics in health research 

studies have been shown.  

Most of studies presented here were developed to address an epidemiological question. 

Together with high-spatial-resolution lichen data, novel solutions are proposed to estimate 

maps of air quality and to address spatial exposure uncertainty. These new methods can have a 

relevant role in studies correlating health outcomes with air quality, especially in areas where 

air-quality monitoring stations are scarce or nonexistent, and alternative ways of correlating 

human activities with the environment are needed to improve human well-being.  

The application of the linear model of coregionalization was also expanded to conduct 

exploratory analysis that enriched the role of ecological analysis in environmental and 

epidemiological fields. The use of the linear model of coregionalization provided an adequate 
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geostatistical tool to analyze a complex mixture of environmental and socio-economic factors 

acting over a large region, at different spatial scales, directions and with different intensities. 

Further, one of the planned steps for the near future includes the introduction of the 

coregionalization matrices to estimate the varying model parameters that will improve the 

performance, in terms of fit, of spatial non-stationary mixed models like geographically 

weighted Poisson regression. 
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Resumo2 

A epidemiologia espacial é um elemento chave na investigação epidemiológica, dado que 

incorpora a descrição e análise do impacto do espaço (lugar) na saúde, para compreender 

melhor as causas das doenças. 

A geoestatística é a aplicação de métodos probabilísticos a variáveis regionalizadas, ou seja, 

variáveis cujos valores observados dependem da localização espacial. A diferença em relação à 

estatística convencional, é que se toma em consideração que os locais mais próximos entre si 

têm mais frequentemente valores mais semelhantes, quando comparados com locais separados 

por distâncias maiores. Esta abordagem, formalizada na década de sessenta para estimar 

recursos minerais e reservas de minério tem sido, desde então, aplicada noutras áreas do 

ambiente como a agricultura, hidrologia, geologia ou meteorologia, enquanto actualmente são 

dados os primeiros passos na área da epidemiologia espacial. 

Os líquenes são o biomonitor e bioindicador da qualidade do ar mais estudado porque se 

encontram em quase todo o lado (chão, rochas, troncos das árvores, estruturas construídas pelo 

Homem) e são acumuladores de poluentes muito sensíveis às variações da poluição atmosférica. 

Como monitores ou indicadores de qualidade do ar, os líquenes podem ser usados para analisar 

a concentração de poluentes, ou para quantificar o número de espécies e o número de vezes 

que cada espécie ocorre. Muito recentemente, os líquenes começaram a ser usados em estudos 

de saúde, mas a sua aplicação nesta área requer mais investigação. 

O potencial dos métodos geoestatísticos para aplicações em epidemiologia espacial e o 

potencial dos líquenes como indicadores ecológicos em estudos de saúde motivaram a 

investigação e o desenvolvimento de novos métodos e aplicações apresentados nesta tese. Para 

responder a uma questão epidemiológica relacionada com a associação entre a qualidade do ar 

e peso ao nascer, esta tese apresenta o desenvolvimento de novas abordagens para 1) explorar 

o potencial dos líquenes como indicadores da qualidade do ar em estudos de saúde, 2) explorar 

o uso de simulação geoestatística para avaliar a incerteza espacial da exposição e, 3) desenvolver 

as capacidades de análise exploratória da geoestatística multivariada sobre os processos 

espaciais subjacentes às associações ecológicas que ocorrem nas áreas do ambiente e da 

epidemiologia. 

                                                           
2 Texto escrito de acordo com a antiga ortografia. 
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O Capítulo 1 apresenta uma revisão da literatura que abarca os temas que compõem a tese: a 

qualidade do ar, o peso à nascença, a epidemiologia espacial (todos na Secção 1.1) e a 

modelação geoestatística (Secção 1.2). A qualidade do ar é apresentada na perspectiva da 

monitorização com líquenes e na dos métodos de modelação espacial. Sobre o peso à nascença, 

descrevem-se os principais factores ambientais associados às variações no peso. A 

epidemiologia espacial é introduzida na perspectiva dos métodos estatísticos aplicados nesta 

área, fazendo referência a métodos frequencistas e bayesianos. Por fim, o formalismo 

geoestatístico é apresentado e são abordados os métodos usados na predição (por 

interpolação), simulação estocástica e análise exploratória multivariada. 

O Capítulo 2 introduz um protocolo de estudo epidemiológico onde se propõe combinar a 

simulação geoestatística com os líquenes para medir a qualidade do ar e as associações com o 

peso ao nascer. Com base nesta metodologia combinada, apresentam-se depois dois estudos, 

um realizado à escala regional, o outro à escala urbana. Os resultados destes estudos mostram 

que a metodologia proposta permite produzir mapas de qualidade do ar com elevada resolução 

espacial para posterior análise estatística e, apresenta-se como alternativa económica e 

adequada para medir as associações com o peso ao nascer. 

O protocolo de estudo descreve formalmente o desenho retrospectivo semi-ecológico proposto 

no âmbito do projecto Gestão Integrada Saúde e Ambiente (GISA) para o período 2007-2010 na 

região do Alentejo Litoral (Secção 2.1).  

Os dados de saúde e os dados geográficos (local de trabalho, local de residência durante o 

período de gestação) de cada par mãe-criança são obtidos individualmente, enquanto os dados 

de exposição são inferidos a partir de uma medida agregada (atribuição ecológica da exposição) 

da qualidade do ar, obtida a partir da diversidade dos líquenes observada na região. Quando 

comparada com o meio de monitorização de referência - estações de monitorização da 

qualidade do ar -, a utilização deste indicador ecológico permite aumentar de modo significativo 

a densidade espacial dos dados e captar de modo mais preciso as variações de qualidade do ar 

por toda a região. 

Em termos de análise estatística, o protocolo de estudo propõe a utilização de algoritmos de 

simulação geoestatística para obter estimativas e a incerteza das estimativas da qualidade do ar 

nas áreas de residência e de trabalho das mães. Os resultados são incorporados em modelos de 

regressão no quadro dos modelos lineares generalizados, para medir a associação com o peso 

ao nascer. Por fim, a significância estatística do conjunto de parâmetros da qualidade do ar 

resultantes dos modelos é avaliada com técnicas de bootstrap. 
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No primeiro estudo onde se aplica este método (Secção 2.2), a análise é realizada a uma escala 

regional, abrangendo uma sub-região da área do GISA. Depois de incorporada a incerteza da 

exposição não se detectam associações significativas. No mesmo estudo, numa análise idêntica 

realizada apenas com o subgrupo de mães fumadoras (n=128) aponta para uma associação 

significativa entre a qualidade do ar e o peso ao nascer, ou seja, o peso esperado dos bebés de 

mães fumadoras é menor se residirem numa área com pior qualidade do ar.  

No segundo estudo (Secção 2.3) a análise é realizada a uma escala urbana, dentro do perímetro 

da cidade de Sines. Como as variações na qualidade do ar em meio urbano são significativas a 

distâncias muito curtas, comparam-se dois métodos geoestatísticos para incorporar na 

simulação geoestatística: a Krigagem com deriva externa ou de resíduos (Regression Kriging) e 

a Krigagem Normal (Ordinary Kriging). Os resultados indicam que a Krigagem com deriva externa 

é mais promissora que a Krigagem Normal para avaliar a exposição em estudos de epidemiologia 

à escala urbana. 

O Capítulo 3 apresenta novas aplicações dos métodos geoestatísticos multivariados para 

modelar processos espaciais subjacentes às associações ecológicas nas áreas do ambiente e da 

epidemiologia. Os resultados mostram que a geoestatística multivariada pode desempenhar um 

papel relevante para descrever a intensidade e a direção de processos espacialmente não-

estacionários subjacentes às associações ecológicas, especialmente em grandes regiões, onde 

as variações em intensidade e direção são mais prováveis de ocorrer. 

A aplicação dos métodos está reflectida em dois estudos. O primeiro (Secção 3.1), explora o 

papel da geoestatística multivariada na descrição das correlações entre líquenes, enquanto 

indicador ecológico da qualidade do ar, e múltiplos factores ambientais que actuam na região 

do Alentejo Litoral. Usando o modelo linear de corregionalização identificam-se diferentes 

anisotropias e diferentes escalas espaciais das correlações. As matrizes de corregionalização, 

estimadas com o modelo, são usadas para calcular os valores próprios e os vectores próprios na 

análise em componentes principais. Os resultados indicam que, os líquenes estão bem 

correlacionados com diferentes tipos de poluentes atmosféricos, mas a intensidade, direcção e 

escala espacial varia: a menores distâncias (< 15 km), o indicador ecológico está melhor 

correlacionado com a emissão de partículas, enquanto que distâncias superiores (<45 km), a 

correlação é melhor não só com partículas, mas também com a emissão de  poluentes gasosos.  

O segundo estudo (Secção 3.2) propõe expandir o uso do modelo linear de corregionalização 

como ferramenta exploratória para especificação de modelos de regressão de Poisson 

ponderados geograficamente. O estudo descreve formalmente a utilização do modelo 
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geoestatístico como meio de auxiliar a selecção dos parâmetros do modelo de regressão 

(geograficamente variáveis ou fixos). Aplica o formalismo a uma caso empírico onde se avaliam 

as variações nos padrões espaciais da associação entre o baixo peso à nascença (peso <2500 gr.) 

e factores socioeconómicos e ambientais na região centro-norte do oeste de Portugal. Os 

resultados indicam que o modelo linear de corregionalização contribui para identificar 

associações ecológicas geograficamente variáveis naquela região, que não seriam consideradas 

se se usasse apenas a métrica usual, o critério de informação de Akaike corrigido. 

No último capítulo (Capítulo 4), sumarizam-se as principais conclusões dos capítulos anteriores 

e apresentam-se propostas para trabalho futuro.  

 

Palavras-chave: epidemiologia espacial; exposição ambiental; incerteza espacial; qualidade do 

ar; escalas espaciais. 
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